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SUMMARY 

This report describes the implementation of the TENDUM system 
version 2.0, status of november 1985. The TENDUM system, Tilburg
Eindhoven system for Natural language Dialogues based on User 
Modelling, is a dialogue system for communicating with databases in 
natural language. It is essentially a computer implementation of two 
theories concerning linguistic communication a theory about the 
semantic processing of natural language utterances, and a theory about 
the fundamental mechanisms on which information dialogues are based. 
The TENDUM program is developed jointly at IPO in Eindhoven and the 
Computational Linguistics Unit from the Department of Language and 
Literature at Tilburg University. 

This report is the basic documentation of the implementation of 
TENDUM version 2.0, TENDUM with a menu controlled user interface, 
status of november 1985. It is meant to be a manual for TENDUM 
programmers and developers. It can be viewed as an updated and almost 
completed version of IPO Report No. 493. Almost, because, due to 
continuous developments, two TENDUM components are only discussed 
briefly. These components are the translation from natural language 
(Dutch) to a formal-semantic language and the semantic type system, 
consisting of a type assignment part and a part that checks for type 
correctness. 

An introduction to the TENDUM dialogue system and its theoretical 
basis can be found elsewhere (note). 

Note : see Bunt et al. (1984) "The TENDUM dialogue system and its 
theoretical basis", IPO Annual Progress Report 19, 105-113. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION. 

The TENDUM system, Tilburg-Eindhoven system for Natural language 
Dialogues based on User -Modelling, is a dialogue system for 
communicating with databases in natural language. It is developed 
jointly at IPO in Eindhoven and in the Computational Linguistics Unit 
at Tilburg University. This report is the main part of the 
documentation of TENDUM version 2.0, status of november 1985. 

1.1 Historical background. 

The TENDUM system can be viewed as essentially a computer 
implementation of two theories conc~rning linguistic communication: a 
theory about the semantic processing of natural language utterances, 
and a theory about the fundamental mechanisms on which information 
dialogues are based. 

The first of these, called "two-level model-theoretic semantics", 
has been described in Bunt (1981b; 1985b). The essence of this theory 
is that semantic information in a natural language expression is 
related to a world model using two levels of semantic representation; 
one in terms of the content words of the language, and in one in terms 
of concepts of the world model. The two representations are linked by 
a translation relation, which is formally defined in model-theoretic 
terms. This theory has its roots in the PHLIQA project, carried out at 
Philips Research Labs between 1972 and 1980. This project resulted in 
an English-language question- answering system, described in Medema et 
al. (1975) and Bronnenberg et al. (1979), which incorporated the ideas 
of interpreting questions in several stages, each resulting in a 
representation in a logical language, and of viewing the database as a 
specification of the denotations of the constants of a logical 
language. 

In 1982, a program was developed at IPO for parsing and 
interpreting a subset of English into Ensemble Language (EL), a 
logical language defined in Bunt (1981b). This program was called 
PARSEL, for Parser into EL, and has been described in Bunt and thoe 
Schwartzenberg (1982) and thoe Schwartzenberg (1982). In 1982-1983 a 
computer program was added for computing the values of EL expressions 
("evaluating EL expressions"), given a database that is treated as the 
specification of the values of the EL constants 

In parallel with these developments, from 1978 onwards empirical 
and theoretical studies of information dialogues were undertaken at 
IPO (Bunt and van Katwijk 1980; van Katwijk et al. 1979; Bunt 1980). 
This resulted in the establishment of the foundations of a theory 
about the mechanisms on which information dialogues are based (Bunt 
1981a; Bunt 1983b). The basic idea is that an information dialogue can 
be viewed as a sequence of communicative actions (called "dialogue 
acts") chosen from a limited repertory, which signal the relevant 
aspects of the sender's intentions and information. The receiver, upon 
recognizing this, updates his model of the sender accordingly, and 
uses the updated model in generating an appropriate response using the 
same repertory. 

In 1982-1983 a first implementation of these ideas was developed 
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(Beun 1984). The combination of this software with (a version for 
Dutch of) the PARSEL parser and the EL evaluation program formed the 
backbone of a dialogue system, of which the first version was 
assembled in 1983 and called INDIS (IPO Natural language Dialogue 
System). Later in 1983, when the cooperation with Tilburg University 
started, the name was changed to TENDUM. The implementation of the 
first running version of the system (TENDUM version 1.0, status 
december 1984) has been documented in van der Linden (1985). 

The version do~umented here, TENDUM 2.0 (status november 1985) 
does not concain new theor~tical in=i;hts, but has a more 
user-friendly interface both for demonstration purposes and for 
convenience of development of the system (extension, testing and 
debugging). It is controlled by so-called "pop-up menus", inspired by 
Apple's MacIntosh/Lisa menu control. During a TENDUM dialogue session, 
the user has full control (on interiupt basis) over the program flow, 
the input (supporting input text editing), and the output (for 
inspecting intermediate results). 

1.2 Short overview of the TENDUM system. 

The 
1 . 

linguistic interpretation in TENDUM is split into three parts: 
Parsing of the input into EL/F (the first semantic representation 
language; /F stands for 'Formal', because EL/F only reflects the 
form of the sentence), thereby expressing the contents of the 
input in logical formulas without analysing the meanings of 
content words; 

EL/R (the 
stands for 
such a way 

the database 

2. Translating the EL/F representations of the input into 
second semantic representation language; /R 
'Referential'), thereby elaborating the formulas in 
that their constants relate to notions in 
representation of the domain of discourse; 

3. Determining the communicative function of the input, the repre
sentation of which is added to the EL/R representation of the 
input. 

The first part is performed by the parser mentioned above. Every 
time the parser recognizes a piece of syntactic structure, it builds a 
part of an EL/F meaning representation in parallel. The parser uses a 
grammar with rules that have a syntactic and a semantic component, and 
a lexicon with entries that also have a syntactic and a semantic part. 
The grammar is a so-called Augmented Phrase-Construction (APC) 
grammar, discussed in Bunt (1983a; 1985b, chapter 8). 

The second part is performed by a translation module that replaces 
EL/F constants by their EL/R translations, which are in general 
complex expressions. Since EL/F constants correspond directly to 
content words of the natural language, they are in general ambiguous. 
(EL/F thus has the unusual feature of being a logical language with 
ambiguous constants.) Consequently, the EL/F-to-EL/R dictionary gives 
several possible translations for an EL/F constant. Since not all 
combinations of translations are meaningful, something must be done to 
eliminate the undesired combinations. This is achieved by means of 
type checking in EL/R expressions. The final result of the 
EL/F-to-EL/R translation is an expression (or several alternative 
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expressions) where the constants relate to names of tables or 
relations in the database, to field names or to contents of fields in 
the database. 

The third part consists of the interpretation of certain syntactic 
or pragmatic features of the input, that were detected during the 
first part and collected in a datastructure called "surface speech 
act". For example, if the input is an interrogative sentence, and has 
not further special features, it is interpreted as a yes/no question. 
This part is called "pragmatic interpretation"; the collection of the 
relevant features of the input during the parsing is called "surface 
pragmatic analysis". 

From the description, it is clear that the second and third parts of 
the linguistic interpretation process are independent, and could be 
done in parallel. However, the first and second parts can be 
interleaved rather than sequential processes, and moreover, it is 
expected that in the near future the pragmatic interpretation will 
depend also on the EL/R representation of the content of the input; 
therefore, pragmatic interpretation has been chosen to take place in 
TENDUM after the first and second parts of the interpretation. This is 
shown in the upper part (components 1 to 3) of Figure 1.1, which 
presents the conceptual organization of the system. 

Pragmatic interpretation can be viewed as the point in TENDUM where 
linguistic processing is ready and nonlinguistic processing begins. 
The determination of the communicative function(s) of the input is in 
fact a decision on how to update the system's model of the user, as 
the communicative function in combination with the content makes clear 
what the user wants to know, wants to verify or wants to tell, what he 
knows about the discourse domain and what he knows or expects of the 
system. Pragmatic interpretation thus leads directly to user model 
updating (component 4 in Figure 1.1). 

When the user tells the system something, such as that flight(number) 
KL402 comes from New York, this results in the addition to the user 
model of the system's knowledge that the user believes that flight 
KL402 comes from New York. Should that be all? Usually, people tell 
something not only to express their beliefs, but also to provide some 
information about the subject domain. so we might want the system to 
add the new information to its database. However, this is of course 
very dangerous since the user might be wrong. Before doing that, the 
system should at least check first whether the new information is 
compatible with already available information. This action is called 
"Information evaluation" (component 5 in Figure 1.1). To do this 
evaluation, the database is consulted by the EL/Revaluation program 
(component 7 in Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 Conceptual organization of the TENDUM system. 
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At this point we can say that the linguistic and nonlinguistic 
processing of the input is ready, and those processes can start that 
relate to the generation of a continuation to the dialogue. 

The basis of the dialogue generation is that the user model is 
inspected for information about the user's goals. For every type of 
goal which can be expressed in EL/R, there are communicative actions 
in the system's repertory that are relevant to satisfy the goal. Every 
communicative action is associated with a set of conditions that must 
be met for the action to be performed. What happens in TENDUM is that 
that communicative action is considered, which is most relevant for 
satisfying the user's goals, and the corresponding conditions are 
checked. If all is well, the action can be performed. However, in 
general a goal cannot be achieved by a single action, but requires a 
combination of actions : a plan. 
The construction of plans of communicative actions is the task of the 
PLANNER program (component 6 in Figure 1.1). 

One of the findings of empirical dialogue studies has been that 
people pose questions very often indirectly. To a question like "Do 
you know what time it is?", the response is usually not "Yes.", but 
rather "Yes, it's four thirty.". TENDUM has a limited capacity to give 
such indirect answers to questions, for instance, by assuming that, if 
the user asks whether the system knows whether X, he supposedly wants 
to know also whether X. The attribution of such additional goals to 
the user is made by the TENDUM component called "Indirect 
interpretation" (component 8 in Figure 1.1). 

Once the Planner and Indirect interpretation components have 
constructed a plan of action, what needs to be done is to carry out 
the plan and put the communicative actions into words. However, there 
LS something more, since there are always certain expected effects of 
the actions that were decided to perform which are assumed to occur 
unless there is evidence to the contrary. In particular, there is 
often the assumption that a certain goal on the part of the user is 
satisfied. This is important to take into account, for otherwise the 
user model will continue to contain the same user's goals, and the 
system will therefore continue to attempt to construct the same plan 
all the time. The TENDUM component that takes care of this is the 
"Expected user effects" module, number 9 in Figure 1.1. 

Finally then, the planned communicative actions have to be put into 
words. This is the task of the "Output Formulation" component (number 
10 in Figure 1.1). This is really an empty component in the present 
TENDUM version; all that is done at present is to represent the 
constructed plan in a readable form on the display screen, but no 
attempt has been made yet to translate this into natural language. 
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This completes the introductory overview of the TENDUM system. A 
somewhat more elaborate description of the system and the working if 
its components can be found in Bunt et al. (1984). 
A description of the implementation of all components is the subject 
of this report, where : 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 3 

Chapter 4 
Chapter 5 

Chapter 6 

Chapter 7 
Chapter 8 
Chapter 9 

Chapter 10 

Chapter 11 
and Chapter 12 

describes the module- and data- structure of the whole 
TENDUM system (for the modules : see also appendix A), 
the main program structure, which covers component 2 
(Attachil,E~p(~ssion6 and naplElfElr), 
the menu controlled user interface, 
the input editor, which is part of the user interface, 

the natural language to EL/F parser, which covers 
component 1 (ParsEll), 
the betareduction procedure, 
the type calculations, 
the pragmatic interpretation, which covers 3 (InpAct), 
4 (Plak) and 5 (InfEval), 
the dialogue planning, which covers components 6 
(Planner), 8 (Indint) and 9 {Expect), 
the system's database organisation, 
the evaluation of EL/R expressions, which covers com
ponent 7 (Eval). 

The dictionaries (lexicons) and input/output formats 
the appendices (B to H). The output of a sample 
given in appendix I. The major differences between 
TENDUM 1.0 are mentioned in appendix J. 

are described in 
TENDUM session is 

TENDUM 2.0 and 
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2.0 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF TENDUM. 

2.1 Introduction. 

In the rest of this report we describe the TENDUM program in some 
detail. First of all, the reade-r must be familiar with PASCAL (Jensen 
and Wirth 1985). The whole program is written in VAX-11 PASCAL version 
V2.2 (DEC 1982). VAX-11 PASCAL follows the ISO standard of PASCAL very 
closely, but has some important extensions: 

A standard type string (a varying array of characters), with 
string operations. 

User defined enumerated types can be read from and written to 
text-files directly. 

A program can be built up from a number of modules, which can be 
compiled separately. The modules' object files can be linked 
together. 

The whole program runs on a VAX-11/780 mainframe. The over 19.000 
lines of source code takes about 750K bytes of memory. At run time it 
consumes some SOOK bytes of (directly accessible) memory. 

2.2 The Modules. 

What is a module? 
A program in PASCAL consists of a declaration part, which may be 
empty, and a body, which is a block of (zero or more) statements 
between a begin and an end delimiter. 
A module is only a unit of declarations, without a body. It can 
contain declarations of labels, constants, types, variables, functions 
and procedures. Modules are compiled separately and can be linked to a 
program. Only a compiled and linked program results in an executable 
image ( <program name>.exe ); a module cannot run on its own. 

How can a program and modules interact? 
Declarations in a module are local, but there are two important 
exceptions. The two sharing techniques supplied by VAX-11 PASCAL are : 
1. variables and routines can be declared 'global' : 

<variable name> : [global] .. type-of-variable .. ; 
or [global] <routine name> .. rest-of-routine-declaration .. ; 
Global identifiers can be used by other modules. Those module 
should declare the global identifier as external : 

<variable name> : [external] .. type-of-variable .• ; 
or [external] <routine name> .. rest-of-routine-header .. ; extern; 
The externals of a module must be listed before any other 
declaration of the same kind in that module. (Note : The call of 
externals is only checked to be conform the external declaration. 
The real declaration of a global identifier may differ from the 
external declaration. This is noted, neither by the compiler, nor 
by the linker! It will lead to unpredictable program execution, 
and probably to run time errors.) 
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2. Declarations of constants, types, variables and routines can be 
made global to other modules. The declarations of these global 
identifiers must be put in a separate module, adding the 
'environment' attribute immediately preceding the module header : 

[environment] module <environ.name> .. rest-of-module-header .. ; 
A special 'environment' object file of those declarations, called 
<environ.name>.pen, will be created by the compiler. A module that 
wants to use identifiers from the environment, should inherit the 
environment file, by adding just before the module header : 

[inherit( '<environ.name>.pen•jj 
The environment can be viewed as a shell for the modules that 
inherit it. Also, a module can inherit several environments. (Note 
: During compilation of a module that inherits an environment, the 
compiler checks whether the use of global identifiers is conform 
the shell's datastructure. Therefore, the environment must be 
created before any module using it can be compiled. The linker 
checks the dates of the compilation units.) 

In the TENDUM program there is only one environment, called 
datastruc.pen, which contains constants, variables and types. The 
global/external attribute is only used for routines by all modules. 

Why modules? 
The advantage of modules is that routines, which functionally belong 
together, can be put in one module. The datastructure declared in a 
module is only accessible for the routines of that module. 
Routines may be used by other modules, but only those routines that 
are made global. By carefully choosing the module's content, many 
effects can be kept local to that module (e.g. prefer parameter 
passing above creating new global variables). This is important for 
keeping large programs, like TENDUM, manageable. 

What are the TENDUM modules? 
The TENDUM program version 2.0 consists of 34 modules, which are 
described briefly in appendix A. 
The TENDUM main program is contained in 'module' MAIN.pas. The TENDUM 
environment (datastruc.pen) is created when module DATASTRUC.pas is 
compiled. All other 32 module object files are stored in one library 
(main.olb). This object library is needed because the linker cannot 
link more than 15 modules. The executable image (main.exe) is created 
by linking the program and environment object files with the object 
library: 

link main,datastruc,main/lib 

The 34 TENDUM modules (their names in uppercase) are the following 

DATASTRUC 

MAIN 

MENU 

DBFILL 

('global datastructure') : the environment 
(see paragraph 2.3). 

TENDUM main program (see chapter 3). 
(so this is not a module in the strict sense) 

: Module for menu control of the in
teraction of the user and the system (see chapter 4). 

('DataBase Fill') : Module for creating the database 
structure from datafiles (see paragraph 11.2). 
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RULESINT ('Rules Interpreter') : Module for interpreting 
grammar rules, described in datafiles. 
(not operational, see paragraph 6.2). 

EDITOR 

Modules for 
PARSELl 
APPLY 
CONDITION 

: Module for input editing (see chapter 5). 

Parsing (see chapter 6) : 
('Parse EL') : the parser. 

Modules 
ABO 

containing syntactic and semantic grammar rules : 
('grammar rules A, Band D') 

EFHI 
Jl34 
KLMN 
NEWRULES 

('grammar rules E, Fl, F2A, F2B, F3, F4, F5, Hand I') 
('grammar rules Jl, J3 and J4') 
('grammar rules L, ~3, Ml2, N, Kl, K2 and K3') 
('New grammar rules P, PP, PM, AX, PO, SD, SA and VB') 

BETARED ('BetaReduction') : Module for lambda conversion (see 
chapter 7). 

TYPECALC ('Type Calculation') Module for type calculation and 
checking (see chapter 8). 

Modules for Pragmatic Interpretation (see chapter 9) 
PRAGMAN ('Pragmatic Analysis') 
INFEVAL ('Information Evaluation') 

Modules for Dialogue Planning: 
PLANNER 

EVAL 
DBACCESS 
OCON STANT 

INDINT 
EXPECT 

( 'Evaluation') 
('DataBase Access') 
('Denotation of Constants') 
('Indirect Interpretation') 
('Expectations') 

(see chapter 10) 
(see chapter 12) 
(see paragraph 11.3) 
(see paragraph 11.3.2) 
(see paragraph 10.4) 
(see paragraph 10.5) 

Modules containing routines for specific datastructure operations 
ELOPER ('EL operations') 
EVALOPER ('Evaluation Operations') 
NODOPER ('Node Operations') 
ROUT ('Routines') 
TENDUMLIB ('TENDUM Library') 
STROPER ('String Operations') 
TRMOPER ('Term Operations') 
TYPOPER ('Type Operations') 

INP 

OUTP 

('Input') 

( 'Output' ) 
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2.3 The Datastructure. 

2.3.1 Introduction. 

If we want to go into detail, we must call a spade a spade. Therefore 
every now and then, we use names of global variables and types. A 
short description of all these global identifiers in TENDUM is given 
in the next three paragraphs. 

2.3.2 Global Constants. 

WL = 20; 
maximum length of a word. 

LINKMAX = 20; 
maximum number of words in a sentence. 

SPATIE = ' '; 
space symbol. 

FATAL = TRUE; 
indicates a fatal error (i.e. analysis is canceled). 

NONFATAL = FALSE; 
indicates a nonfatal error (i.e. an error that does not cause the 
analysis to be canceled). 

CHARLINE = 70; 
width of the edit-window. 

LINESCR = 5; 
number of lines in the edit-window. 

MAXLENGTH = (CHARLINE+l)*LINESCR; 
maximum length of an input string for the editor. 

MENUBAR a 'ESC- D(ialogue supervisor K(ind of input 
!(intermediate results E(xtras '; 

holds the SO-characters-wide menubar expression. 

2.3.3 Global Types. 

STRING = VARYING[WL] OF CHAR; 
EDITTYPE = VARYING[MAXLENGTH] OF CHAR; 
SETOFCHAR= SET OF CHAR; 

The type STRING (of WL characters) is used for words in a 
sentence, constant names, variable names, (database-) function 
names etc. EDITTYPE is the string type used by the TENDUM editor. 
SETOFCHAR is needed for procedures in module TENDUMLIB, because 
value parameters require type identifiers. 

RULECOD = ( QVB, QA, QB, QD, QE, QFlA, QFlB, QF2A, QF2B, QF3, QF4, 
QFS, QH, QI, QJl, QJ2, QJ3, QJ4, QKl, QK2, QK3, QL, QM, 
QM3, QN, QP, QPP, QPM, QAX, QPO, QAV, QSA, QSD, ZETA); 

All grammar rules have unique names enumerated by RULECOD, so that 
it is possible to indicate which rules were applied to get a given 
structure. ZETA is a dummy rule, closing the enumeration. 
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SPEAKER = ( S, U ); 
The speaker is either the system (S) or the user (U). 

ACTTYPE = ( INFORM, AGREEMNT, DENIAL, CORRECTION, PERSUADE, ANSWER, 
WANSWER, YNANSWER, WYNANSWER, CONFIRM, DISFIRM, WCONFIRM, 
WDISFIRM, YNCONFIRM, YNDISFIRM, WYNCONFIRM, WYNDISFIRM, 
WHANSWER, WHCONFIRM, WHDISFIRM, WWHANSWER, WWHCONFIRM, 
WWHDISFIRM, YNQUESTION, ALTSQUESTION, CHECK, CONTRACHECK, 
POSICHECK, NEGACHECK, WHQUESTION, QUESTION, NOACT ); 

ACTTYPE enumerates all the different dialogue actz used by the 
TENDUM system. NOACT is a dummy dialogue act category, closing the 
enumeration. 

NCAT = COPULA, VERBl, VERB2, VERB3, MEASUREVERB, PROPERNAME, 
CNOUN, MNOUN, DMNOUN,.ADJ, PREDET, CENTRALDET, DET, 
NUMBER, NUNIT, NUMERAL, NAMOUNT, COMPNUM, NNPCENTRE, 
NNOM, NNP, COMPNOUN, NISOLAM, NNPS, NSENTENCE, PREP, 
PP, RNOM, AUX ,DEPREP, NOMR, COPREP, INTPRON, HNOM, 
QNUM, FRACTION, PERSPRON, ADSENT, ADV, NOUN, FNOUN, 
FNP, VERB, CLAUSE, DIALCAT, CONJ, PUNCT, NOCAT ); 

SETOFCAT • SET OF NCAT; 
The syntactic categories used by the system are enumerated by 
NCAT. NOCAT is the default value. It closes the enumeration. 
SETOFCAT is a set of syntactic categories. Sets of such categories 
figure in the syntactic rules of the grammar. 

ATTRIBUTES =(GENDER, VALCAT, DEFNESS, MOOD, VOICE, CASUS, VFORM, 
TSPEC, TENSE, SUBCAT, ASPECT, FORM, ARGNR, PERSON, DPREP, 
PREPS, PREPOB, PRGMARK, CONCORD, CERTNTY, NOATTR ); 

The names of all the syntactic and pragmatic attributes. NOATTR is 
a dummy attribute, closing the enumeration. 

ATTVALS = ( SING, NONSING, PLUR, NONPLUR, COUNT, GROUND, MASS, 
UNSPEC, NEUTR, FEMASC, DEF, INDEF,DECLAR, INTERROG, 
WH, VERIF, PRES, PAST, PASTPART, TOBJ, FUT, PERF, 
IMPERF, PROGR, MAIN, AUXL, COP, MEASR, COMPL, ACTIVE, 
PASSIVE, NOMIN, OBLIQ, CON, DIS, CERTN, UNCERTN, NOVAL ); 

The possible values of some syntactic and pragmatic attributes. 
NOVAL is the dummy attribute value. Note that, every attribute 
uses only a (different) subset of ATTVALS as meaningful values. 

PRREF 
PRLIST 

= APRLIST; 
= RECORD 

GETAL 
VOORZETSEL 
LINK 

END; 

1 .. 3; 
STRING; 
PRREF; 

The datastructure for prepositions is a linear list of (PRLIST-) 
records. 
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ATTREF = AATTLIST; 
ATTLIST = RECORD 

CAT 
FORM 
LINK 

END; 

NCAT; 
ATTVALS; 
ATTREF; 

The datastructure for a list of 'syntactic categories with 
syntactic attributes' is a linear list of (ATTLIST-) records. 

RFUNXI • ( DUMMtrtEL, LESSTHAN, MORETHAN, 3ZPCRE, ~FTER ); 
There are four types of 'relational functions' : 
LESSTHAN < 
MORETHAN > 
BEFORE <= 
AFTER >= (The PASCAL functions BEFORE and AFTER are inten-

ded for computing temporal relations) 

BRANCH = CONSTANT, VARIABLE, APPLICATION, ABSTRACTION, UNIVERSALQU, 
EXISTENTIALQU, SELECTION, PARTSELECTION, AMOUNT, NEGATION, 
POWER, SINGLETON, CARDINALITY, UNIONSTAR, CONJUNCTION, 
CARTESIANPR, UNION, EQUALITY, RELATION, TUPLE, ITERATION, 
ELEMENT, MEMBERSHIP, INCLUSION, CONDITIONAL, SETT, 
FUNCTIONCnOICE, REFGNOTION, DATGNOTION, REFSUSPICION, 
DATSUSPICION, AUTOGOAL, ALLODATGOAL, ALLOREFGOAL, DIALACT, 
FUNCTIONVALUE, NOBRANCH ); 

The names of all the branching categories of EL/F and EL/R. Note 
that, NOBRANCH is a dummy category, closing the enumeration. 

S~MBRAN = ( ATOMIC ,FUNTYPE ,TUPTYPE ,UNIONTYPE ,AMNTYPE ,SETTYPE, 
ENSTYPE ,DUMTYPE ); 

The branching categories of the EL type language, the language for 
describing the type of an EL-expression. DUMTYPE is a kind of 
dummy type, closing the enumeration, which also plays a 
significant role in type checking (see chapter 8 and also appendix 
D). 

ATOMS ~ ( ENTITY, TVLUCHT, TSTAD, TMAATSCHAPPIJ, TLAND, TTIJDSTIP, 
STRTYPE, INTTYPE, TRUTHVAL, TGEWICHT, TVOLUME, TLENGTE, 
TDUUR, UNITYPE ); 

The atomic type names, so the types of individual contants of EL/F 
(like entity, truthval etc.) and EL/R (like truthval, tvlucht, 
tstad etc.). 

TYPREF - ATYPLIST; 
TYPLIST a RECORD 

ELEM 
TYPLINK 

END; 

SEMTYPE; 
TYPREF; 
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SEMTYPE = ATYPCODE; 
TYPCODE = RECORD 

CASE SEMCAT 
ATOMIC 
FUNTYPE 
TUPTYPE, 
UNIONTYPE 
SETTYPE, 
ENSTYPE 
AMNTYPE: 
DUMTYPE 

END; 

SEMBRAN OF 
(ATOM ATOMS); 
(DOMAIN,RANGE: SEMTYPE); 

(TTUP 

(ARG 
: ( I'4Ur•1 , Ui'I IT 

(DUMPY 

TYPREF); 

SEMTYPE); 
Ct:'"-1,,,Vt>I:' \ • ....,.., ........ -,, 
ATOMS); 

The datastructure to store the type of an EL-expression is a tree 
of TYPCODE-records. TYPLIST is used to build a linear list of 
TYPCODE-records (this is used fpr tuples (semcat•tuptype).). 

NREF = ANODE; 
pointer to a record that contains all the information of a word, 
constituent or sentence. 

ELREF = AELEXPR; 
pointer to an EL-expression. 

DIALREF = ADIALEXPR; 
pointer to a record that holds the semantic 
communicative function of a dialogue act. 

content and 

TRMFLD = ATRMFLDS; 
pointer to a record that contains the name of a "term" (i.e. a 
constant or variable) and auxiliary fields used to build up 
syntactic and semantic representations. 

TRMREF = ATRMLIST; 
pointer to a list of records that links either constants or 
variables. 

LREF = ALLIST; 
Pointer to a double-linked linear list of node-records. 

TREF = ATLIST; 
TLIST • RECORD 

ELEM 
TLINK 

END; 

ELREF; 
TREF; 

pointer to a semantic expression. 
link to the next record in the list. 

The datastructure to build a linear list of semantic expressions. 

TRMFLOS = RECORD 
SYMBOL: STRING; 

: ELREF; NEWEL 

STORE NREF; 

END; 

name of the variable/constant. 
pointer to semantic representation in 
EL/R. 
auxiliary field to build up expres
sions. 

This record contains the name of a term and a link to its 
syntactic and semantic information. 
While building up the semantic expression, the 'store'-field is 
used to point back to the constant/variable NODE-record. The 
'newel'-field holds a pointer to a possible translation into EL/R. 
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TRMLIST = RECORD 
ELEM 
LINK 

END; 

: TRMFLD; 
: TRMREF; 

This record is used to build up a list that links either all 
constants or all variables in a certain EL-expression. 

ELEXPR = RECORD 
T!,J.?E: 
CASE BRANCAT 

CONSTANT, 
VARIABLE 
APPLICATION 
ABSTRACTION 
UNIVERSALQU 
EXISTENTIALQU 
SELECTION 
PARTSELECTION 
AMOUNT 
NEGATION, 
POWER, 
SINGLETON, 
CARDINALITY, 
UNIONSTAR, 
CONJUNCTION, 
CARTESIANPR, 
UNION 
EQUALITY 
FUNCTIONVALUE 
RELATION 

TUPLE 
ITERATION 
ELEMENT 

MEMBERSHIP 
INCLUSION 
CONDITIONAL 

SEMTYPE; 

(SUBFLD 
: (FUN, ARG 

(ABVAR, DESCR 
: ( FORALL , HOLD 

(FORSOME,HOLDS 
(HEAD, MODIF 
(PARHEAD, PARMOD 

: (NUMB, UNIT 

(ARGUMENT 
(LEFT, RIGHT 
(FFUN, FARG, VAL 
(RFUN 
ARGl, ARG2 

(TUPEL 
(IFOR, APPLY 
(TARG 

TNUM 
(MEMBER, CLASS 
(PART, WHOLE 
(INDIEN, DAN, 
ANDERS 

SETT 
FUNCTIONCHOICE: 

(VERZ 
(CHOICE 

END; 

REFGNOTION, 
DATGNOTION, 
REFSUSPICION, 
DATSUSPICION, 
AUTOGOAL, 
ALLODATGOAL, 
ALLOREFGOAL 

DIALACT 

(AGENT 
OBJECT 

(DIALARG 

. . 
: 
: 

. . 
: 

TRMREF); 
ELREF) ; 
ELREF); 
ELREF); 
ELREF) ; 
ELREF); 
ELREF); 
ELREF); 

ELREF); 
ELREF); 
ELREF); 
RFUNXI; 
ELREF); 
TREF); 
ELREF); 
ELREF; 
INTEGER); 
ELREF); 
ELREF); 

ELREF); 
TREF); 
ELREF); 

SPEAKER; 
ELREF); 
DIALREF); 

Record to build up an EL-expression (see appendix B). 
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NODE = RECORD 
VALCAT, 
CAT 

NAME 
ELREP 

SUBCAT, 
GENDER, 
DEFNESS, 
VOICE, 
CASUS, 
VFORM, 
TSPEC, 
TENSE, 
ASPECT, 
FORM, 

MOOD, 
CONCORD, 
CERTNTY 
PRGMARK 
ARGNR, 
PERSON 
DPREP 
PREPS 
PREPOBS 
VARLIST 

NCAT; 

STRING; 
ELREF; 

: ATTVALS; 
ACTTYPE; 

: 0 •• 3; 
: STRING; 

TRMREF; 
PRREF; 
TRMREF; 

syntactic category of word or con
stituent. 
name of the {sub)expression. 
pointer to the semantic represen
tation. 
{main,auxl,cop,measr} 
{neutr,femasc,unspec} 
{def 1 indef;unspec} 
{passive,active} 
{nomin,obliq} 
{pastpart, .. } 
{tobj, .. } 
not usedl 
not used! 
{sing,nonsing,plur,nonplur,count, 
ground,mass,unspec} 

{wh,interrog,declar,verif} 
{con,dis} 
{certn,uncertn} 
the type of dialogue act. 

information about prepositions. 

list· of all the variables in the 
semantic expression. 

NODE1,NODE2: NREF; 
NEXT ,LAST NREF; 

the 2 nodes that were connected. 
the next and previous list of va
riants. 

VARIANT 

FORW 
BACKW 
TERUG 
APPLIED 

FROMRULE 
ELEMENTS 
FLAG 

END; 

NREF; pointer to a variant syntactic ex
pression. 

ARRAY[l .. LINKMAX] OF NREF; 
ARRAY[l .. LINKMAX] OF NREF; 
NREF; 

: SET OF RULECOD; 

: RULECOD; 
LREF; 
BOOLEAN; 

the grammar rules applied so far. 
grammar rule that made this node. 
list of all new nodes. 

The datastructure that contains all the syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic information of a word, constituent or sentence. 
The syntactic information is stored in 'cat', 'valcat' and 
'subcat' (syntactic categories) , 'gender', 'defness', 'voice', 
'casus', 'vform', 'tspec', 'form', 'mood', 'argnr', 'person', 
'dprep', 'preps' and 'prepobs' (syntactic attributes). The fields 
'tense' and 'aspect' are not used. The subset (of attvals) of 
meaningful attribute-values is given between comment brackets. 
The field 'elrep' contains a pointer to the semantic 
representation. 
The pragmatic information is stored in 'mood', 'concord', 
'certnty' and 'prgmark' (pragmatic attributes). Note that, 'mood' 
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is both a syntactic and a pragmatic feature. 
The list of variables can be reached through 'varlist' (but only 
during parsing it has a correct value). The fields 'forw' and 
'backw' contain pointers to the next and previous word(s), 
respectively. A pointer to a variant of this node-record is given 
by 'variant'. The field 'applied' contains all the grammar rules 
applied so far. The field 'formrule' gives the grammar rule that 
generated this node. The other fields are purely for 
administl'.'ation. 

LLIST = RECORD 
ELEM 
FORW 
BACKW 
VARIANT 

END; 

NREF; 
LREF; 
LREF; 
LREF; 

The datastructure for a double-linked linear list of NODE-records. 
The fields 'forw' and 'backw' give the forward and backward 
pointer respectively. 

SETNAME = ( STEDEN, VLUCHTEN, LANDEN, MAATSCHAPPIJEN, MOMENTS, 
GEWICHT, VOLUME, LENGTE, TIJDEN, DUMMYSET ); 

Those EL/R set constants that denote the sets of all individuals 
of the same referential atomic type (so called generic sets). Note 
that, DUMMYSET is the dummy set name, closing the enumeration. 

DBATTR = ( KEY, LANDINGEN, AANKTIJD, SCHEMATIJD, VERTRKPLAATS, 
MAATSCHAPPIJ,· LANDS, LANDM, CNEXTG, CNEXTV, CNEXTL, 
CNEXTT, DUMMYATTR ); 

Names of those EL/R function constants that correspond to field 
names of the database records (You could see them as attributes 
from the 'knowledge base'.). DUMMYATTR is the dummy field name, 
closing the enumeration. 

APARTREF = AAPARTREC; 
APARTREC = RECORD 

KEY 
NEXT 

STRING; 
: APARTREF; 

CASE FILENAME 
TVLUCHT 

: ATOMS OF 

END; 

TSTAD 
TMAATSCHAPPIJ: 
TLAND 
TGEWICHT 
TVOLUME 
TLENGTE 
TDUUR 

(LANDINGEN, 
AANKTIJD, 
SCHEMATIJD, 
VERTRKPLAATS, 
MAATSCHAPPIJ: 

(LANDS 
(LANDM 
( ) ; 
(CNEXTG 
(CNEXTV 
(CNEXTL 
(CNEXTT 

STRING) ; 
STRING) ; 
STRING) ; 

STRING) ; 
STRING) ; 
STRING) ; 
STRING) ; 

The database datastructure 
APARTREC-records. Note that, 
is given by 'filename', which 

consists of linear lists of 
the type of each database list (file) 
is the referential atomic type name. 
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DIALEXPR 

NODECAT 
PLANREF 
SPLl0 
PLANEXP 

= RECORD 
ACTYPE 
CONTENT 
EVALCONT 

END; 

ACTTYPE; 
ELREF; 
ELREF; 

= ( SPLIT, JOIN, DIAL, CONDITION$ ); 
= ~PLANEXP; 
= ARRAY[l .. 10] OF PLANREF; 
= RECORD 

CASE NODE 
SPLIT 
JOIN 
DIAL 

CONDITION$ 

END; 

(SPLITS 
(JOINS 
(DIALS 

NEXT 
(OPEN_ 

FURTHER: 

l0=maximum number of 'splits'. 

SPL10); 
PLANREF); 
DIALREF; 
PLANREF); 
BOOLEAN; 
PLANREF); 

Types in behalf of the PLANNER. The plan structure is a graph of 
PLANEXP-records. The DIALEXPR-record contains the communicative 
function (or "type") of the dialogue act, a pointer to the content 
of that act, expressed in EL/R, and a pointer to the result of 
evaluating the content with respect to the database, also 
expressed in EL/R. 

DIALOGUEMODE = ( STARTNEW, CONTINUE, CANCEL, STOP ); 
INPUTFORMAT = ( TEXTIN, ELFFORMULA, ELRFORMULA, SCHANGESLIST, 

PLANSTRUCTURE); 
REPRESENTATION= SYNTACTICREPR, ELFREPR, REDELFREPR, ELRREPR, 

REDELRREPR, SCHANGESREPR, USERMODELREPR, PLANREPR, 
TEXTOUTREPR, 
BACKUPRESULTS, ORIGINALINPUT, ALLELRVARIANTS, 
ELRTYPERESULT, EXTRAEVAL, EXPECTREPR ); 

Types in behalf of the menu control. 
DIALOGUEMODE, enumerating the "total-program" control, indicates 
whether a new dialogue has to be started, the session must be 
continued, the running analysis (of the last input) must be 
canceled or the whole session must be ended ('continue' is the 
default value). 
INPUTFORMAT enumerates the five kinds of input that are possible 
in a TENDUM session ('textin' is the default value). 
REPRESENTATION enumerates the 15 possible kinds of intermediate 
output (results of the analysis) that can be shown. In the future 
'textoutrepr' will be the default value, but as long as there is 
no real output formulation the default value is 'planrepr'. Output 
can be to the screen only or to both the screen and a journal file 
('backupresults') and with or without repeating the original 
input-expression in the headers all the time ('originalinput'). 
Default only the type-correct EL/R expressions are shown (unless 
'allelrvariants' is selected) and the evaluation function Eval is 
only called by the Planner (unless 'extraeval' is selected; in 
that case the content of the EL/R expression is evaluated before 
Planner is called). 
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2.3.4 Global Variables. 

NEDELF, 
ELFELR, 
ELRCONS, 
JOURNAL : TEXT; 

These are the files that are opened during a TENDUM session 

FORMEL, 

NEDELF thP Dutch-to-EL/F lexicon, containing the syntactic, 
EL/F...:semant.ic ana s-t.i1.face-• prag:matic inf~r::naticn of 311 the 
Dutch words that can be used in a TENDUM session. 

ELFELR : the EL/F-to-EL/R lexicon, containing all the EL/R
translations of EL/F constants. 

ELRCONS holds the types of all EL/R constants. 

JOURNAL file used to backup the selected intermediate 
results of the analysis of all those inputs of the session for 
which the option 'backupresults' has been chosen. During 
startup it temporarely stores the TENDUM-logo. 

REFEREL, : NREF; 
Pointers to the formal (EL/F) and referential (EL/R) representa
tions of the input sentence (or rather input expression), respec
tively. 

SCHANGES, 
USERMODEL : TREF; 

SCHANGES is a pointer to the list of epistemic expressions 
distracted from the last input expression. USERMODEL is a pointer 
to the accumulated list of epistemic expressions for the entire 
ongoing dialogue. This user model is updated with every new input 
expression. 
Note that, there is no consistency in both 'models'; only a 
limited redundancy check (i.e. expressions equal on a 'string 
level' are added only once) is performed. 

GOALLIST : PLANREF; 
Holds a pointer to the plan structure generated by PLANNER. 

CONLIST : TRMREF; 
CONLIST is a pointer to a list that links all (EL-) constants in 
an expression. The links should be built after every 
'tree-reduction' (function RedTree). Note that, there is no global 
pointer to a list of variables in an expression, because such a 
list is only used by the parser procedure (Parsell). 

INPUTSTRING : EDITTYPE; 
CH CHAR; 
ERRORSTR VARYING[l32] OF CHAR; 

INPUTSTRING holds the input expression to be (or being) analysed. 
CH is the character read via a keyboard interrupt. ERRORSTR holds 
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the most recent error message (for ERROR reports). 

TTCHAN : INTEGER; 
DIALOGUESUPERVISION DIALOGUEMODE; 
NEWKINDOFINPUT INPUTFORMAT; 
KINDOFINPUT INPUTFORMAT; 
INTERMEDIATERESULTS SET OF REPRESENTATION; 

During a TENDUM session TTCHAN holds the VT100/VT220-terminal 
channel number used for keyboard interrupts. 
DIALOGUESUPERVISION controls the dialog~e session. Its normal 
value is 'continue'. During the startup and when we want to 
restart with an empty usermodel the value is 'startnew'. When its 
value becomes 'cancel' the running analysis is immediately 
stopped, usermodel is emptied and new input is requested. The 
session as a whole is immedi?tely stopped, as soon as its value 
becomes 'stop'. 
The next type (kind) of input is given by NEWKINDOFINPUT, the 
current kind of input by KINDOFINPUT; their default values are 
both 'text in'. 
INTERMEDIATERESULTS specifies the intermediate results to be shown 
during every analysis, and whether these results are written to 
the journal file. 

ATOMGS ARRAY[ATOMS] OF SETNAME; 
ATOMGS contains the EL/R set name for each referential atomic type 
(e.g. 'steden' for 'tstad', 'moments' for 'ttijdstip' etc. ). 

RNAME : ARRAY[ATOMS] OF APARTREF; 
RNAME contains a pointer to the ('next' linked) list of 
APARTREC-records for. every referential atomic type. The RNAME 
array together with the lists of APARTREC-records, forms the 
TENDUM database (the system's knowledge of facts in its 'world'). 

The following 5 variables are inherited from previous versions and 
have- either an unclear usage or a 'poor' global behaviour; therefore 
they are bound to be skipped: 

NUMLIST, 
NNLIST : LREF; 

A 
SYM 

CND 

Both variables 
building up of 

are only used during 
NP sequences. They are 

: ACTTYPE; 
: CHAR; 

parsing to 'control' the 
global in function RuleJ. 

(unclear usage) 

SYM is only used during parsing (in the modules ABD, EFHI, Jl34, 
KLMN and NEWRULES before a call to TrmTree (module TRMOPER), to 
get unique names in the structures built. It should be a 
var-parameter for TrmTree ! 
ROOT : CND REF; 

-CND ROOT points to a -structure of grammar rule conditions (a 
network of CND NODE-records; this structure is not given in the 
previous paragraph), that can be consulted by the grammar rule 
procedures. It is not used in this version (see paragraph 6.2). 
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3.0 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE TENDUM MAIN PROGRAM. 

we shall describe version 2.0 of the Tendum program in a top-down way. 
The nesting of the routines is closely mirrored by the chapter/ 
paragraph classification. The module MAIN.pas contains the main 
program that executes a Tendum dialogue session .. The coarse structure 
of every routine is given schematically in a pseudo-PASCAL form. Only 
the most important calls to deeper routines are shown. 

3.1 The Main Program. 

Figure 3.1 shows the coarse structure of the main program. 

begin {Main} 
Entree; 
while "not stop session" do 

Initialize; 
Getinput; 
if "text input" then ParsEll fi; 
if "text or EL/F input" 

fi 
od; 
Exit 

then FromElfOnTranslation 
else 
if "EL/R input" then EpistemicAnalysis fi; 
if "EL/R or Schanges input" then DialoguePlanning fi; 
if "planstructure input" then ConvertinputToPlan fi; 
{output formulation} 

end. {Main} 

Figure 3.1 Structure of the Tendum main program. 

How does the main program roughly run? 

The system starts up doing some initialization. The user is asked to 
type in an expression, upon which the complete analysis of that 
expression is performed by the body of the main loop. Depending on the 
settings of the variables that control the session (discussed later), 
the system notifies us of the analysis progress, by displaying 
intermediate results on the screen. The analysis is completed when a 
plan structure, describing the content and the function of the 
response (describing what must be said and indicating how it must be 
said), is produced. (No~that, in the ultimate vers on of this 
dialogue system the response should be given in natural language.) 
After pressing a key, confirming that the output is received, the next 
expression to be analysed can be entered. For every new input 
expression the main loop in the main program is executed once. 
The stop criterion is met when the 'stop dialogue' item in the 
'Dialogue Supervisor' menu has been selected (see chapter 4). 
Different types of input expressions can be entered; the default 
expression's type is a sentence, but it can also be an EL/For EL/R 
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expression. The user can change the type during a session at will, and 
depending on the type only the relevant parts of the analysis are 
done. 
Throughout the program the, selected, intermediate results are shown 
and (if chosen) stored in the journal file. 

The main program's structure in more detail. 

Procedure Entree takes care of the main initialization. It displays 
the Tendum logo and initidllzes tha thrz~ global variables that 
control a session: dialoguesupervision, newkindofinput and 
intermediateresults. These variables can be changed by means of the 
menu control. How these menus, working an interrupt basis, can be 
selected is described in chapter 4. Entree also opens the files 
necessary for the Tendum session (these are the lexicon files NedElf, 
ElfElr and ElrCons and the journal file). 
A database structure, representing the system's knowledge of the world 
(the discourse domain), is built out of the database files by 
procedure Fill DB (see chapter 11). A call to procedure Get Cnd List 
takes care that a network structure, representing the condTtions on 
various grammar rules, is built (not used, see paragraph 6.2). 

How is the complete analysis of an input expression performed? 

The procedure Initialize sets various global variables to their 
default values and empties the user model if the previous analysis was 
canceled or if the loop is entered for the first time. 

Getinput is a general inputroutine that reads an input expression 
using the editor (see chapter 5). The expression is read into the 
global string variable InputString. The header of the edit-window 
shows the kind of expression that the user is expected to enter. The 
kind of input is determined by the global variable kindofinput, which 
is given the value of newkindofinput every time the loop is 
(re)entered. No (lexical-, syntax- or type-) checking of the string is 
done by Getinput. 
The conversion of Inputstring into the desired datastructure is done 
by the following procedures : 

ConvertinputToWords (in module PARSELl), 
delivers a list of word records, the parser is able to handle. 
Every word must be present in the lexicon NedElf. For more detail, 
see paragraph 6.2.1. 

ConvertinputToEL (in module MAIN), 
delivers an EL/For EL/R formula (type determined by kindofinput) 
represented as a tree of elexpr records. The lexicons ElfElr or 
ElrCons are checked for the constants. A limited syntax checking 
is done. 

ConvertinputToSchanges (in module MP.IN), 
should deliver a list of EL/R (epistemic) expressions (not imple
mented). 

ConvertinputToPlan (in module MAIN), 
should deliver a plan structure of planexp records (not implemen
ted). 

The rest of the loop body consists of calls to procedures that do part 
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of the analysis. Depending on the kind of input, the whole analysis or 
part of the analysis must be performed, so the procedures are called 
conditionally. We shall describe these procedures in short here. 

For natural language input sentences the syntactic structure and the 
formal semantic representation are built in parallel. This is done by 
the parser ParsEll (see chapter 6). In this stage also the pragmatic 
features, which contribute to the determination of the communicative 
function of th~ input: are determined. 
The formal meaning of a s~11lence is described in a logical language 
called EL/F. The constants in an EL/F formula are translations of 
content words in the sentence (like nouns, verbs, and adjectives). 
They denote objects or abstract relations which can have different 
interpretations depending on the discourse domain. If a sentence is 
syntactically ambiguous, the parser generates all syntactic variants 
and for each of them one EL/F representation. 

The analysis of an EL/F formula (derived from the sentence or directly 
entered as such) up to a plan structure response is done by 
FromElfOnTranslation (described in paragraph 3.2). This procedure 
generates every possible EL/R interpretation for every EL/F variant. 
Only for the type correct (meaningful) EL/R interpretations, the rest 
of the analysis, pragmatic analysis and dialogue planning, is done, 
taking one EL/R formula at a time. 

If the input expression was an EL/R formula, the pragmatic 
interpretation is done by calling EpistemicAnalysis (see chapter 9). 
First a semantic typecheck on the EL/R expression is performed 
(CalcType). Then the communicative function of the input, using the 
(surface) pragmatic information, is determined (by Inpact). A list of 
epistemic expressions is generated (by Flak). These expressions 
describe the preconditions for the input seen as a dialogue act. This 
list, called schanges, is matched against the information the system 
has about the discourse domain (InfEval). 

Given this list of epistemic expressions, or if the input already was 
such a list, the planning of the dialogue is done by calling 
DialoguePlanning. The basic idea is that participation in an 
information dialogue is a form of goal-directed action (Bunt 1981a; 
Bunt et al. 1984). At least one of the expressions in schanges is a 
goal-precondition. For instance, in case of a yes/no-question, the 
goal-precondition is that the speaker wants to know whether the 
semantic content of that question is true. 
Given a goal, the system tries to perform an action that will satisfy 
that goal. The procedure Planner (see chapter 10) tries to determine 
the most specific action (dialogue act), all of whose preconditions 
are satisfied. This involves consultation of schanges and the user 
model, which holds the information about the user's knowledge ('what 
the system knows about the user'), in order to check whether these 
preconditions are already satified (by calling ActionKind and 
Refine Action). It also involves consultation of the database, which 
holds the information about the discourse domain ('what the system 
knows about the world'), to evaluate the content of an expression (by 
calling the evaluation procedure Eval, see chapter 12). The most 
specific action is represented as a plan structure of planexp records. 
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If Planner finds more than one goal, the plan structure contains all 
the independent subplans (actions) for each goal. 
Another feature of the dialogue planning is that (some) indirect 
interpretations of expressions are recognized. This is done by calling 
procedure Indint (see chapter 10), which uses a small number of 
heuristic rules that can be applied to user goals of some form. 
After a plan is made, we expect that the user has percepted the 
corresponding act(s), so we update the user model with the expected 
effects cf those acts (by calling Expect). 

The translation of a plan into a natural language 
possibly more sentences), called the output formulation 
is not implemented yet (Note that, epistemic expressions 
plan structures are not allowed as input in TENDUM 2.0). 

sentence (or 
in figure 3.1 
as well as 

If a session is stopped, we will leave the main loop. A call to Exit, 
the counterpart of Entree, makes sure that the files used during the 
session are properly closed. After the screen is reinitialized, the 
message 'END OF TENDUM SESSION' is reported. Note that, the journal 
file is only saved in the external file journal.txt if it contains 
information. This way no empty, so useless, file versions are gene
rated. 
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3.2 The procedure FromElfOnTranslation. 

3.2.1 Introduction. 

The structure of procedure FromElfOnTranslation is given in figure 
3.2. 

begin {FromElfOnTranslation} 
if "EL/F input" then ConvertinputToEL fi; 
wn1le ~chere is an EL/F variant" de 

BuildUpCleanConlist; 
AttachElrExpressions; 
AllConsMutations 

od 
end {FromElfOnTranslation} 

Figure 3.2 Structure of procedure FromElfOnTranslation. 

This procedure is called when all the EL/F variant representations of 
the input sentence are generated, or if the input expression already 
was an EL/F formula. In the former case, all EL/F expressions are 
beta-reduced at this point. 
In the latter case InputString holds the 
beta-reduced) EL/F formula in a coded form, 
described in appendix B. The string is transformed 
elexpr records by procedure ConvertinputToEL. 

(not necessarily 
with the coding as 

into a tree of 

Before the while condition is tested, the global variable formel is a 
pointer to the node record of the first EL/F representation (Note 
that, node·.elrep is the pointer to the corresponding semantic tree). 
In case of variants, the pointer forme1·.variant points to the next 
EL/F variant node. 
For every EL/F variant the while loop is entered once. The loop body 
covers the analysis of an EL/F formula up to a plan structure 
response. 

First, all the constants in the EL/F formula are linked as 
(by procedure BuildUpCleanConlist, see paragraph 3.2.2). The 
EL/F constants is the driving mechanism of the generation 
possible EL/R interpretations of the EL/F formula. 

a list 
list of 
of all 

Next all the EL/R translations of every constant in the list just 
mentioned, are looked up in the ElfElr lexicon and connected to the 
'constant' leaves in the EL/F tree (by calling AttachElrExpressions, 
see paragraph 3.2.3). 

With some additional administration, a datastructure is set up to 
generate all possible EL/R interpretations of the EL/F expression 
(done by AllConsMutations, see paragraph 3.2.4). AllConsMutations then 
successively generates all possible combinations of the constant 
translations. By replacing every constant in the original EL/F formula 
by its translation, given a certain combination, we get an EL/R 
interpretation of that formula. 
If the interpretation makes sense, meaning it has a correct type, the 
pragmatic interpretation is done. The list of epistemic expressions, 
called schanges, then built, together with the communicative function 
determine the final dialogue act, represented as a plan structure. 
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3.2.2 The procedure BuildUpCleanConlist. 

In the reduced EL/F expression the links between the constants are 
damaged (in general). BuildUpCleanConlist (re)builds the links between 
the trmlist records of all the EL/F constants in an expression. Upon 
return, the global variable conlist points to the trmlist record of 
the first constant in the list (in the preorder listing of the tree's 
nodes (Aho et al. 1983, page 78)). After conlist is initialized, 
BuildUpCleanConlist calls GetConstant. 
GetConstant is a recursivH procedure with two parameters, el and 
conlist. It checks the EL/F subexpression, given by el, in a top-down 
left-to-right way for EL/F constants. No action is taken if the 
branching category (elA.brancat) is not a constant, it immediately 
checks its 'daughter' trees. If the branching category is a constant 
(elA.brancat=constant), the corresponding trmlist record is linked to 
the back of the list of constants given by conlist. 
Note that, if a constant occurs more than once in the subexpression, 
but has only one physical elexpr record, all other constants 'between' 
the first and7:ast (again as mentioned, in preorder listing) occurence 
of that constant will be lost in the list of constants. That's why 
every constant's occurence is explicitely copied by the beta reduction 
procedure (see chapter 7). The only disadvantage is that more possible 
interpretations can be generated, because every combination of 
'constant occurence' translations is made, whilst every occurence of 
the same constant should have the same translation. 
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3.2.3 The procedure AttachElrExpressions. 

The procedure AttachElrExpressions sets up a datastructure in order to 
generate all possible combinations of constant interpretations. Its 
structure is shown in figure 3.3. 

begin {AttachElrExpressions} 
while "there is an element in the list of EL/F constants" do 

od 

,.. _ P 'C'n P T""t7 • 
\,,J~ '- '""'~ .. w - :l , 

if "constant 1n EifElr lexic.;uu" then 
for "every EL/R interpretation of that constant" do 

GetEl; 
CalcType; 
if "no typeconflict" then EL NList fi 

od; 
"link EL/R representations of constant to EL/F tree" 

fi 

end {AttachElrExpressions} 

Figure 3.3 : Structure of procedure AttachElrExpressions. 

The input parameter is a pointer to the list of (trmlist records 
associated with the) EL/F constants. For every constant in the list 
the following four actions are taken. 
FirBt, we check, by calling GetEntry, whether the constant is present 
in the ElfElr lexicon and if so, how many EL/R translations are stored 
in the lexicon (Note that, upon returning from GetEntry, ElfElrA 
points to the first translation). Second, every translation is read 
and represented as a tree of elexpr records by calling GetEl. Third, 
if the translation is a type correct expression, checked by CalcType, 
its tree is linked to the other translation trees of that constant (if 
any) using a node record (and the node's variant field). This 'tree 
linking' is performed by procedure EL NList. Fourth, when all trees 
for one constant are built this way, the store-field in the trmflds 
record associated with that constant, will point to the head node of 
the linked trees. 
This structure is set up for every constant in the list. Note that, an 
unknown constant (i.e. a constant not found in the ElfElr lexicon) 
will cancel the analysis. Note also that, if the ElfElr lexicon is 
correct, then the typechecking for every possible translation of a 
constant can (and should) be skipped. 
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3.2.4 The procedure AllConsMutations. 

3.2.4.1 The procedure's body. 

The input for AllConsMutations is an EL/F tree, with in every constant 
node all its possible EL/R translations (also represented in tree 
form). Figure 3.4 shows how all EL/R interpretations of the EL/F tree 
are generated. 

begin {AllConsMutations} 
GetLList; 
Resetseq; 
SetSeqBackwards; 
repeat 

"link the actual translations of the EL/F constants"; 
ReplElfElr; 
CalcType; 
if 11 typeconfict 11 

then 
if "all EL/R interpretations are chosen" then 

if "output EL/R expression chosen" then ShowElr fi; 
BetaReduction; 
if "output reduced EL/R expression chosen" then 

ShowReducedElr 
fi; 
CalcType; 
if "output type of EL/R expression chosen" then 

ShowType 
fi 

fi 
else 
if "this is second correct EL/R interpretation" then 

write{'Continue with another EL/R interpretation?'); 
fi; 
if "this is first correct EL/R interpretation" or 

"user wants to see another interpretation" then 
if "output EL/R expression chosen" then ShowElr fi; 
BetaReduction; 
if "output reduced EL/R expression chosen" then 

ShowReducedElr 
fi; 
EpistemicAnalysis; 
DialoguePlanning 

fi 
fi; 
if "user wanted to continue" then Newseq fi; 

until "no new interpretation" or "user wanted to stop" 
end {AllConsMutations} 

Figure 3.4 structure of procedure AllConsMutations. 
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First an additional datastructure, a double linked list of llist 
records, is set up by GetLList. The links in this list, given by the 
forw- and backw-fields of the llist records, correspond to the links 
given by conlist; there is one llist record for every trmlist record 
in the list of constants. The elem-field of an llist record directly 
points to the node record of the constant's first translation. Figure 
3.5 shows the datastructure for a list of three constants, where the 
first constant has three translations, the second has one and the 
thi::-d has tWOr 

Figure 3.5 

Cont.. t T-1 ist 
IS : LUt< : LU+: l ~ 

ELEM I ELEM I ELEM I 
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The FORW/BACKW linked list of llist-records headed by 1 
is the result of GetLList (in AllConsMutations), given 
the conlist structure. The dotted NEXT- and LAST-links 
are made by ResetSeq and SetSeqBackwards respectively. 
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ResetSeq initializes the next-fields of every node record, such that 
every next field points to the node of the first translation of the 
next constant; the next fields correspond with the forw-link of the 
!list-records. 
SetSeqBackwards initializes the last-fields of every node record, such 
that they point to the node of the first translation of the previous 
constant; this corresponds with the backw-link just mentioned). 
In the main loop of AllConsMutations one EL/R interpretation of the 
original EL/F expression is actually built and analysed. 
Starting at the node record pointed at by the first llist record, the 
actual translations of all constants are given by following the 
link of each node record. For every constant, the pointer to the 
of the actual translation, as given by the elrep-field of the 
record, is stored in the newel-field of the trmflds record. 

next 
tree 
node 

Still the expression containing the constants is an EL/F 
expression. The real EL/F to EL/R translation is done by procedure 
ReplElfElr (see paragraph 3.2.4.2). It substitutes the constant's 
elexpr record in the original expression by the tree, given by the 
newel-field of the corresponding trmflds record. Note that, the 
original expression is saved; the substitutions are made in a copy. 

The unreduced EL/R expression thus formed can now be checked for 
its type by a call to CalcType. 
If a typeconflict occurs, the rest of the analysis of this 
interpretation is skipped. But if the user has chosen the option to 
analyse all EL/R interpretations as far as possible (by selecting the 
'All EL/R interpretations' item in the 'Extra Debug Options' menu), 
the beta reduction is done nevertheless. Also the intermediate results 
up to the type calculation of the reduced expression can be shown. 
If the unreduced EL/R expression has a correct type, it might not be 
the first correct interpretation. When that's the case, we ask the 
user if he/she wants to see another EL/R interpretation (Note that, we 
only bother the user with such 'continue?' questions when there is a 
meaningful alternative. The user can influence the program flow 
directly via the menus). If he wants to continue or if it was the 
first correct EL/R interpretation, the rest of the analysis is done. 

By calling BetaReduction (see chapter 7) the reduced EL/R 
expression is created. The unreduced expression is not saved 
afterwards, because it is not needed anymore. 

The pragmatic analysis is performed by EpistemicAnalysis (see 
chapter 9). This procedure determines the communicative function and 
builds up a list of epistemic expressions, called schanges, together 
forming the final dialogue act. 

The dialogue planning, done by DialoguePlanning (see chapter 10), 
determines the most specific dialogue act response. This response is 
represented as a plan structure. It also involves evaluation of EL/R 
expression (see chapter 12) using the systems database (see chapter 
11). The user model, representing the user's knowledge, is updated 
according to the expectations the system has regarding the effect of 
the response. 

It is possible that all EL/R interpretations have an incorrect type. 
This leads to a fatal error, which cancels the analysis immediately, 
and restarts the main program asking for input. 
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3.2.4.2 The procedure ReplElfElr. 

ReplElfElr makes a new node record to save 
pointer to the original EL/F expression. 
the original node record will contain 
translation. 

(in its elrep-field) the 
At exit, the elrep-field in 

a pointer to the EL/R 

This translation, or better replacement, is done by the function 
RedTree. As discussed in chapter 7 this function is also used for the 
beta reduction. Called from ReplElfElr, RedTree's second parameter (a 
boolean, called newcree, cnaL distinguisha3 between reductinn and 
replacement) is false, indicating that EL/F constants in the 
expression given by the first parameter should be replaced by their 
EL/R translation, if any. 
R~d~ree operates in a top-down way, leaving the original tree intact. 
The function makes a copy of the original tree, copying all elexpr 
records through a recursive call of RedTree for each subexpression. 
There are two exceptions to this procedure : constants and variables. 
ad constants : 

If the newel-field in the trmflds record, associated with the 
constant, is not nil, it contains a pointer to the constant's EL/R 
translation tree. That pointer, instead the constant's copy, is 
directly used in the resultant tree. 

ad variables : 
Variables are not copied, but are directly used. This can be done 
because they are the leaves in the tree. 

Note 1 
ReplElfElr considers no variants of the original EL/F expression. 
For the given EL/F expression only one EL/R interpretation is 
generated. That is the EL/R interpretation we get by replacing every 
constant in the EL/F expression by the translation tree pointed at 
by the newel field of the trmflds record of that constant. 

Note 2 
RedTree does not copy type information, but uses it directly. The 
type information of an EL-expression is given by the tijpe-field of 
its elexpr record and is represented as a tree of typcode records. 
The type-expression of the original EL/F expression is directly used 
by the EL/R expression. New type information, namely the type of the 
EL/R translation of an EL/F constant, is not copied but also 
directly used in the EL/R expression. 
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4.0 THE MENU CONTROLLED USER INTERFACE. 

4.1 Introduction. 

During a TENDUM dialogue session the user has full control over the 
program flow, the input and the output by means of four menus. Every 
menu can change the value of one global variable, either 
DialogueSupervision or NewKindOfinput or IntermediateResults. 
DialogueSupervision, a variable of the enumerated type dialcguemode, 
indicates whether we are initializing, running an analysis or going to 
stop the session and thus controls the TENDUM session. 
The next type (kind) of input is given by NewKindOfinput; a variable 
of the enumerated type inputformat. 
IntermediateResults, a set variable, specifies the intermediate 
results to be shown during every analysis, and whether these results 
are written to the journal file. 
Three global procedures (EnableKeyboardinterrupts, CheckMenu and 
DisableKeyboardinterrupts), present in module MENU, support the menu 
control. They are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

4.2 The procedure EnableKeyboardinterrupts. 

4.2.1 Introduction. 

The menu control works on an interrupt basis. The procedure 
EnableKeyboardinterrupts assigns a channel number to the active 
terminal, using global variable ttChan. A call to the operating system 
service routine SYS$QIO for channel ttChan, actually starts a parallel 
proces. Whenever a key is pressed, the corresponding character 
sequence is put in the input queue ttChan and the first character is 
stored in global variable ch. The netto effect of pressing a key is 
that the running program is suspended and that procedure 
Keyboardinterrupt is automatically called. 
The menubar (see figure 4.1) is displayed on the screen bottom line to 
show the user that the menu control is active now; i.e. that 
interrupts are enabled. 

I ENTER• O(ialogue supervisor KOnd of Input l(ntermediate results [(Htresj 

Figure 4.1 The TENDUM menubar. 

4.2.2 The procedure Keyboardinterrupt. 

The global variable ch holds the ASCII value of the key (or the first 
character of the sequence generated by that key) pressed. A menu can 
be selected by pressing ENTER, followed by the first letter of a 
menutitle. Therefore Keyboardinterrupt checks whether the character 
sequence, subsequently read by ch, corresponds with the ENTER key. If 
so, procedure CheckMenu is called to check for the first letter of the 
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menutitle and to show the specified menu. If not so, the running 
proces (the TENDUM program) will be continued. 
During CheckMenu other keyboard interrupts are disabled. After 
returning from CheckMenu, an explicit call to SYS$QIO enables new 
keyboard interrupts again. VAX-11 PASCAL under VMS has the tedious 
property to call the interrupt routine a last time after the queue is 
canceled (using SYS$CANCEL or SYS$DASSGN). That's why the so called 
i/o status block is checked for a certain value, so that we're sure 
that CheckMenu is only called when a key is pressed. 

4.3 The procedure CheckMenu. 

4.3.1 Introduction. 

CheckMenu (see figure 4.2) is called to check for the first letter of 
a menutitle; an ENTER-key has already been recognized. 

begin CheckMenu 
"save the cursor position"; 
"let part of menubar blink"; 
ch:•"next character typed in"; 
case ch of 

'd','D' ChangeDialogueSupervision; 
'k' ,'K' : ChangeKindOfinput; 
'i','I' : ChangeintermediateResults; 
'e','E' : ChangeExtraDebugOptions; 
otherwise "display normal menubar" 

esac; 
"restore old cursor position" 

end CheckMenu 

Figure 4.2 The structure of CheckMenu. 

While waiting for the next key, part of the menubar blinks, to give 
the user feedback of the fact that the 'ENTER' key was recognized (and 
indicate that a letter is expected). If a correct letter is read, in 
ch, then the corresponding menu is shown by calling one of the four 
menu procedures (ChangeDialogueSupervision, ChangeKindOfinput, 
ChangeintermediateResults and ChangeExtraDebugOptions). 
In the layout and use of the menus the following general rules are 
observed: 

The menu is displayed in the right-bottom or right-top corner of 
the screen. The choice between bottom or top depends on the cursor 
position. This is done because screen information is overwritten 
(it can only be saved with extensive overhead) and we want to 
minimize the loss of information. If the whole menu can be 
displayed below the cursor-line, then bottom is chosen. Else top 
is chosen, so that the damaged screen information will be 
'scrolled out' as soon as possible. 
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A menu is headed by its title in inverse video and displays all 
its items on succesive lines. 

The cursor up and cursor down keys are used to select a menu item. 
The active item blinks. In case more items can be chosen, any 
alphanumeric key can be pressed to select the blinking item. The 
selection is made visible by a marker preceding that item ('v' or 
, X, ) • 

Pressing RETURN fixes the selection(s) and erases the menu. The 
old cursor-position in the interrupted program is restored. 

The four procedures that activate the four menus are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

4.3.2 The procedure ChangeDialogueSupervision. 

The corresponding menu title is 'Dialogue Supervisor' (see figure 
4 . 3 ) • 

ENTER· KUnd of input l(ntermediete results ECHtrns 

cancel running analysis 
stop dialogue 

F:i:gure 4. 3 The 'Dialogue Supervisor' menu. 

The blinking item corresponds with the value of global variable 
nialogueSupervision. This variable controls the general flow through 
the program. 
Changing the value has the 
- 'start new dialogue' 

- 'continue dialogue' 

- 'cancel running analysis' 

- 'stop dialogue' 

following effect : 
Empties the user model after the analysis 
of the last input is completed. This is 
also the value during TENDUM's initializa
tion phase (in Entree). 
This is the default value during the ana
lysis and has no effect. 
stops the running analysis immediately, 
empties the user model (i.e. new dialogue) 
and enables new input directly. 
stops the dialogue session immediately. 

The proper way to stop a TENDUM session is activating the last item in 
this menu (an alternative is using <ctrl-y>). 
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4~3.3 The procedure ChangeKindOfinput. 

The corresponding menu title is 'Kind Of Input' (see figure 4.4). 

ENTER• DOelo ue superuisor l(ntermedinte results EfHtres 

F'1gure 4. 4 

1 
Hlf to,-muln 
. . - , I 
ll/H TOrmu1a 
s-chenges 
plnn 

The 'Kind Of Input' menu. 

With this menu one can change the value of the global variable 
NewKindOfinput and thus determine the type of the next input. The 
value of the global variable KindOfinput represents the current type 
of input. After the running analysis is completed, the value of 
NewKindOfinput is assigned to KindOfinput. The default value of 
NewKindOfinput is 'textin', meaning that TENDUM will ask for a natural 
language sentence. The item corresponding with the active value blinks 
and is marked with a 'v'. 
The items and their effects are : 

rtext' Type in a natural language sentence as next input. 
- rEL/F formula' Type in an EL/F expression as next input, in a coded 

form as described in appendix B. 
The analysis will then start with the EL/F-to-EL/R
translation (see note 1). 

- 'EL/R formula' Ditto for an EL/R expression. 

- 'S-changes' 
- 'plan' 

Note 1 : 

The analysis will start with the pragmatic interpre
tation (see note 1). 
Type in a list of epistemic expressions (see note 2). 
Type in a plan structure (see also note 2). 

First of all, the EL-expression typed in will not be reduced by the 
program (we mean the operation of beta reduction, see chapter 7). An 
unreduced expression will be analysed correctly, only not as 
efficient as a reduced one. 
Second, no pragmatic information can be added to the expressions. 
The pragmatic analysis will then assume that the communicative 
function of the expression is a YNQUESTION (see paragraph 9.1). 

Note 2 : 
The items 'S-changes' and 'plan' are not implemented yet. This means 
that the user model maintenance, the dialogue planning and the 
output formulation cannot be tested separately. 
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4.3.4 The procedure ChangeintermediateResults. 

The corresponding menu title is 'Intermediate Results' 
4 . 5) • 

ENTER• oUalo ue supervisor KUnd or Input 

H/f ettpre<s~ioo 
reduced EL/f eHpression 
EL/R eHpression 
reduced EL/R eHpression 
epistemic eHpressions 
usermodel 

x plan structure 
teHt output 

Figure 4.5 The 'Intermediate Results' menu. 

(see figure 

The items marked with an 'x' correspond with the 'demo' elements of 
the global set variable IntermediateResults. This variable determines 
which output, which mirrors the program's behaviour, must be shown in 
what form. The 'demo' elements consider only those intermediate 
results of the analysis that can be shown in a TENDUM demonstration. 
These 'demo' items and their effects are : 

'syntactic structure' After parsing the syntactic tree of the 
input sentence is shown. 

'EL/F expression' After parsing, but before beta-reduction, 
the EL/F expression, representing the mea
ning of the input sentence, is shown. 

'reduced EL/F expression' The EL/F expression after betareduction is 
shown. 

- 'EL/R expression' Every type-correct EL/R expression is 
shown as soon as it is generated (in 
AllConsMutations). 

- 'reduced EL/R expression' The EL/R expression after betareduction is 
shown. 

- 'epistemic expressions' The list of epistemic expressions (called 
s-changes) together with the communicative 
function is shown after the pragmatic ana

. lysis is done .( in EpistemicAnalysis). 
- 'user model' The model of the user, build by the system 

using all input information so far inclu
ding the last schanges, is shown (in 
DialoguePlanning). 

- 'plan structure' The plan structure, representing the sys
tem's response, is shown (in Dialogue
Planning) . 

- 'text output' The system's response in natural language 
would be shown. This is not implemented. 

Note, that in this TENDUM version a sentence can generate more than 
one syntactic variant with the corresponding EL/F expression (called 
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EL/F variant). One EL/F expression can also generate more than one 
type-correct EL/R expression (called EL/R interpretations). 
All syntactic variants are shown together, naming the variant number 
and the syntactic category of each variant. All unreduced EL/F 
variants are shown together too, using the same numbering as with the 
syntactic variants. The same holds for all reduced EL/F variants. 
The EL/R interpretations are analysed one by one. Both the unreduced 
as well as the reduced EL/R interpretations are shown with a double 
number. The fj_r~t number indicates the corresponding EL/F variant; the 
second number is the l11tcrpretutic~ ~u~be~ !b0th type correct and tvpe 
incorrect interpretations are numbered). So 1-3 means the third EL/R 
interpretation of the first EL/F variant. 

InLtially IntermediateResults 2 [planrepr], so only the 'plan structure' 
item is marked. In the ultimate yersion this will be 'text output'. 
The chosen intermediate results are immediately active during the 
current analysis. 
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4.3.5 The procedure ChangeExtraDebugOptions. 

The corresponding menu title is 'Extra Debug Options' ('Extras' in the 
menubar, see figure 4.6). 

ENTER• O(loto ue supervisor Klind of input Untermediate results 

Figure 4.6 The 'Extra Debug Options' menu. 

original input eHJn·ession 
Rli H/R inten:,relaHon;. 1 

type of El/R eHpression 
EHtra eualuation 
eHoectatlons 
timing 

Functionally, this menu is actually part of 'Intermediate Results', 
because they both change the same global variable IntermediateResults. 
A split over two menus is made, because a menu with 16 items is very 
confusing. We split the possible values of IntermediateResults in so 
called 'demo' elements and 'debug' elements. The 'demo' elements 
consider only those intermediate results of the analysis that can be 
shown in a TENDUM demonstration. The 'debug' elements effects output 
that is only useful during testing and debugging the system. The items 
marked in this menu correspond with the 'debug' elements. 
These 'debug' items and their effects are : 
- 'Results to journal file' All the output send to the screen, in

cluding error messages can be send to a 
journal file in the current directory 
called JOURNAL.TXT. Every TENDUM session 
will create a new version of this file, 
unless no information is selected. 

- 'original input expression' The original input expression is printed 
in the header of each intermediate 
result shown. 

- 'All EL/R interpretations' The system will show all EL/R interpre
tations including the ones with a type
conflict. 

- 'type of EL/R expression' The type calculation of every EL/Rex
pression is shown. 

- 'Extra evaluation' Perform an extra call to the evaluation 
function called Eval before calling 
Planner. 

'expectations' Show what the user is expected to know 
after receiving the output. The user mo
del is updated with those expectations. 

- 'timing' The cpu-time needed for various parts of 
the program are written to journal.txt. 
(see van der Linden (1985c) for a preci
se description of the timing in TENDUM.) 

Again, the chosen options are immediately active during the running 
analysis. None of the items are marked initially. 
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4.4 The procedure DisableKeyboardinterrupts. 

This procedure is the counterpart of EnableKeyboardinterrupts. It 
deassigns (closes) the terminal channel that served the keyboard 
interrupts. With that it cancels all outstanding (pending) input 
requests and disables new interrupts, after which only one proces (the 
main program) is active. 
Then the keyboard will only be scanned through normal read requests. 

4.5 Remarks. 

The TENDUM program starts up in the full automatic mode, that is, 
it expects an input sentence and generates a plan structure only (in a 
future version this should be an output sentence). This means that the 
default setting for NewKindOfinput is 'text' and for 
IntermediateResults is 'plan structure' (Note that, this is a 'demo' 
element and no 'debug' elements are selected). 
Optionally a file in the current directory called MenuDefault can be 
used to hold the default settings for NewKindOfinput and 
IntermediateResults. The first word in this file must be a value for 
NewKindOfinput, else it is read as a value for IntermediateResults. 
The other words in the file are considered to be values for 
IntermediateResults. If a word (string) doesn't correspond to an 
existing value it is skipped; no error occurs. 
This option allows the user to start up TENDUM automatically in a 
specific working version (van der Linden 1985d). 

Normally the menu control works on interrupt basis. This is done 
to give the user ultimate control over the system. For instance when 
the program hangs, due to an unknown bug, the user can restart or stop 
the session at run time without necessarily losing information already 
built up (e.g. the user model). The interrupt facility has the 
disadvantage that when normal keyboard input is needed, every key 
pressed is still checked whether it's the start of a menu request 
sequence. To enable normal keyboard input, the interrupts must be 
disabled by calling DisableKeyboardinterrupts (see previous 
paragraph). 
This is done for instance during editting (call to Editor, see chapter 
5). There the menu control can only be activated by calling CheckMenu 
explicitely (after recognizing that the ENTER key was pressed). 
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5.0 THE EDITOR. 

We will be very short on the procedure Editor (see van der Linden 
(1985b) for more detail). 
The editor is called to read a string-expression into the global 
variable InputString. InputString holds the most recent input 
expression to be analyzed. When input is expected (either new input or 
input to be corrected), a window of 5 lines of 70 characters is shown, 
displaying the type of input (see paragraph 4.3.3) in the window 
header. 
A slightly modified subset of the standard VAX-VMS EDT-editor is now 
active. The user can enter (insert) characters, moving the cursor and 
deleting characters, words and lines. The previous deletion can be 
made undone. The previous value of Inputstring can be restored by 
pressing the 'past' combination ('PFl 6'); very handy when the new 
expression differs very little from the previous input expression. 
The value of Inputstring is fixed after leaving the edit mode (by 
pressing <ctrl-z>). Bear in mind that all letters in InputString are 
stored as they are typed, but later they are converted to uppercase, 
by the routine that reads the separate words from Inputstring 
(ReadWordFromstring, see paragraph 3.1). As a consequence, the EL/F
or EL/R-input expressions 'X' and 'x' are considered to be the same 
variable X. 
Note, that the menus can still be activated during editing (see 
chapter 4). 
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6 THE NATURAL LANGUAGE TO EL/F PARSER. 

6.1 Introduction. 

The theory about semantic processing of natural language used in 
TENDUM, called 'two-level model-theoretic semantics', has been 
described in Bunt (1981b); its newest form is described in Bunt 
(1985b). 
The semantic inform~tion of a natural language utterance is first 
described in terms of ~u~L~nt word=, in a logical lang11age called 
EL/F. The meaning in EL/F of a sentence is determined by the meanings 
of function words and the grammatical structure of the sentence. The 
meaning of Dutch words is given by the lexicon NedElf; the grammatical 
structure is determined by the parser (procedure ParsEll, see next 
paragraph). _ 
The grammar rules used by the parser describe how the syntactic and 
the corresponding semantic structures of a sentence can be built up in 
parallel. Since an EL/F formula only represents the meaning given the 
logical 'form' of the sentence, the first level is called the 'formal' 
level. 
In a second stage the meaning is described in terms of concepts of the 
world model, as described in the database, in the logical language 
called EL/R. The translation from an EL/F formula into an EL/R formula 
only consists of replacing the EL/F constants by their EL/R 
interpretations (as given in the lexicon ElfElr, see 
AttachElrExpressions and ReplElfElr in chapter 3). Since this deals 
with the referential meaning of content words, the second level is 
called the 'referential' level. 

6.2 The procedure ParsEll. 

Although the parser forms the bulk part of the TENDUM program (its 
'main' routines are spread over 8 modules), we will not go into much 
detail, partly because the parser has been described before (thoe 
Schwartzenberg 1982; Bunt and thoe Schwartzenberg 1982; van der Linden 
1985a), partly because a completely new parser, which is going to be 
part of the next TENDUM version, is implemented at Tilburg University 
(Thesingh, forthcoming). 
The procedure ParsEll, the implementation of the parser algorithm 
sketched in appendix B of Bunt (1981b), translates a Dutch sentence 
into an EL/F formula, simultaneous with the determination of the 
grammatical structure of the sentence. For the translation the parser 
uses : 

- a lexicon called NedElf, containing all EL/F representations of the 
Dutch words that may be used (see appendix F). 

- grammar rules that describe how the syntactic and the corresponding 
semantic structures of a sentence can be built up in parallel. 

The formal definition of the grammar rules can be found in appendix Bl 
of thoe Schwartzenberg (1982). Every rule (named with capital letters 
starting with A; sometimes using subscripts) consists of three parts : 
1. A condition part, describing the syntactic properties of the 

subexpressions that may be combined to a new constituent (so only 
conditions on syntactic elements). It carries over the values of 
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certain syntactic or pragmatic attributes associated with the 
subexpression. 

2. A syntactic rule that operates on one or more syntactic trees and 
constructs a new tree from these. 

3 A semantic rule that operates on the EL/F representations of the 
subexpressions and describes how the EL/F representation of the new 
constituent is formed from them. 

In TENDUM version 1.0; the three grammar rule parts were all 
implemented as PASCAL roucines. (E.g. for grammar rule A, the 
'condition' routine is a function is called CONDA, the 'syntactic' 
routine a procedure called SYNA and 'semantic' routine a function 
called SEMA. They are coordinated in the function RULEA, whose body 
describes the relation of the three routines. RULEA can be found in 
module ABD.) 
In the present TENDUM version, the condition parts of a number of 
grammar rules are described in a file, from which they can be read. 
(File [dialog.rules]Qi*.txt contains the syntactic conditions of 
grammar rule i. The procedure GET CND LIST builds up a network of 
end node records while reading information-from the Q*.txt files. Upon 
completion, the global variable end root points to the root of this 
network. In TENDUM 2.0 this whole structure is, though built up, 
not used.) 
In this respect, TENDUM 2.0 represents a transition stage to the next 
version in which all grammar rules will be completely in data form. 
The structure of ParsEll is given in figure 6.1. 

begin {ParsEll} 
ConvertinputToWords(words); 
formel:=GetRules(words); 
"re-link the sentence structure"; 
if "output syntactic structure chosen" then ShowSyntax fi; 
if "output EL/F expression chosen" then ShowElf fi; 
for "all variants" do BetaReduction; 
if "output reduced EL/F expression chosen" then ShowReducedElf fi; 

end; {ParsEll} 

Figure 6.1 Structure of procedure ParsEll 

The sentence read in InputString, by using the editor, is converted 
into a datastructure of linked node records (ConvertinputToWords; see 
next paragraph). Every node record holds the syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic information of a word in the original sentence. All the 
information of a word is read from the lexicon NedElf. This entire 
datastructure is passed to the function GetRules, which does the real 
parsing. The result is assigned to the global variable called formel. 
GetRules (see paragraph 6.2.2) will generate all syntactic variants of 
the sentence, with their corresponding EL/F representations in case 
the sentence is syntactically ambiguous. At this point the EL/F 
variants can be found via the link formelA.forw[i) (i being a number 
in the range 1 .. N, where N is the number of variants), while the 
record pointed at by formel contains the information of the 
punctuation mark, closing the sentence. 
The structure given by formel is 're-linked', because other parts in 
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the TENDUM program look for EL/F variants via the variant-fields of 
the node records. At the same time, a new syntactic structure of 
syntactic category 'dialcat' is made for every variant, built up from 
the real sentence structure of that variant (category 'nsentence') and 
the punctuation mark (category 'punct'). The formel-structure of a 
sentence with N variants is shown in figure 6.2. 

Figure 6. 2 . 

FOMNI 
-1- -2- -ti-

vw-;ill'lt vw-i.-nt ........... ···• v.iru,nt 

♦11".p t'lr.P tlnp 

Elexpr 

I El.IF- l 1 

ELIF- J I Nlf)l"'esen ta ti on repi-esantation I El.IF- } representation 

The structure of a sentence with N variants generated by 
ParsEll. 
(Note that, only the relevant field names of the node 
record are drawn.) 

An example of the structure of one EL/F variant is shown in figures 
6.3 and 6.4. The original sentence for this example is "Komt de KL402 
uit Houston?" (Note that, this sentence only has one variant, so N•l). 
Its syntactic structure (figure 6.3) is given by the node records; the 
syntactic category and all other syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
attributes are stored in it. Every node record is the root of a 
subexpression (constituent). 
The semantic structure of every subexpression is given by the 
elrep-field of the corresponding node record (see figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.3 
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Lllst Llistl 
I FORI.I ., FORI.I I I FORU FORU I 
I EL.£11 I I ELEM I I El.EM I I ELEM I 

Node 1 n7 n8 Nod9 l nQ 1 nlO 
cit C£NTRfl..C£T ~tPROPERNAME ut PPEP ut lff' 
n.lll'l're 'DE' - 'KL402' - 'UIT' -tlr,pp -e6-- •r,pp -.7- •lrtp -ea- •r,pp --e5--
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I FORU I 
I EL.EM I 

Node l n11 
c..at PROP£RNAl1£ 

- 'HOUSTON' 
•lr'eo -e9-
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The syntactic structure of the sentence : 
"Komt de KL402 uit Houston?". 
(the numbers 'ei' refer to the elexpr records in figure 
6.4; again only relevant field names are drawn.) 
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Figure 6.4 The (unreduced) semantic structure of the sentence 
"Komt de KL402 uit Houston?". 
(the numbers 'ni' refer to node records in figure 6.3) 
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The syntactic tree structure is written to the screen (or the journal 
file) by ShowSyntax, if the 'syntactic structure' item has been 
selected from the 'Intermediate Results' menu. The syntax of each EL/F 
variant is shown. (For the form in which the syntax trees are 
represented, see the sample demo in appendix I.) 
For each variant, the EL/F representation is shown by ShowElf, when 
chosen (see also appendix I). The one-to-one correspondence between 
the syntactic and semantic structures cannot be noted from the form of 
representation {ShowElf has a different lay-out than ShowSyntax). 
The procedure BetaReduction (see chapter 7) simplifies the EL/F 
expressions generated by ParsEll. In later parts of the program only 
the reduced expressions, as shown by ShowReducedElf, are used. (Note 
that, BetaReduction reduces exactly one EL-expression, not all 
variants of the expression. Therefore a small loop in ParsEll calls 
BetaReduction for every variant of the sentence.) 

Elexpr ---.t APPL I CAT I ON 

• Elexpr 

Con I ist CONSTANT TU'U -- ' rROM' 
) tuptl - I 
I 
I 
I Tl ist 
I 
1 t'link tlinl< NIL 
I 
I 

•lMn •ltrn I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • I • 
'- CONST>MT '- CONSTANT - 'I0.40:2' - 'IOJSTON' 

+ ihis •,._-d' is short fOf' tti. 3 wn• ncords (rlt,q,t", Trmlist, Trmffids). 

The r~ EL/1' formula is : 

Figure 6.5 

FROM ( <Kl402 •HOUSTON>) 

The reduced semantic structure of the sentence : 
"Komt de KL402 uit Houston?". 
(Compare the unreduced representation in figure 6.4; 
Note that the records in this figure are copies of some 
records in figure 6.4.) 
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6.2.1 The function ConvertinputToWords. 

The function ConvertinputToWords (see figure 6.6) reads the separate 
words from InputString. 

begin {ConvertinputToWords} 
repeat 

GetWordFromString; 
if "input word okay" then 

GetEntry; 
if "word present" then 

for "all variants of that word" do 
GetElfVariant; 
AddVariants 

od; 
Attach 
else "input not correct" 

fi 
else "input not correct" 

fi 
until 
"call 

end 

Figure 6.6 

"all words are read" or "input not correct"; 
Editor again if input is not correct" 
{ConvertinputToWords} 

Structure of ConvertinputToWords. 

Every word read, is converted into uppercase (GetWordfromString), 
because all lexical entries are in uppercase. The function GetEntry 
looks up the word in the lexicon NedElf, since all words used must be 
present there. If a word is not present or is too long, InputString 
must be edited (by a new call to Editor; the window-title then 
displays "Edit the sentence :"). 
If the word is present, all information of one EL/F variant of, the 
word is read from NedElf (GetElfVariant). GetElfVariant creates a new 
node record, in which it stores all the attributes (for non-specified 
attributes the default values are taken) and builds an elexpr tree to 
hold the EL/F representation (the node's elrep-field contains the 
pointer to that tree. Note that, both the constants and the variables 
in the representation are linked and that variables can be be reached 
via the varlist-field). 
In case of more than one variant, the variant-field of the 
previous-variant node points to the next-variant node, a link made by 
AddVariants. The linked list containing the information of one word is 
attached to the linked list of the previous word in the sentence 
(Attach). Attach uses the forw- and backw-fields in the node records 
for this attachment. The forw-field points to the first node of the 
next word in the sentence, the backw-field to the first node of the 
previous word. But for the variants that have a different syntactic 
category (A.cat) or are verbs, the forw/backw pointer will also point 
to these (non-first) variants' node records. 
The first element in the resulting list, pointed at by the local 
variable words in ParsEll, is always a node with category 'nocat'. An 
example of the datastructure build by ConvertinputToWords is shown in 
figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 

-

"komt" 

"de" 

.. k 1402'" 

"uit" 

"houston' 

•711 

The datastructure for the sentence "Komt de KL402 uit 
Houston?", as produced by ConvertinputToWords. 
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6.2.2 The function GetRules. 

The datastructure build by ConvertinputToWords, is passed on to the 
function GetRules (see figure 6.8). This is the main procedure in the 
parser. 

begin {GetRules} 
whil~ n~nd of sentence not reached" 

repeat LTREE until "all different 
VARAPART 

od; 
while "not" EORULES do 

GETUNITS; 
RULES 

od 
end {GetRules} 

Figure 6.8 Structure of GetRules 

variants donea; 

First a list of llist records is made (by LTREE), one record for each 
node in the structure words that holds a variant of different 
syntactic category or verb (so distinguished by the forw/backw-link of 
the nodes). The variant-links between the node records of these 
'different' variants are cut by VARAPART. This is done because verbs 
and variants of different catagories may lead to a new interpretation 
of the sentence. The list made by LTREE (and VARAPART, but the changes 
in the node records are not shown, only the llist records are shown) 
is given by figure 6.9. Note that, LTREE only initializes the 
forw-fields in each llist-record. 

I.ref 

Figure 6.9 

-nl- ELEM -n2- -ro- El.El1 

1-------t1 FCRI t-------fl t-------fl FCRI ---

1'16- ELEM 119- ELEM nto- n12-

t----tl FORM --- FCRI ---

Result from LTREE. (the numbers 'ni' refer to the node 
records in figure 6.7.) 

In the second while loop of GetRules, the grammar rules are applied to 
the datastructure. GetUnits generates all possible paths through the 
'network' made by the previous routines. It initializes the backw- and 
variant-fields of the llist records accordingly (see figure 6.10). 
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Figure 6.10 

LI 1st 

BACKl-1 SACKLI Sl'tCKl,I BAO<I.I 

EL£11-n2- ELEM-n3- ELEM-n4- ELEM-nS-

UARIFlfT UAAIANT UARIFlfT VARJFlfT 

FCR-1 FCRI FORJ FCRI 

BAC1<J.I BACJ(].j BACKU BAC1<J.I 

ELEM-nO- ELEM--f'l6- ELEM-nO- ELEM-n6-

URRIFlfT UARIFlfT IJAR1ANT URRIANT 

FOAM FOAM FOAM FOfll.l 

BACkl,I BflCIO,I BAC1<J.I BAC1<J.I 

ELEM-n9-- ELEN-nlr ELEM-nlr ELEN-n9--

VARIFlfT VARIFlfT VARIANT VARIANT 

FOAW FOAW FOAW FOAM 

BACKU BACl(U BACKU BAO'.U 

El..£H-n10- ELE11-n10- ELEl1-n10- El.£1'1-ntO-

VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT VARIANT 

FOAi-i FOflW F<RI F<RI 

BACla.l BACla.l BACKU BAClal 

El..£H-n11• ELEl1-n11· El..EN-n11- El.£11-n 11· 

VARIANT VARIANT VARIFlfT VARIANT 

FCRI FOflW FOf!I.I FOAi,! 

All possible paths through a sentence network; the 
result after GetUnits. (the numbers 'ni' refer to the 
node records in figure 6.7.) 

Up to this point, the routines in GetRules are involved with setting 
up datastructures for administration. The function EORULES checks the 
structure build up so far. If in the words structure, all node records 
pointed at by the elem-fields of the llist records are preceded 
(backw) by the 'nocat' node and followed (forw) by a 'punct' node (see 
figure 6.11), then EORULES returns true, noting that no more grammar 
rules can be applied. 
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Figure 6.11 

Result 

** 

UflAIRNT UflAlf'INT 

Llist 

ELEl1 ELEl1 ELEt1 

FOfll.l FORU FORU 
eAC(l,I " 

, 
~ " 

, 
BAaQ.I 

* !'too. r..--ds Yiih so.nt~ eat~ · ..... .' r~n.nt comp'lil't. Sfflt1"'1Cft (i.•. so.nt~ ,,...,.,ts) . 

•• E~S links~ Y.-wri.S (oott.d mn) ..-.d WS'igns tfw pointff' to tfw tint ,, ....... t to rnult. 

Structure of words and h upon which EORULES concludes 
that all possible grammar rules have been applied. 
(Compare the node records with the figures 6.7 and 6.9) 

The node records, drawn in figure 6.11, with syntactic category 
'·····' represent syntactic variants of the original sentence. If that 
category is 'nsentence', then the node contains information of a true 
syntactic (thus EL/F) variant of the sentence. EORULES links these 
variants (dotted line in figure 6.11) and assigns the pointer to the 
first variant to result. 
As long as EORULES returns false, grammar rules are applied by a call 
to the procedure RULES. RULES embodies the actual parser. It is a 
bottom up parser, working on the special datastructure as discussed 
above. We will not go into the details of this parser. 
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7 THE BETAREDUCTION PROCEDURE. 

7.1 Introduction 

In principle, the operation of beta reduction (also known as 'lambda 
conversion'), embodied by the procedure BetaReduction, is a simple 
operation used to eliminate superfluous lambda abstractions. It is 
applied to both EL/F and EL/R expressions. 
The operation can be applied to every EL-expression of the form 

(Av : P) (T) 
, so for every application whose function is a lambda abstraction. The 
resultant expression (written as P[T/v] in figure 7.1) is the 
expression P with every free occurence of v replaced by T. 

Before 

Elexpr-

------11 APf'I.ICFITION 

- V 

• 

• 

(Au: P)(T) 

Elexpr ·-. 

br.oncat . 

T 

• Ulis is ,11 _.mtion of ttrM .--ds : E••, Trmlist 111d Trmflds. 

After 

T 

: T : 

P[T/u) 

Figure 7.1 An EL-expression before and after reduction. 

p 

To understand the reduction algorithm, one must know how 
EL-expressions are implemented and especially how variables are 
treated. An EL-expression is represented as a tree of elexpr-records. 
The leaves of the tree are records corresponding with constants and 
variables. The treatment of variables makes the EL-tree not a pure 
tree, but one with converging branches. Identical variables have only 
one physical elexpr-record that holds the relevant information (in 
other words they share the same record; see figure 7.2). Thus, the 
scope of variables is not determined by scope checking, but by 
explicitely creating one elexpr record per variable. 
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Figure 7.2 

Etexp,-----;,i Af>?t_ !C.9T !~ 

name 'H 1 
Nl'llt' 'y' 

- 'F' 

- 'G' 

(AH : F(HH( (>.y : G(y)=y) ) 

t: this is • -,.,o'ir,ation of 'lhrN ,._ds : Ek>iqw, Tnn'list .-nod Tnnflds. 

t:t: both H .tnd y MYt> on)v 21!! ~sic.ti "•HM'lt<11tion!! 

The implementation of variables in EL-expressions, 
an example : (>.x: F(x)) ( p,y: G(y)•y) ) • 

7.2 The reduction strategy. 

7.2.1 The body of BetaReduction: the function RedTree. 

The BetaReduction procedure calls the function RedTree, which does the 
actual reduction. 
RedTree operates in a top-down way leaving the original (sub)tree, 
given by the first parameter (a), intact. Its second parameter 
(newtree) is true, to indicate that the original tree must be reduced. 
This parameter is build in because RedTree is also called by 
ReplElfElr (but by no other routine), as mentioned in paragraph 
3.2.4.2. Then newtree is false, indicating that only the EL/F 
constants must be replaced by their EL/R translations. 
The original tree remains intact. The resultant tree, pointed at by 
the local variable x, is a semantically equivalent copy of the 
original, with the exception that constants and free variables are not 
copied. Upon exit, the reduced tree becomes the function result. 

RedTree first makes a copy of the 'root' elexpr-record (aA), to 
initialize x (Note that, TREE makes one new elexpr-record, not a whole 
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tree!). The record containing the type information, a typcode-record 
pointed at by aA.tijpe, is directly used by the copy by letting 
xA.tijpe point to it. The fields in the copied record are initialized 
through a recursive call of RedTree for each subexpression. There are 
three exceptions to this procedure : constants, variables and 
applications. 
ad terms : 

ad 

Constants and variables are not 
(x:=a). This can be done because 
applications : 

copied, but are directly used 
they are the leaves in the tree. 

In case of an application it must be checked whether a reduction 
can be made. That's the case when the functor is an abstraction 
(aA.funA.brancat• abstraction). This case is analysed by the next 
paragraph, the case when the functor is not an abstraction is 
discussed in paragraph 7.2.3 

RedTree covers also a second operation: the 'tuple elimination'. 
This operation can be applied to every EL-expression of the form: 

element i(<el, .. ,ei, .. ,en>) 
, which denotes the i-th element of the tuple, i.e. the expression ei. 
The element-with-tuple construction is reduced to the particular 
element expression by the function ElemRed (a function local to 
RedTree, called for every element expression). 
These 'element' constructions occur for instance in unreduced EL/R 
expressions. Function constants in EL/F expressions are often applied 
to tuple arguments. If the EL/R translation of such a constant is an 
abstraction, the abstraction variable is a tuple too and its 
descriptor contains 'element' constructions. After beta reduction (in 
this case substituting the abstraction variable by tuple expressions), 
tuples are eliminated by calling ElemRed. 
In the next TENDUM version a separate routine will be incorporated to 
handle the tuple elimination independent of the beta reduction. 

7.2.2 The reducable application case. 

First, a copy of the functor's descriptor is made by calling the 
function BetaCopy (with the statement x:•BetaCopy(aA.funA.descr) ). 
Because in general the tree to be copied represents a subexpression, 
BetaCopy copies every record in the tree except for 'free' variables. 
These are variables bounded by an abstraction outside the tree. If 
they were copied too, they would lose their binding and the resultant 
copy would not be semantically equivalent. 

Second, all occurences of the variable bound by the abstraction 
are substituted by a copy of the application's argument by calling the 
procedure SubstituteVarByTree (with parameters x, aA.funA.abvar and 
aA.arg respectively). 
It is not correct to substitute the one existing elexpr-record of the 
abstraction variable by the application's argument. This would simply 
mean changing one pointer, which could lead to errors in case the 
argument contains other variables. 
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An example : 
(the letters T, v and Prefer to the structures in figure 7.1.) 
If the subexpression to be substituted (T) contains an abstraction 
(say A), then all the occurences of the original variable (v) in the 
descriptor (P) would now point to the same subexpression (T). Each 
occurence could cause different reductions for that abstraction (A) 
Since th~y all use the same physical representation of the 
abstraction, only the first reduction would then be correct; all the 
other occurences toi v) will point to a damaged subexpression due to 
the first reduction. 
Take, for instance, the unreduced EL-expression 

(.\Q: Q(a) & Q(b)) ((AX: R(x))) 
, so v=Q, 

P=Q ( a ) & Q ( b) , 
T=(Ax: R(x)) and A=T. 

Just changing pointers during reduction would result in the incorrect 
expression : 

R(a) & R(a) 
, where the reduced expression should be (note the second conjunct) 

R(a) & R(b) 
(end of example). 

Therefore SubstituteVarByTree substitutes every occurence (in P, 
parameter root) of the variable (v; parameter ptovar) explicitely by a 
~ of the argument subexpression (T; parameter subtree). 
SubstitutevarBytree is a recursive procedure, which checks the pointer 
to each variable. If that pointer is ptovar, meaning that it is the 
original abstraction variable, that pointer is replaced by the pointer 
to a copy of the subexpression. 

Third, after all the occurrences of the variable in the descriptor 
are substituted, the resulting descriptor is reduced. This must be 
done to proceed the strict top-down RedTree operation (Note that, 
during reduction of the descriptor, tuples may be eliminated; see the 
discussion at the end of paragraph 7.2.1). The pointer to the reduced 
descriptor is RedTree's function result (x). 

7.2.3 The 'unreducable' application case. 

Now we come back to the case that the application's functor is not an 
abstraction, in contradiction to the (directly) reducable application 
discussed in the previous paragraph. If so, no reduction because of 
this application takes place. RedTree recursively checks the 
application's functor. It is possible that the functor, due to a 
reduction on a lower level, is transformed into an abstraction, in 
which case the application can be reduced. This is the case when the 
original application has the form: 

( ( ..\ v : ( Aw : P ) ) ( Tv ) ) { Tw ) 
, as shown in figure 7.3. Its functor can be reduced to an abstraction 
of the form: 

( ~ w : P [ TV /v ] ) 
, whereas the reduced application is given by : 

P [ Tv /v ] [ Tw /w ] 
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From this we see that a reduction can cause new reductions. That's 
why, after the functor and argument of an application are reduced, 
RedTree is called again for that application. Thus RedTree is not, as 
applications are concerned, a strictly top-down algorithm, but it's 
the only proper way to cope with 'nested' applications. 

Before After · 
Elexpr 

.~ ... ¥'.'L ...... . 
. Elexpr. 

t,,-¥1C,1t .. p 

Tw 

. . . ' ..... ~ .................. . 
t,,-¥1C,1t . . 

• 

narn. ••. p 

• 

U>.v: O.w: P)}(TuH(Tw) P[Tu/uUTw/W) 

• this ts~ combmtion of ttrM r-toDnt:s : OL-xpr, Trmlist Mid Trmflds. 

Figure 7.3 An example of 'nested' applications. 

7.3 Remark. 

The BetaReduction procedure, as it is now, destroys the links between 
constants and the links between variables. 
The links between variables are not used by any module except the 
parser, (Parsell, see chapter 6). The links between the constants are 
only used during the EL/F-to-EL/R translation. These links can be 
rebuild by means of the procedure BuildUpCleanConlist. This must be 
done before all the possible EL/R interpretations of an EL/F 
expression are generated. 
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8 TYPE CALCULATIONS. 

The procedure CalcType (see figure 8.1) contains two procedures that 
both determine the semantic type of one EL/R expression: INCALC and 
OUTCALC. The former really calculates types, the latter only checks 
types. 

begin {C~lcType} 
typeconflict:=£alse; 
INCALC; 
TYPTREE; 
OUTCALC 

end {CalcType} 

Figure 8.1 Structure of CalcType 

Procedure INCALC calculates the type of an expression by calculating 
the types of its subexpressions types first (inside out). For example 
the type of an application is calculated after the types of its 
functor and argument are calculated. 
When INCALC doesn't detect type conflicts, OUTCALC is executed because 
the test on a type conflict is performed in OUTCALC's body. If the 
type of an expression is given, it restricts the types of its 
subexpressions. Thus the types of the terms (the constants and 
va~iables) are checked by OUTCALC, and they can be verified (outside 
in). 
Note that when INCALC is complete, OUTCALC is superfluous. TYPTREE is 
called between INCALC and OUTCALC to set all unknown types in the 
expression to 'dumtype'. 
A completely new routine for the assignment of types to expressions 
and the restrictions in order to detect type conflicts, according to 
the formal definitions of EL-languages fBunt 85b), is going to be part 
of a next TENDUM version. Therefore, we will not go into the details 
of the semantic type calculations in TENDUM 2.0. 
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9 THE PRAGMATIC INTERPRETATION. 

9.1 Introduction. 

The EL/R formula build up from the input expression represents the 
semantic content (the meaning) of the input. The pragmatic (epistemic) 
content (the intention) is analysed by the procedure 
EpistemicAnalysis. This procedure assigns a so called 'communicative 
function' to an input; this function represents its role in the 
dialogue. The combination of a samanti~ content and a communicative 
function is called a dialogue act, describing the user's intention. 

9.2 The procedure EpistemicAnalysis. 

9.2.1 Introduction. 

The structure of EpistemicAnalysis is given in figure 9.1. It uses one 
EL/R interpretation of the input. If the input expression is an EL/R 
formula, the (semantic) tree of elexpr records must be built first. 
This is done by ConvertinputToEL, which covers a limited syntax 
checking. The constants in the expression input must be present in the 
ElrCons lexicon. 
Then, the type of the EL/R expression is checked by CalcType (see 
chapter 8). Only correct expressions are analysed further. 
The procedure PragmAn (see next paragraph) determines the 
communicative function of the input, using the (surface) pragmatic 
information. PragmAn also generates a list of epistemic expressions 
(EL/R expressions). These expressions describe the preconditions for 
the dialogue act. 
After the pragmatic anaysis, the list of epistemic expressions, called 
schanges, is checked whether it conflicts with the information the 
system has about the discourse domain. This is done by InfEval (see 
paragraph 9.2.3). 

begin {EpistemicAnalysis} 
if "EL/R input" then ConvertinputToEL fi; 
CalcType; 
if "output type of EL/R expression chosen" then ShowType fi; 
if "no typeconflict" then 

fi 

PragmAn; 
InfEval; 
if "output epistemic expressions chosen" then 

Showschanges 
fi 

end {EpistemicAnalysis} 

Figure 9.1 Structure of procedure EpistemicAnalysis 
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9.2.2 The pragmatic analysis. 

9.2.2.1 Introduction. 

The communicative function of the input is determined in two steps 
(Bunt 1985a). 

During the syntactic/semantic parsing of the input sentence (see 
chapte~ 6), a number cf pragmatic features are assembled. The bundle 
of features is called the 'surface speech act' (Appelt 1982) and is 
shown by the procedure ShowSyntax, together with the syntactic 
structure, in the output called 'SSA representation'. 
In this TENDUM version we use three purely pragmatic features 
(pragmark, certnty and concord) and one syntactic/pragmatic feature 
(mood). Some of the features are used in the NedElf lexicon, some in 
the grammar (or both). 

mood ; set of possible values is {declar, interrog, verif, wh}. 
WH-words in the lexicon (wanneer, wat, wie, waaruit, .. ) are 
assigned the mood 'wh'. 
The other three values ('declar', 'interrog', 'verif') of the mood 
feature are assigned by the grammar rules, because of the word 
order and punctuation of the input sentence. 

prgmark ; feature of type acttype (see paragraph 2.3.2). 
Some lexical items (klopt, inderdaad, werkelijk, .. ) by themselves 
indicate the communicative function of the input in which they 
occur. 

c!rrtnty ; the set of possible values is { ce rtn, unce rtn} 
Some adverbs in the lexicon (misschien, vermoedelijk, 
beslist, .. ) indicate (un)certainty on part of the 
concerning the information he's providing. Uncertainty 
the communicative function. 

zeker, 
speaker 

'weakens' 

concord ; the set of possible values is {con, dis} 
Some lexical items (toch, wel, niet, .. ) indicate that the user 
percieves or expects an agreement or disagreement with the system 
on certain information. 

The second step is to derive 
surface speech act. This is 
paragraph) in procedure PragmAn. 
figure below. 

the communicative function from the 
done by the function InpAct (see next 
PragmAn's structure is shown in the 

begin {PragmAn} 
INPACT; 
PLAI<; 
ADD TLIST 

end {PragmAn} 

Figure 9.2 Structure of procedure PragmAn 

After the communicative function is determined, 
dialogue act (i.e. the semantic content plus 
function of the input) in relations with epistemic 
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relations can be viewed as conditions, which must be satisfied by the 
user in order to perform his dialogue act (according to the general 
principles for coorporative linguistic behaviour, which have been 
discussed in the pragmatic literature (Grice 1975; Searle 1969; 
Allwood 1976)). 
These conditions, called preconditions, are represented as epistemic 
expressions, which are expressions in the logical language EL/A. EL/A 
is EL/R extended with the epistemic operators discussed in paragraph 
9.2.2.3. {In this version of TENDUM there is no distinction between 
EL/Rand EL/A. We will speak of EL/R in both cases.) 
A list of epistemic expressions is generated by function Plak (see 
paragraph 9.2.2.3). 
This list is added to the list schanges using procedure ADD TLIST. 
Normally, schanges holds all epistemic expressions generated from the 
last input expression and is empty before calling PragmAn. But when 
the system cannot satisfy all goals from the previous input at once, 
schanges still holds goal expressions when calling PragmAn. That's why 
the generated expressions are added to schanges (and are not being 
made schanges). 

Note that, 
in case the input is an EL/R expression, no pragmatic information 
can be entered. The expression is then considered to be a 
YNQUESTION. This is the default communicative function, in which 
case only the evaluation of the content is of interest. 

9.2.2.2 The function InpAct. 

The inter£retation of the surface speech act is done by InpAct. The 
features are stored in the node record (given by referelA) of the EL/R 
expression (given by referelA.elrep). 
The result of InpAct is an elexpr record; its dialarg field is a 
pointer to a (new) dialexpr record where dialogue information is 
stored. The actype field of that dialexpr record contains the type of 
the dialogue act and in its content field a pointer to the original 
EL/R expression. 
The type of the dialogue·act (i.e. the communicative function, called 
actype) is determined as follows : 
If the feature prgmark has a value other then the default value, that 
value is assigned to actype. In other cases the mood feature 
determines the value : 

mood : 
declar 
interrog 
wh 
verif 

actype : 
INFORM 
YNQUESTION 
WHQUESTION 
CHECK 

Finally, actype may be refined by the concord feature : 

concord 
con 
dis 

actype (for mood= declar, interrog or verif resp.) 
AGREEMNT, CHECK or POSICHECK 
DENIAL, CONTRACHECK or NEGACHECK 
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Note that, the certnty feature modifies actype only in case of a 
declarative mood. In case the mood is unknown, the input is treated as 
a YNQUESTION (e.g. in case the input is an EL/For EL/R expression, no 
pragmatic information is available, so the expression will be treated 
as a YNQUESTION). 

The function Plak~ 

The function Plak generates all the preconditions that characterize a 
dialogue act. The result is a pointer to a linked list of epistemic 
expressions called schanges. 
The epistemic operators used, with their intended meaning and their 
name as branching category in an EL/R expression, are : 

symbol 
i--

i 1---
1- -

11- -
l<--

11--> 
1--> 

(has a strong belief about) 
(strongly believes that) 
(has a weak belief about) 
(weakly believes that) 

intended meaning 
knows whether 
knows that 
suspects whether 
suspects that 
wants to know 
wants to make 
wants to make 

whether 
known that 
known whether 

An example might clarify the use of preconditions. 

EL/R name 
refgnotion 
datgnotion 
ref suspicion 
datsuspicion 
autogoal 
allodatgoal 
allorefgoal 

suppose, the user poses a question with semantic content p, 
r~cognized as a CHECK (as is the case with "De KL402 
Montreal?"). The three preconditions for a check are : 

that is 
komt uit 

1. The user wants to know (whether) p (is the case) : 
s I 1--- u I < -- P 

2. The user suspects that the system knows the value of p: 
s I 1--- u I I- - s 1--- p 

3. The user suspects that p (is the case) : 
s I I --- u I I - - P 

The preconditions, as generated by Plak, always begin with "the system 
knows that" (S I 1--- .. ), because it describes the conditions from the 
system's point of view. 
One of the preconditions always expresses a goal (in the above example 
precondition 1). The goal-preconditions direct the actions the system 
takes. 

Note 
Nonrecognized dialogue act types are : 

ALTSQUESTION (except 'S I 1--- u I<-- p' 
and ' s I I --- u I 1- - s 1--- p' ) 

[W]YNANSWER, [W]YNCONFIRM, [W]YNDISFIRM and [W]WHANSWER. 
Their preconditions are not generated. (Note that, the Planner 
generates some of these types, see paragraph 10.2) 
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9.2.3 The information evaluation. 

In this TENDUM version the system's knowledge about the world (see 
chapter 11) is fixed and cannot be affected by any user input. The 
procedure InfEval (Information Evaluation, see figure 9.3) checks 
whether the list schanges contains informative expressions that 
conflict with the system's knowledge about the discourse domain. 
The information evaluation procedure generates two lists of epistemic 
expressions using schanges : interrupt and goalpreconlist. 

The list interrupt contains exp,essions, expressing things the 
system wishes to make known to the user. These expressions ask for 
immediate action of the system. Satisfying goals from interrupt has 
priority over satisfying goals from schanges. 

The list goalpreconlist contains all goal-preconditions that have 
been generated on account of the last input. 

begin {InfEval} 
Check Inform; 
Place-GoalPrecondition; 
Change GoalPrecondition; 

end; {InfEval} 

Figure 9.3 Structure of InfEval. 

The three procedures called by InfEval have the following effects : 

Check Inform 
If the user wants to inform the system of proposition p, but p is in 
conflict with the system's knowledge, the system whishes to make known 
that not(p) is the case. 
So, for every expression of the form: 

5 I 1--- U 1--> p or 
S I I- - U 1--> p or 
S I 1--- U I!--> p or 
s I!- - u I 1--> P 

in schanges, where the result of evaluating pis false, the expression 
s I 1--> not(p) is added to interrupt. 

Place GoalPrecondition 
If the user poses a question (so, whishes to know whether 
p is the case), the corresponding goal-precondition 
goalpreconlist. 
For every expression of the form: 

S I 1--- U I<-- p or 
s I 1- - u I<-- p 

in schanges, a copy is added to goalpreconlist. 

Change GoalPrecondition 

proposition 
is copied in 

If, according to the system, the user already knows the answer to a 
question, the system wants to make that known. 

Because the semantics of the EL/A language has not 
yet, there is no real evaluation of epistemic 
paragraph 10.3). 
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10 THE DIALOGUE PLANNING. 

10.1 The procedure DialoguePlanning. 

As described in paragraph 3.1, the basic idea of dialogue generation 
is that participation in an information dialogue is a form of goal
directed action (Beun 1984; Bunt 1981a; Bunt et al. 1984). 
At least one of the expressions in schanges is a goal-precondition 
(see paragraph 9.2.2.3). Given~ goal! the system tries to perform an 
action that will satisty that goal. 
The procedure DialoguePlanning (see figure 10.1) determines the most 
specific actions for all recognized goals. It adjusts the user model 
according to the expressions representing these goals and according to 
the preconditions and the expected effects of those actions. 

begin {DialoguePlanning} 
if "extra evaluation chosen" then Eval fi; 
Planner; 
"adjust user model with list schanges"; 
if "output user model chosen" then ShowModel fi; 
if "output plan structure chosen" then ShowPlanner fi; 
Expect; 
"adjust user model with expected effects"; 
if "output expectations chosen" then ShowExpect fi 

end {DialoguePlanning} 

Figure 10.1 Structure of DialoguePlanning 

The EL/R expression is directly evaluated, if the user has selected 
the 'Extra evaluation' item from the 'Extras' menu (a debuggers 
option, see paragraph 4.3.5). 
The procedure Planner (see paragraph 10.2) tries to determine the most 
specific action (dialogue act), of which all preconditions are 
satisfied. The most specific action of a goal, is represented as a 
plan structure of planexp-records. If Planner finds more than one 
goal, the plan structure contains all the independent subplans for 
each goal. 
After a plan is made, TENDUM adjusts the user model according to the 
list schanges. The updated user model and the plan structure are shown 
if those options are selected. 
As a result of showing a plan structure, the system expects that the 
user has percepted the corresponding act(s), so it generates epistemic 
expressions representing the expected effects of those acts (by 
calling Expect, see paragraph 10.5). It also updates the user model 
with these expressions and shows the expectations, if the user wants 
to. 
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10.2 The procedure Planner. 

10.2.1 How is a dialogue action represented? 

We already mentioned in paragraph 9.1 that a dialogue act consists of 
two elements : 

1. the communicative function of the act 
2. the semantic content of the act 

In general we should add two more elements namely 
3. the speaker 

and 4. the hearer 
The relation between the four elements can be given in one or more 
epistemic expressions. Each expression is a precondition, one of them 
being a goal, of a particular communicative function. 
Because Planner represents the system's actions only, the speaker 
always is the system (5) and the hearer always is the user (U). We 
only use the first two elements to describe the system's dialogue 
acts. These elements are stored in a dialexpr record; in the actype
and content-fields respectively. 
A complete plan may consist of several dialogue acts : 

- some of them are to be performed in a specified order (e.g. in 
case of an indirect interpretation). 
some of them in arbitrary order (e.g. in case of more than one 
goal, we have independent subplans for each goal). 

- some of them under restriction (e.g. under the condition that a 
subgoal has been satisfied). 

A plan is represented as a network of planexp records. Every dialogue 
act is stored in a 'dial' node (i.e. a planexp record with node-field 
value 'dial'). Independent acts are put in parallel branches. Parallel 
branches are tied together by means of a (starting) 'split' and 
(ending) 'join' node. Conditions are created when the system must 
satisfy a subgoal first, in order to perform an action. They are 
represented by a 'condition$' node preceding a 'dial' node (for more 
detail see Beun (1984, page 60)). 
All branches are to be 'performed', i.e. have to be translated by the 
output formulator into natural language sentences (not implemented in 
TENDUM 2.0). Parallel branches may be done in arbitrary order, but 
actions within one branch must be done in the specified order. 

10.2.2 The structure of Planner. 

The procedure Planner (Beun 1984) tries to determine the most specific 
action (dialogue act), all of whose preconditions are satisfied. 
There are two lists with epistemic expressions, schanges and 
interrupt. Schanges is distracted from the last input expression; 
interrupt contains expressions representing subgoals the system has to 
satisfy. Interrupt has priority over schanges. That is why Planner 
(see figure 10.2) makes a plan structure for the goals in interrupt 
first. 
The plan structure for one list is made by Parallel Planner. 
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begin {Planner} 
if interrupt==nil 

then Parallel Planner(schanges) 
else Parallel-Planner(interrupt) 

fi -
end {Planner} 

Figure 10.2 Structure of Planner 

10.2.3 The structure of Parallel Planner. 

For every epistemic expression in the given list, Parallel Planner 
calls procedure Serie Planner. If the expression represents a goal
precondition, Serie Planner will make one branch. This branch is then 
added to the plan structure by Parallel Planner. 

10.2.4 The structure of Serie Planner. 

Serie Planner (see figure 10.3) checks if the expression represents a 
goal-precondition and, if it is a goal, generates the most specific 
action. 

begin {Serie Planner} 
ActionKind;-
Refine Action; 
if "goil-precondition" then 

Evall; 

fi 

Make Dial Node; 
Indint; -
if "indirect interpretation" 

then Serie Planner (for indirect expression) 
else New Goal 

fi; 
if "subgoal" then 

Make Cond Node;, 
New Goal -

fi 

end {Serie_Planner} 

Figure 10.3 Structure of Serie Planner 

ActionKind determines whether the expression is a goal-precondition, 
and if so, what the appropriate action is : 
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action 
answer 

question 
inform 
noact 

if expression is of the form 
s I I --- u I < -- ••• 
S I 1--- forall/forsome u l<--
s I<-- .. . 
s I 1--> .. . 
all other expressions 

(see note) 

(Note : the forall/forsome part is a sequence of arbitrary quantors, 
universal or exsistential (mixed or not), but no other constructs in 
between) 

Refine Action determines the most specific action, depending on the 
(type and content of the) other preconditions found in either schanges 
or the user model. Note that, interrupt will only contain 
goal-preconditions. 
If the user model is empty the action of the Planner only depends on 
the communicative function of the input. For 'question' input an 
'answer' output is generated. For all other types of input no dialogue 
act is generated. In the schema below we give the system's refined 
action type on the basis of the input function only 

communicative function of input 
YNQUESTION 
CHECK 
POSICHECK 
NEGACHECK 
CONTRACHECK 
WHQUESTION 
INFORM 
DENIAL 
AGREEMNT 
YNANSWER 
YNCONFIRM 
YNDISFIRM 

refined action of the planner 
YNANSWER 
YNCONFIRM 
YNCONFIRM 
YNDISFIRM 
YNDISFIRM 
WHANSWER 
noact 
noact 
noact 
noact 
noact 
noact 

need epistemic expressions, so no user model 
action only. But due to information in the user 
interpretation of the input, a big scala of 

(Note that we wouldn't 
either, for the first 
model and the indirect 
(compound) actions 
YNANSWER + WHANSWER etc.) 

(like 'counter' QUESTION, INFORlt, 
can be generated.) 

If an action has been determined the rest of Serie Planner is 
executed. 

Evall is the general evaluation function for epistemic expressions. 
Eval is the evaluation function for non-epistemic expressions (i.e. 
EL/R expressions without epistemic operators; see paragraph 9.2.2.1). 
Evall is shortly discussed in the next paragraph; Eval is described in 
chapter 12. 

Make Dial Node makes a 'dial' node for the plan structure with the 
action type, content and evaluation of the content determined so far. 

For some 'question'-input it is possible to generate an indirect 
interpretation. The function Indint (see paragraph 10.4) will generate 
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a new goal-precondition if such an interpretation is possible, using a 
small number of heuristic rules on the original goal-precondition. 
In case of an indirect interpretation, Serie Planner is recursively 
called for this new goal. The action generated thereupon, is added to 
the plan structure, just behind the last action ('direct' or 
'indirect') in the active branch. 

New Goal checks whether a subgoal must be satisfied. This is the case 
for epistemic expressions of the form: 

s j j--- forall/forsoms U 1 <·,· ... 
(so with a quantification over things the user wants to know). If a 
subgoal must be satisfied, Serie Planner is recursively called to 
determine the (sub)action, after a 'condition$' node has been made 
(For more detail see Beun (1984, pages 60 and 66)). 

10.3 The evaluation of epistemic expressions. 

A preliminary account of the semantics of the epistemic operators of 
EL/A can be found in Bunt (1981a). A refinement of this definition was 
formulated in Dols (1985). These definitions are not implemented yet. 
In order to be able to test Planner, some heuristics concerning the 
epistemic operators are implemented in the function Evall. Epistemic 
expressions will always evaluate either 'true' or 'false' (represented 
as an elexpr tree), depending on the knowledge the system has of the 
user, given by both schanges and the user model, or undetermined 
(result is nil, i.e. no tree at all). 
As an example of the heuristics, all expressions with the 'knowing 
whether' operator (e.g. S !--- p) will be evaluated as 'true', because 
the system does not incorporate partial knowledge at this moment. (The 
Closed World Assumption is used (Carbonell and Collins 1973; Reiter 
1978; Scha 1983, pages 109, 118 and 122) 
Another example is that nested epistemic operators are matched against 
those expressions that form the content of the user model. 

(The operators from the set { I- -, I<--, !-->, 11--> } cannot be 
handled at all (neither evaluated, nor matched). Only expressions of 
the form 'S 11--- .. ', 'S 11--,.' and 'S !--- .. ' can be matched to 
the expressions in the user model or in schanges, no deduction or 
consistency is implemented.) 

It is clear that this is not a real evaluation of epistemic 
expressions, but it suffices its goal, namely being able to test other 
parts of TENDUM. 

10.4 The indirect interpretation. 

Questions are often posed in an indirect way. Tendum can recognize 
some 'indirect' questions and give an 'indirect' answer, thus being as 
cooperative as possible. 
The function Indint (Beun 1984, page 42) tries to find in indirect 
interpretation of the given goal-precondition (of a 'question'). The 
function result will be an expression representing the 'indirect' goal 
(if there is any) or the original expression (if there is none). 
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Indint uses four heuristic rules 

Rule! 
If the original expression is of the form 

S ! 1--- u I<-- F(a)=b 
and 'a' is not an application, then a new expression of the form 

s I 1--- u !<-- F(a) 
is generated. 
If 'a' is an application, then rules 3 and 4 are applicable. 
For example, the inpuc ·Does the KL402 arrive at 5 o'clock?' has as 
its goal-precondition: 

S l l--- U I<-- AANKTIJD(KL402)==5:00 
The direct action is a YNANSWER with evaluation FALSE. The indirect 
interpretation's goal is : 

S ! I--- U I<-- AANKTIJD( KL402) _ 
, and thus the 'indirect' WHANSWER will evaluate 12:00. 
(Note that an indirect answer is also given in case the YNANSWER 
evaluates TRUE; this is not necessarily the case!) 

Rule2 
If the original expression is of the form 

s I!--- u I<-- s !--- p 
then a new expression of the form: 

s I I --- u I < -- p 
is generated. 
This rule covers examples like 'Do you know what time it is?' or in 
our domain 'Do you know where the KL402 comes from?'. Due to the 
indirect interpretation, the answer will not be strictly 'yes', but 
'yes, it is 5 o'clock' or 'yes, the KL402 comes from Montreal'. 
(Note however that, 'Do you know .. ' questions are not handled yet, 
because 'weten' ( 'to know') is not in our lexicon (grammar).) 

Rule3 
If the original expression is of the form: 

S I 1--- U I <-- F ( G (a) ) •b 
and 'a' is not an application again, then a 
generated. Ifs I 1--- F(G(a))=b evaluates true, 
is of the form: 

s 11--- u I<-- G( a) , 
but if S I 1--- F(G(a))b evaluates false (like 
expression is of the form: 

s I I --- u I < -- F ( G ( a ) ) . 

new expression is 
this new expression 

Rule! ! ) , the new 

Due to this rule, the question 'Does 
States?' will be answered 'no, from 
the KL402 come from Canada?' will be 

the Kl402 come from the United 
Canada'. And the question 'Does 
answered 'yes, from Montreal'. 

Rule4 
If the original expression is of the form: 

s I!--- u I<-- F(G(a))=b 
, then an expression of the form 

S I!--- u I<-- G(a) 
is generated. 
(Note that 'a' must be an application again, if Rule4 generates a 
new goal, otherwise the expression was covered by Rule3.) 
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Note that, at most, only one rule will generate a new (goal) 
expression. 
I~ an indirect interpretation is found, this new expression will be 
added to the user model (only if usermodel didn't already contain this 
expression). 

~ n • c, m\..- .... ~.-. ...... +- .. ,-1 11c:,:,r i:offects • 
_..., ..,, -',I.It; """'""'J;:'.-----· -- ... - .. 

The actions of Planner will have effects on the user's knowledge. The 
expected effects of all acts, represented in the last plan structure, 
are generated by the function Expect. 
For every act (i.e. for every 'dial' node in the plan structure) of an 
'~nswer' type an epistemic expresston, representing the new knowledge 
the user will have according to the system, will be added to the user 
model. Suppose the content of the dialogue act (action) is c (a 
proposition in case of a yes/no answer, and e.g. a selection in case 
of wh-answer), then the expression that is added depends on the action 
type and the evaluation of the content as follows : 

action evaluation (S I 1--- c) expression added to usermodel 
YNANSWER 

)< YNDISFIRM TRUE s 11--- u 11- - C 

INFORM FALSE s 11--- u I I- - not(c) 
DENIAL 
YNCONFIRM X TRUE s 11--- u ! !--- C 

AGREEMNT FALSE s I l--- u 11--- not(c) 
WHANSWER s 11--- u j--- C 

It may be noted that no duplicates will ever be added to usermodel, so 
redundancy (only based on pattern matching) is checked, but 
consistency is not checked. Up to now the user model is only a 
collection of epistemic expressions. 
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11 THE DATABASE. 

11.1 Introduction. 

The TENDUM database, from now on called OB, contains the system's 
knowledge of the 'world' (the domain of discourse). It holds 
information on intercontinental plane flights from North-America to 
Schiphol. Three TENDUM modules are concerned with the DB: 

1. DBFILL 
holds the procedure Fill DB, which reads the information stored in 
the database files into the DB structure in main memory. 

2. OCONSTANT 
holds the function OConstant, which fetches the value of an EL/R 
constant from the DB. 

3. OBACCESS 
holds the function FunVal, which looks up in the DB, the value of 
a function constant applied to a certain argument (i.e. the value 
of a record field in the DB structure). 

First, we will describe 
(paragraph 11.2). Then 
(paragraph 11.3). A first 
Kees van Oeemter. 

the DB structure and how it is filled 
we will describe how the DB is accessed 
draft of the DB description was written by 

lL.2 Building Up The Database Structure. 

11.2.1 The database structure. 

A summary of all global identifier declarations used in TENDUM was 
given in Chapter 2. The global identifiers used for the DB are : 

global constant 
global types 

global variables 

: WL. 
STRING, ATOMS, SETNAME, DBATTR, APARTREF and 
APARTREC. 
ATOMGS and RNAME. 

In short the whole DB is formed by the array rname and the lists of 
apartrec records of which the 'head' pointers are stored in rname. 

The most important record is the apartrec record. It holds information 
about a particular entity (referential atomic constant or individual 
EL/R constant, e.g. a flight, or a city, or a country etc.). The 
record always contains a key-field (containing a key, 'KL402' or 
'MONTREAL' for example, being the string for the referential atomic 
constant), a next-field (pointing to another record of exactly the 
same kind, so the same referential atomic type) and a tag field called 
filename. 
The field filename contains a referential atomic type name (a value of 
the type atoms, like tvlucht, tstad, tland etc.). It determines the 
variant part of the apartrec record. The variant part holds the 
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relevant information for the particular constant. 
In case filename's value is tstad, there is only one more field, 
called lands, indicating the country in which the town is 
situated. 
In case of tvlucht, there are five more fields. One of them, 
called vertrkplaats, contains the string representation of the 
city of departure for this particular flight entity. Another 
field, called aanktijd, contains the arrival time of the flight. 
It is also possiblP that! the variant part is empty, which is the 
case when the tag field is of typG tl~~d. So, th~rP is no 
information about a country, we only know which countries exist in 
our world. 

In general, every field in the variant part of an apartrec record 
corresponds with an EL/R function constant (e.g. vertrkplaats 
corresponds with 'VERTRKPLAATS', aanktijd with 'AANKTIJD' I etc.). The 
type dbattr enumerates the names of all EL/R function constants. 
The values of apartrec fields (except for next) are of type string. 
This type is chosen, because in the semantic trees the constants are 
represented as strings as well. 
A referential atomic constant can be a field's value in some apartrec 
record. If it does, it must have an explicit apartrec record of its 
own. The fields, for which this occurs, are always in the variant part 
of the apartrec record and are thus related with records of another 
type (e.g. vertrkplaats and landingen are related with the 'tstad' 
records and maatschappij with the 'tmaatschappij' records; see the 
next paragraph, for more detail). 

Sy'using the next-field (of type apartref) a list of apartrec records 
is; built, one list for every referential atomic type. The array rname 
hoids the pointers to the head of each list. The index of the array 1s 
of type atoms and thus indicates what kind of records are in a list. 

You might have noticed that, up to this point the type setname and the 
variable atomgs have not been mentioned, although the whole DB 
structure is described. 
The type setname enumerates the names of all EL/R generic set 
constants. Each generic set constant denotes one set of atomic 
entities of the same type. 
The array atomgs contains the EL/R set name for every corresponding 
referential atomic type name (e.g. 'steden' for 'tstad', 'moments' for 
'ttijdstip' etc. ). The variable is filled by procedure Fill Atomgs 
(local to procedure Fill DB). Atomgs is used during the evaluation by 
the function DOMMEIN (local to function Eval, see chapter 12), when 
the domain of an atomic type has to be determined. 
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11.2.2 Filling the database : procedure Fill DB. 

In Fill DB, the above mentioned array rname plus the lists of apartrec 
records- is built up. Potentionally, rname has 14 elements, one for 
each atomic type, but not all of them are used. The DB is restricted 
to referential knowledge of the domain of discourse. Not used are the 
types entity, ttijdstip, strtype, inttype, truthval, tduur and unitype 
(the union of all atomic types), because formal objects are considered 
to be the same fer all models (databases). Therefore there is no need 
to store knowledge of them in corresponding records. 

The reason that for instance times (ttijdstip or tduur) are not 
considered as separate entities, is, intuitively, that time always 
is the value of a function, never an argument. Compare this, for 
instance, to companies (tmaatschappij). We need them as values of 
the function 'the flight - belongs to the company ' 
(MAATSCHAPPIJ), but also as arguments of the function 'the company 
.. has its main seat in .. ' (LANDM). 
Also for practical reasons it is not desireable to store in a 
database all times used in an application. 

For each of the 7 referential elements in rname, there is a distinct 
procedure. This procedure reads the information of EL/R constants of 
the corresponding type from an external file. The files holding 
database information are found in the subdirectory [dialog.datfile] : 

dbcountry.dat 

dbcity.dat 
dbcompany.dat 
dbflight.dat 
dbvolume.dat 
dblenght.dat 
dbweight.dat 

holds information for each individual EL/R constant 
of referential atomic type tland (so, each country). 
ditto for tstad (city). 
ditto for tmaatschappij (company). 
ditto for tvlucht (flight). 
ditto for tvolume (volume unit). 
ditto for tlengte (length unit). 
ditto for tgewicht (weight unit). 

Every word in a DB file can be read by calling ReadWordFromDB. For 
every individual constant it builds up one apartrec record, which is 
liriked to the ones previously built (linking is done by procedure 
AppendApartrec). The pointer to the first record is stored in an 
element of the array rname. 

The order in which the lists are built up is important. For example, 
when a record of type tvlucht, which holds information of one flight, 
is filled, the city of departure (vertrkplaats), the city where the 
fljght has an intermediate landing (landingen), and the company that 
is in charge of the flight (maatschappij) must be known. Must be known 
means, the DB must have information about those cities and that 
company. Thus the records of type tstad and tmaatschappij must be 
built up before the records of type tvlucht can be filled. 
The 'filling' procedures, in the order in which they are called, are 
discussed now 

Fill Landen 
The information about countries, being only the name of the 
countries TENDUM knows of, is read from the DB file dbcountry. The 
tag field is filled with tland. In the key-field the relevant name 
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of the country is stored. There are no variant fields. 

Fill Steden 
The information about cities is read from file dbcity. The tag 
field is filled with tstad. The name of the city (key) and the 
country in which the city is located (lands) are stored. Then we 
check (using function Search) if the country's name is present in 
the list given by rname[tland]. An unknown country will lead to a 
fatal error, meaning that the program is stopped, so that the user 
can add/change the informaticr. .. ~~cod. 

Fill Maatschappijen 
The information about companies is read from dbcompany. Filling 
the tag fields with tmaatschappij, the company's name (key) and 
the country in which the company has its main seat (landm) are 
stored. Again the countries mentioned must be present in the list 
of 'tland' records. 

Fill Vluchten 
The information about flights is read from dbflight. After filling 
the tag fields with tvlucht, the flight number (key), the city of 
intermediate landing (landingen), the actual arrival time 
(aanktijd), the scheduled arrival time (schematijd), the city of 
departure (vertrkplaats) and the company in charge of the flight 
(maatschappij) are stored. It is checked whether records of the 
cities and companies mentioned do exist (by searching the lists of 
tstad and tmaatschappij respectively). 

Fill Volumes 
The information about volume units is read from dbvolume. 
filling the tag fields with tvolume, the conversion 
(cnextv) to the next(!) volume unit is stored. 

After 
factor 

Fill Lengtes 
The information about length units is read from dblenght. Filling 
the tag fields with tlengte, the conversion factor (cnextl) to the 
next length unit is stored. 

Fill Gewichten 
The information about weight units is read from dbweight. Filling 
the tag fields with tgewicht, the conversion factor (cnextg) to 
the next weight unit is stored. 

After rname has been filled, the final picture of the DB is as shown 
in: figure 11.1 
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Mid NIL 

Figure 11.1 The TENDUM database. 
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Another way to see the DB is as a set of relations (e.g. Ullman (1982, 
pages 19-25)). A relation is any subset of the Cartesian product of 
one or more domains. A domain is simply a set of values. For example, 
LANDEN, which is the set of all objects of type tland (i.e. the set of 
all countries), is a domain. The members of a relation are called 
tuples. For example, <MONTREAL,CANADA> is a tuple. The components of a 
tuple are often given names, called attributes. There is one attribute 
for each domain. The set of attribute names for a relation is called 
relation scheme. For exaropler for the relation CITY, with attributes 
KEY and LANDS, We write its L~laLiun 5C~crn~ ~~ ~ITY(~EY,~ANDS), The 
above mentioned tuple is a member of the CITY relation; the KEY value 
is MONTREAL, the LANDS value is CANADA. 
The declarations, the relation schemes, in our DB are given by: 

relation 
relation 
relation 
relation 

relation 
relation 
relation 

COUNTRY(KEY). 
CITY(KEY, LANDS). 

COMPANY(KEY, LANDM). 
FLIGHT(KEY, LANDINGEN, AANKTIJD, SCHEMATIJD, 

VERTRKPLAATS, MAATSCHAPPIJ). 
VOLUME(KEY, CNEXTV). 
LENGTH(KEY, CNEXTL). 
WEIGHT(KEY, CNEXTG). 

The corresponding Cartesian products, preceded by the relation names, 
are 

COUNTRY 
CITY 

COMPANY 
FLIGHT 

VOLUME 
LENGTH 
WEIGHT 

Note 1, 

LANDEN 
STEDEN x LANDEN 
MAATSCHAPPIJEN x LANDEN 
VLUCHTEN x STEDEN x MOMENTS x MOMENTS x 
STEDEN x MAATSCHAPPIJEN 
VOLUMES X S(inttype) 
LENGTES X S(inttype) 
GEWICHTEN X S(inttype) 

(see note 1) 
(see note 1) 
(see note 1) 

The set of objects with atomic type inttype, S(inttype), is not 
implemented in version 2.0. Instead the dummy set name, dummyset, is 
chosen. So volumes, lenghts and weights are not evaluated correctly. 

The current values of the relations in our DB are given by figure 11.2 
(compare this with figure 11.1). 
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COUNTRY= {<USA>, <CANADA>, <ENGELAND>, <NEDERLAND>, <DUITSLAND>, 
<NIEUWZEELAND>} 

CITY= {<MONTREAL, CANADA>, 
<TORONTO, CANADA>, 
<VANCOUVER, CANADA>, 

<MIAMI, USA>, 
<WASHINGTON, USA>, 
<FORTHWORTH, USA>} 

COMPANY= {<KLM, NEDERLAND>, 
<PANAM, USA>, 
<CANADIANPACIFIC, CANADA>, 

<BRITISHAIRWAYS, ENGELAND>} 

FLIGHT• {<KL402, NEWYORK, 24:00, 13:00, MONTREAL, KLM>, 
<CP207, CHICAGO, 24:00, 24:00, LOSANGELES, CANADIANPACIFIC>} 

VOLUME= {<LITRE, 1.76>, <PINT, 0.13>, <GALLON, 4.55>} 

LENGTH= {<KILOMETER, 1000.0>, 
<METER, 100.0>, 
<CENTIMETER, 1.0>} 

WEIGHT= {<KILO, 2.0>, <POUND, 5.0>, <OUNCE, 0.1>} 

Figure 11.2 The TENDUM database content in a relational form. 
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11.3 Accessing The Database. 

11.3.1 Introduction. 

The evaluation of an EL/R formula in Eva! (see chapter 12) is done 
recursively (the recursive evaluation function is FEVAL). The base of 
the recursion is reached when we come to the evaluation of constants. 
If e is a (pointer to an elexpr-record of type) constant, then 
FEVAL(e):=DConstant(e), The function DConstant is discussed in the 
next paragraph. 
To evaluate an EL/R function constant, the function Funval (in module 
DBACCESS) is called. Funval reads from the DB the value of an argument 
of an EL/R function, so must be called for each argument of that 
function. Funval is described in paragraph 11.3.3. 
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11.3.2 The function DConstant. 

DConstant, called with parameter e, works as follows. 
First, the type of EL/R constant e is looked up in the file 
ElrCons.dat. This is done by procedure FndType, which makes a new 
typcode record to store the type information read from the ElrCons 
lexicon. This typcode record can be reached by pointer eA.tijpe. For 
many constants the type information is already present in a typcode 
record (these records are also copied by KOPIE, more precise KOPYSEM, 
when semantic trees are copied). It is only lacking fer constants who 
are variable 'instantiations' (then no typcode record exists). So 
calling FndType is often superfluous (but not incorrect). 
If the type is atomic, nothing happens; so DConstant(e):•e. The reason 
is that in TENDUM evaluation of an individual constant is defined by 
the identity function (denotations .are not real things, but linguistic 
items (van Deemter 1985). If e is atomic, it's its own denotation.). 
If the type of e is neither atomic, nor funtype, nor settype, nor 
tuptype, the constant is left uninterpreted. So, for example 
continuous ensembles and union types cannot be handled (See remark 1, 
paragraph 11.4) 
If the type of e is either funtype ( (tl->t2) ), or settype ( S(t) ), 
or tuptype ( <tl, .. ~tn> ) the following actions are taken : 

FunType 
A function constant is only interpreted if the domain of the 
function is atomic. Assume that this is so, then DConstant produces 
a set of tuples. Each first element of a tuple must be an element of 
the function domain. The second element will be the function value 
for that argument. This value is calculated by the function Funval, 
which is discussed in the next paragraph. In fact DConstant's result 
is a pointer to the tree representation (like all semantic trees 
built up with elexpr records, plus some extras for the leaves) of 
the set of tuples. 

SetType 
Only set constants of the lowest types, those with elements of a 
referential atomic type (say tatom), are handled. The list of 
apartrec record~ given by rname[tatom] is scanned for all its key 
strings. From those strings, representing atomic objects, constant 
expressions are made (i.e. an elexpr-, trmlist- and trmflds record 
link; the string is stored in the symbol field of the trmflds 
record). The constant expressions are added to a set expression. 
During scanning the pointer to the set's tree representation is 
given by the variable result. DConstant's result is this set of 
constants. 

TupType 
Tuple constants can only be handled if the type is a dimensiontype, 
which means that it is a 2-tuple and, above that, its first element 
denotes a measure (volume, length, weight, etc .. ). The result is a 
tuple of which the first element is the relevant unit constant and 
the second element is the extension of the conversion function. This 
extension consists of only those unit/factor pairs that, together 
with the assumption of transitivity, define the whole extension. 
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11.3.3 The function FunVal. 

Function Funval searches the DB for a value of an EL/R function 
constant (specified by the parameter functionname), given a certain 
argument (specified by the parameters db key and atomn; the argument 
db key corresponds with a field name-in an apartrec record of type 
atomn). An elexpr record of type (brancat•) constant, plus associated 
'term'-records, is generated to store the string representation of the 
function value. Th~ pointer to that record is FunVal's value. 
Example : 
Suppose, the function constant (functionname) is 'VERTRKPLAATS' and 
the function argument (db key) is 'KL402'. Then the list of apartrec 
records of type tvlucht (atomn) is searched by calling function 
SEARCH. If the record with entry 'KL402' is found, the value of its 
vertrkplaats-field gives us the right function value; in this example 
'MONTREAL'. This string is stored in the symbol field of a (new) 
trmflds record associated with the just generated elexpr record with 
brancat=constant (this generation is done by function CONSTREE). 

Note 1, 
if no entry is found, FunVal delivers the nil-pointer. 

Note 2, 
that the function constant must correspond with a field 
apartrec record of type atomn. FunVal doesn't 
precondition and will not find an entry, if functionname 
do not fit. 

11.4 Remarks. 

Remark 1 

name in 
check 

and 

the 
this 

atomn 

DConstant is incomplete because it was created and extended for try 
outs of certain parts of TENDUM. 

Remark 2 
Our database has 'inherent' limitations concerning constants with a 
type more complex than atomic or first order. Constants for 
collective predicates (e.g. 'gather'), for second order predicates 
(e.g. 'property'), for functions of higher arity (e.g. 'for the most 
appropriate flight from .• to .. '), etcetera. can't be represented 
in this structure. 

Remark 3 
At this moment, the DB cannot be updated during a dialogue. The 
information received from the user is evaluated with a static 
database. It is possible to have a dynamic database, so to extend 
the DB at run time, when the proper routines are written. New 
information on objects of existing types (like new cities or 
flights) must be added to the DB files and (at run time) appended to 
the list(s) of apartrec records. The type information for new EL/R 
constants must be stored in the lexicon ElrCons (for more detail, 
see appendix F.4). 
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12 THE EVALUATION OF EL/R EXPRESSIONS. 

12.1 Introduction. 

The semantics of a logical language like EL/R consists of two parts : 
1. an interpretation of the formal and referential constants and 

variables, and 
2. a recursive definition of how the denotations of the complex 

expressions, formed by the branching categories, depend upon the 
denotations of their constituent parts (Bunt 1985b, page~ 92-94). 

Formal constants denote mathematical objects like numbers, truthvalues 
or strings (e.g. 10, TRUE, 'TEN'); their denotations are supposed to 
be the same for all interpretations. Referential constants (like 
MONTREAL, KL402, VERTRKPLAATS) denote values from the chosen domain of 
discourse; the referential interpr~tation is a function from the 
referential constants to objects in the model, so it involves access 
to the database (see chapter 11). 

The evaluation function Eval calls the function FEval, that does 
the factual evaluation ofa (sub)expression. For every branching 
category the denotation of the expression formed by it is computed 
from the denotations of its subexpressions, by a function (one for 
every category) in the function FEval. Together with the main body of 
FEval, these functions constitute the implementation of the recursive 
part of the semantics. This recursive part will be exemplified by a 
description of the evaluation of a tuple-, abstraction- and 
application expression (see paragraph 12.3). 

IZ.2 General Remarks. 

In a computer, objects from the domain of discourse have to be 
represented 1n some way. This means that there is no access to the 
'real' objects but only to symbolic representations of them, that is 
to linguistic objects. The result of evaluating an EL/R expression is 
therefore an expression of a formal language, the 'value language' 
(see Dols (1985)). However, in Tendum we chose to use EL/R itself for 
this purpose, as the relevant logical aspects of the objects can very 
well be expressed in this language. The branching categories of EL/R 
used for this purpose are: constant, set and tuple. 
Moreover, for the time being, there seemes to be no advantage in 
'translating' individual constants of EL/R to individual constants in 
another language. Therefore, the evaluation returns an EL/R 
expression. We can recognise such an expression because re-evaluation 
of it will return the expression itself. Such expressions are called 
'value expressions'. (see also 'tuple evaluation' in the next 
paragraph) 
Formally, the denotation of an expression belongs to a subdomain 
consisting of possible denotations. This domain depends on the type of 
the expression and is recursively defined from the domains of the 
constituent types by the (domain assignment) function D (see Bunt 
(1985b, pages 84-88)). 
In Tendum, the domains are computed according to this definition by 
the function Domain. However, Domain produces error messages for 
amount types (i.e. types of the form Un(t) ) and ensemble types 
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(abbreviated as E(t) ). For an amount type, because its domain is an 
infinite set, for ensemble types, because in EL/R currently there is 
no facility for representing non-discrete values. Furthermore, for a 
function type (i.e. a type of the form (tl -> t2) ), for the time 
being, the domain consists only of those function extensions for which 
constants in EL/R exist, because the set of all function extensions 
from tl to t2 would be too big to compute. 

The expression to be evaluated is supposed to be syntactically and 
semantically correct. 
This means that it satisfies the type restrictions on its constituent 
parts as expressed by the definition of the syntax (see Bunt (1985b, 
page 305, note 2 and 3)). For example, a quantification without a set 
expression as its first argument must be seen as syntactically 
incorrect. The same goes for the 'application' of a non-functional 
expression to an argument or the application of a functional 
expression to an argument of a 'wrong' kind. 
Semantical incorrectness occurs if the restrictions are not satisfied 
due to incompatibility of referential (sub)types. 
Because of the assumed correctness there is no need to 
the actual parameters of the evaluation functions are 
of objects to evaluate a certain branching category. 
whether there is an object at all. 

12.3 The evaluation function FEval. 

12.3.1 The main body of FEval. 

test whether 
the right kind 
We only test 

The function Eval first tests whether there is an expression at all. 
If so, a copy of the expression will be passed to the function FEval 
(see figure 12.1), which does the factual evaluation. FEval returns 
the evaluation of the expression, which will be assigned to Eval's 
function result. The original expression is saved, because FEval uses 
parts of the expression during evaluation. 

begin {FEval} 
case "branching category of expression" of 

fr:=DConstant("constant"); 
fr:=DVar("variable"); 

constant : 
variable 

tuple 
abstraction 

application 

esac; 

: fr:=DTuple(DELRList("list of tuple elements"); 
fr:•DAbstraction(Domain("abstraction variable"), 

"abstraction variable", 
"descriptor"); 

fr:=DApplication(FEval("functor"), 
FEval("argument")); 

FEval:=fr; {function result} 
end {FEval} 

Figure 12.1 The structure of FEval. 
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If there is no expression, the evaluation result is 'nil' and EVAL 
produces an error-message (and leaves it at that because other parts 
of Tendum will take over}. 
FEval first checks the branching category of the expression. 

In case of a constant, the function DConstant (see paragraph 
11.3.2) will return a value expression (the constant itself for atomic 
constants, a set of tuples for a function constant, for a set constant 
a set of its elements, etc.). 

In case of a variable, the function DVar returns the 
of the variable. If the variable is not instantiated an 
is given and the evaluation stops. This is because free 
not have an interpretation in Tendum, though they do 
definition of the evaluation. This is reasonable 
denotation of a free variable is a random object from 
would be of no practical use. 

instantiation 
error message 
variables do 
in the formal 
because the 

the domain and 

For the 'non-terminal' branching categories, there are three major 
cases that cover most typical aspects of the evaluation : 

1. tuple 
Some EL/R branching categories have a variable number of arguments 
(e.g tuple, cartesianproduct, union, functionunion and unionstar). 
Their argument is a list of EL/R expressions. This list (of tlist 
records) is not a branching category, but a datastructure containing 
the real arguments. 
In order to evaluate the elements, the list 
function DELRList, before the evaluation 
category is called (DTuple in case of a 
paragraph 12.3.2). 

2. abstraction 

is passed on to the 
function for the current 

tuple, as discussed in 

The abstraction evaluation is an exception, in that its descriptor 
must not be evaluated directly, because (apart from vacuous 
abstractions) it contains free -uninstantiated- variables, namely the 
occurences of the abstraction variable. Therefore, first the domain of 
abstraction is calculated from the type of the abstraction variable by 
the function Domain. That domain is passed on to the function 
DAbstraction, which will repeatedly evaluate the descriptor part for 
every element in that domain. 

3. application 
The application is an example of 
branching category (other examples 
selection, etc.). The evaluation 
operates on the evaluations of the 
functor and argument respectively). 

a fully recursive and regular 
are : universalqu, existentialqu, 
function DApplication therefore 
subexpressions (the values of the 

We will now discuss these three cases 
application evaluation) in more detail. 

(tuple-, abstraction- and 
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12.3.2 Tuple Evaluation. 

As mentioned above, the elements of a tuple are evaluated first by 
calling DELRList. The list of evaluation results of those elements is 
passed on (as the parameter) to the function DTuple (see figure 12.2), 
which does the evaluation of the whole tuple. 

b~gin {DTuple} 
if "no list of tuple eiemencs specified" 

then Error; Eksit 
else TREE(result,tuple); 

resultA.ttup:="list of evaluation results" 
fi 
DTuple:=result 

end {DTuple} 

Figure 12.2 The body of DTuple. 

DTuple first tests whether 
list, the function result 
stopped. The result of the 
will be 'nil' too. 
If there is a list, a new 
category is generated 
ttup-field of that record 
motivation is as follows : 

there is a list at all. If there is no 
will be 'nil' and the evaluation (FEval) is 
final evaluation (FEval's function result) 

elexpr record with 
by calling procedure 

the pointer to the 

a 'tuple' branching 
TREE, with in the 
original list. The 

Being a tuple is a logical aspect of an object, and as explained 
above, this aspect is represented in EL/R by using the relevant 
branching category which, in this case of course, is tuple itself. 
Because the elements of the tuple were already evaluated we only 
have to attach the list to this branching category. 

Here we see that the result of evaluating a value structure is exactly 
that structure itself. It is only because the software should be 
independent of the choice of the value language, that we allocated a 
new tree structure of the same kind. 
DTuple's function result is a pointer to the new elexpr record. 
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12.3.3 Abstraction Evaluation. 

An abstraction is evaluated by the function DAbstraction (see figure 
12.4). As mentioned above, the abstraction's descriptor 
(DAbstraction's third parameter) is an unevaluated EL/R expression. 
Every free variable in the descriptor contains a pointer to the 
original binding (the abstraction variable, which is passed on as the 
second parameter of DAbstraction, see figure 12.3), in order to be 
able to instantiate it without searching ahead in the descriptor part. 
The first parameter is the value-expression that, in the model, 
represents the extension of the domain of the variable. 

110ma1n 

elrer type 

!:Irene et sett 

ergument i----......__,11n_k_--t 
elem 

elrvar 

elrer 
t pe 
Drencat ,er,aoie 
suDllc! 

tref 

Figure 12.3 Input of DAbstraction (first and second parameter). 

Every abstraction denotes a function from values for the abstraction 
variable to the values that result from evaluating the descriptor 
after instantiating its free variables with one of these values. 
In Tendum, the extension of a function is represented as a set of 
2-tuples, each tuple consisting of a domain-value expression (its 
first element) with the corresponding range-value expression (its 
second element; see figure 12.5). 

begin {DAbstraction} 
if "variable, descriptor and abstraction domain specified" then 

TREE(result,sett); 
while "there is another element in the domain" do 

"instantiate the abstraction variable with that element" 
TREE(newtuple,tuple); 
newtuple:•ADDTELT(ADDTELT(newtuple,"instantiation"), 

od 
fi; 

FEVAL("descriptor")); 
result:•ADDSELT(result,newtuple); 

DAbstraction:•result; 
end {DAbstraction} 

Figure 12.4 The body of DAbstraction. 
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Therefore, a new 'sett' elexpr record is generated (call to TREE), to 
hold the abstraction's value-expression. 
The while loop is repeated until no more instantiations are possible 
(i.e. until all domain elements are taken). In this loop, first the 
variable is instantiated, by storing the pointer to a domain-element 
expression (the instantiation value) in the newel-field of the 
variable's trmflds record. Next a 'tuple' elexpr record is build. The 
first tuple element contains the instantiation value (stored by inner 
A~~TE~T !-"Add !lemPnt ~o Tuple")). In the second tuple element the 
result of evaluating the descriptor with that instantiation 
(FEval("descriptor")) is stored. The 2-tuple (formed by outer ADDTELT) 
is then added to the resulting set (ADDSELT •"Add element to set"), 
the extension of the abstraction itself. 

Figure 12.5 

elref 

tuple 

link 

elem 

tlrlf 

link 
elem 

''"' 

Nil 

Output of DAbstraction: a set of tuples. 

The result of evaluating an abstraction is very often passed on as the 
extension of a functor to the evaluation of an application (see next 
paragraph). 
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12.3.4 Application Evaluation. 

An application is evaluated by the function DApplication (see figure 
12.6). 

begin {DApplication} 
if "functor and argument specified" then 

while "function still has an uninspected domain/range tuple" 
and "argument not found" do 

od 
fi; 

if EQUAL("first element of current tuple", 
"argument") then 

{argument found} 
result:="second element of current tuple" 

fi 

DApplication:=result 
end {DApplication} 

Figure 12.6 The body of DApplication. 

Its first parameter is the value expression for the functor, which is 
always a set of 2-tuples (each tuple representing a domain/range 
pair). The second parameter is the value expression for the function's 
argument. 
Because of the assumed semantic correctness of the expression to be 
evaluated, the second parameter will occur as first element of one of 
the tuples in the first parameter. 
If the argument of the application is recognized as a domain element, 
the result of the application (i.e. DApplication's result) will be the 
corresponding range element. 
But if the argument is not found in the specified domain, then the 
result will be nil, which results in an error (the expression is 
semantically incorrect) and stops the evaluation. 
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Appendix A 

THE TENDUM MODULES. 

The 34 modules that embody the TENDUM system are (in the order in 
which they are compiled; that is in the order stored in the file 
modules.txt) : 

DATASTRUC : ('Global 
stants, types and 
TENDUM-module. 

oataScructure:) contains all global =cn
variables which form the environment of each 

ABO : contains the routines which describe the syntactic and 
semantic parts of the grammar r-ules A, B and D. 

APPLY : contains routines which take care of the application 
of all the grammar rules. 

BETARED : ('Beta Reduction') contains routines used for the 
beta-reduction (i.e. lambda conversion) of EL-formulas. 

CONDITION: contains routines which test whether certain grammar 
rules can be applied (used by Parsell and Apply). 

DBACCESS : ('DataBase Access') contains the 
which calculates the value of an EL/R 
(•fieldname) for a certain argument (•key 
database). 

function 
function 
in a 

FunVal, 
constant 

specified 

DBFILL ('DataBase 
system's database 
apartrec-records out 
[dialog.datfile] ). 

Fill') contains routines which build up the 
structure as a network of linked 

of the database files (in directory 

DCONSTANT: ('Denotation of Constants') 
DConstant, which fetches the values 
constants from the system's database. 

contains the 
(=denotations) 

function 
of EL/R 

EDITOR : contains the procedure Editor, which is the TENDUM
editor that simulates a small subset of the EDT-editor under 
control of the running program. 

EFHI : contains the routines which describe the syntactic and 
semantic parts of the grammar rules E, Fl, F2A, F2B, F3, F4, FS, H 
and I. 

ELOPER : ('EL Operations') contains routines for operations on 
EL-structures (i.e. 'trees' of elexpr-records and lists of 
tlist-records). 

EVAL ('Evaluation') contains the function Eval, which 
evaluates a copy of a given EL/R expression. 
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EVALOPER : ('Evaluation Operations') 
evaluate epistemic expressions and to 
expressions on truth, untruth or equality. 

contains routines to 
test the evaluation of 

EXPECT : ('Expectations') contains the procedure Expect, which 
creates a list of epistemic expressions that describe the expected 
user effects, under the assumption that certain goals on part of 
the user (namely those for which a plan was constructed) are 
satisfied. 

INDINT ('Indirect Interpretation') contains the function 
Indint, which checks whether an indirect interpretation of the 
original EL/R expression is possible. 

INFEVAL : ('Information Eval~ation') contains the procedure 
InfEval. This procedure places goal-preconditions ('the user wants 
to know .. ') in a seperate list. When the user informs the system 
of a fact that contradicts the system's knowledge, an interrupt 
('the system knows it is not true that .. ') is generated. 

INP : ('Input') contains routines which read information 
from a file into certain datastructures. 

J134 : contains routines which reorganize the sequence in a 
list of !list-records, and routines which describe the syntactic 
and semantic parts of the grammar rules Jl, J3 and J4. 

KLMN : contains the routines which describe the syntactic and 
semantic parts of the grammar rules L, M3, M12, N, Kl, K2 and K3. 

MENU : contains the routines which take care of the menu 
controlled user interface (so, enable/disable keyboard interrupts, 
display the menus and change the global variables -which control 
the TENDUM session- accordingly). 

NEWRULES : ('New Grammar Rules') contains the routines which 
describe the syntactic and semantic parts of the 'new' grammar 
rules P, PP, PM, AX, PO, SD, SA and VB. 

NODOPER : ('Node Operations') contains the routines which 
operate on structures of node-records (mainly used by the parser). 

OUTP : ('Output') contains routines which write information 
(e.g. error messages or intermediate results of the analysis) to a 
file. 

PARSELl ('Parse EL') contains the procedure ParsEll, which is 
the parser. 

PLANNER contains the 
planstructure given the 
original input sentence. 

procedure 
epistemic 
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FRAGMAN : ('Pragmatic Analysis') contains the procedure PragmAn, 
which builds up a list of epistemic expressions (called schanges) 
derived from the semantic content and the surface pragmatic 
information of the original input sentance. 

ROUT ('Routines') small module that contains some 
miscellaneous routines. 

RULES!NT : ( 'R1.1les Interpreter') contains routines which build up 
a structure t:nat· nolci::; Li11:: conditi.::.;..s for every grammar rule, from 
the 'condition'-files (in directory [dialog.rules] , one for every 
grammar rule). Note that, this structure is not used in TENDUM 2.0 
(see paragraph 6.2). 

STROPER ( 'String Operation~') contains routines for operations 
on strings. 

TENDUMLIB : ('TENDUM Library') contains routines for low-level I/O 
using system functions, and routines to test strings. 

TRMOPER : ('Term Operations') contains routines which operate on 
trmlist-records (they hold information of variables and 
constants). 

TYPECALC ('Type Calculation') contains the 
which is used to calculate the semantic 
(sub)expression. 

routine 
type of 

CalcType, 
an EL/R 

TYPOPER : ('Type Operations') contains routines for operations 
on typcode-records (they hold the type an EL/R (sub)expression). 

MAIN : contains TENDUM's main program (so this is not a 
module in the strict sense). 
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Appendix B 

THE CODING OF EL-FORMULAS IN INPUT. 

This appendix describes the syntax of EL-formulas accepted by the 
Tendum system. According to this syntax EL-expressions are coded in 
the lexicons NedElf.dat and ElfElr.dat (see appendix D and E 
respectively), and must be entered in the edit-mode when executing the 
Tendum program using EL;~·- or EL/R-input ( see paragraph 4. 3. 3). 
An EL-expression is coded as a sequence of numbers and strings 
separated by (arbitrary many) spaces. Each branching category is coded 
by a unique number. The strings represent names of variables, 
constants, dialogue act types and agents (note that epistemic 
expressions are allowed). 
The syntax is described in a kind of BNF-form. Symbols starting with a 
capital letter denote non-terminals, those starting with a lowercase 
letter denote terminals (our numbers and strings mentioned above). The 
non-terminal E represents a well-formed EL-expression. In all syntax 
rules, except the first, Eis complemented with a lowercase string, 
just to indicate its use in the right-hand side of the syntax rule. 
(Note that this string corresponds with the field name in the elexpr 
type declaration, see page 14). All symbols starting with a capital E 
represent the same non-terminal E!! 
Not every expression accepted by this syntax is a formally correct 
EL-expression as the formal EL-syntax is more restricted; the most 
important restrictions are mentioned in notes following the syntax 
rules. See Bunt (1985b) for the formal definition of the syntax (and 
semantics) of EL-expressions. 

The ('accepting') EL-syntax 

E 

Constant 
Variable 

String 

Application 
Functionvalue 
Abstraction 
Universalqu 

::• Constant I Variable I Application I Functionvalue 
Abstraction I Universalqu I Existentialqu I 
Selection I Partselection I Amount I Singleton 
Unionstar I Negation I Power I Cardinality I 
Cartesianpr I Conjunction I Union I Element I 
Sett I Tuple I Equality I Relation I Iteration 
Membership I Inclusion I Conditional I 
Functionchoice l Refgnotion I Datgnotion 
Refsuspicion I oatsuspicion I Autogoal l 
Allodatgoal I Allorefgoal I Dialact 

::= 0 String (Note 1) 
::= 1 String (Note 2) 
::= a sequence of non-space characters starting with a 

letter, and with at most WL characters. 
(see string type definition in paragraph 2.3.3) 

::= 2 Efun Earg 
::= 35 Effun Efarg Eval 
::• 3 Eabvar Edescr 
::= 4 Eforall Ehold 
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Existentialqu 

Selection 
Partselection 

Amount 
Singleton 
Unionstar 
Negation 
Power 
Cardinality 
Cartesianpr 
Conjunction 
Union 
Element 

Nindex 

Sett 
Tuple 

N 

Equality 
Relation 

Rel function 

Iteration 
Membership 
Inclusion 
Conditional 
Functionchoice 

Refgnotion 
Datgnotion 
Refsuspicion 
Datsuspicion 
Autogoal 
Allodatgoal 
Allorefgoal 

Agent 

Dialact 
Acttype 

: : = 5 Eforsome Eholds 

: : = 6 Ehead Emodif 
: : = 7 Eparhead Eparmod 

.. - 8 Enumber Eunit .. -
: : = 11 Eargument 
: : = 13 Eargument 
: : = 9 Eargument 
: : = .1.V Ea 1. ':I w1h:: r, t 
: : = 12 Eargument 
: : = 15 Eargument 
.. - 14 Eargument 
: : = 16 Eargument 
: : = 21 Etarg Nindex 
: : = a number that indicates 

pression Etarg. 

::= 25 N Eargl Earg2 .. EargN 
::= 19 N Eargl Earg2 .. EargN 

(Note 3) 

(Note 4) 
(Note 4) 

(Note 5 ) 
(Note 6 ) 
(Note Si 
(Note 5) 
(Note 5) 
(Note 7 ) 
(Note 5) 
(Note 8) 

an index of the tuple ex-

::= an integer giving the number of set/tuple elements. 

::= 17 Eleft Eright 
::= 18 Relfunction Eargl Earg2 
•• - 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
(where 1 denotes the relation lessthan, 

2 the relation morethan, 
3 the relation before and 
4 the relation after respectively) 

: : = 20 Eifor Eapply (Note 9) .. - 22 Emember Eclass .. -.. --.. - 23 Epart Ewhole 
: : = 24 Eindien Edan Eanders (Note 6) 
: : = 26 Echoice 

! ! m 27 Agent Eobject 
: : - 28 Agent Eobject 
: : = 29 Agent Eobject 
: :- 30 Agent Eobject 
: : :II 31 Agent Eobject 
: : = 32 Agent Eobject 
: : = 33 Agent Eobject 
: : = s I u 
(where s stands for system and u for user) 

::= 34 Acttype Econtent 
::= inform I agreemnt I denial I correction I persuade I 

answer I wanswer I ynanswer I wynanswer I confirm I 

disfirm I wconfirm I wdisfirm I ynconfirm I 
yndisfirm I wynconfirm I wyndisfirm I whanswer I 

whconfirm I whdisfirm I wwhanswer I wwhconfirm I 

wwhdisfirm I ynquestion I altsquestion I check I 
contracheck I posicheck I negacheck I whquestion 
question I noact 
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Note 1 
String is the name of an EL constant that must be present in either 
ElfElr.dat (for EL/F constants) or the ElrCons.dat lexicon (for EL/R 
constants). In the lexicon different names always denote different 
constants. For constants in an input expression entered in the 
edit-mode, there is one major exception: all strings are converted 
to uppercase (so 'LosAngeles' is the same as 'LOSANGELES', the 
constant stored in the lexicon). 

Note 2 
Variables with the same name refer to the Same variable. In the 
lexicon different names always denote different variables. For 
variables in an input expression entered in the edit-mode, there an 
even more stringent restriction all strings are converted to 
uppercase, so variables are only different variables when their 
names in uppercase are different .(so 'x' and 'X' are identical). 

Note 3 
Eforall (and Eforsome) must be a set expression (i.e. Sett, 
Selection, Power, Union, Unionstar, Iteration, Cartesianpr or set 
Constant), Ehold (and Eholds) must be a predicate expression (i.e. 
Abstraction, with a propositional expression (see Note 6) as Edescr, 
or a predicate Constant) in order to construct a well-formed 
EL-expression. This is not checked, every EL-expression is accepted, 
but some parts in the Tendum program rely on the subexpressions 
being a set and predicate respectively. 

Note 4 
Emodif (and Eparmod) must be a predicate expression (see note 3) in 
order to construct a well-formed EL-expression. 

Note 5 
Eargument must be a set expression (see note 3). 

Note 6 
Eargument (and Eindien) must be a propositional expression (i.e. 
Universalqu, Existentialqu, Negation, Equality, Functionvalue, 
Relation, Conjunction, Membership or Inclusion). 

Note 7 
Eargument must be a tuple expression (i.e. Tuple), whose elements 
(with a minimum of 2) are propositional expressions (see Note 6). 

Note 8 
Etarg must be a tuple expression (see note 7), and Nindex must not 
be greater than the number of tuple elements. 

Note 9 
Eifor must 
function 
Constant) 
elements. 
p304).) 

be a set expression (see note 3) and Eapply must be a 
expression (i.e. Abstraction, FunctionChoice or function 
whose domain elements are compatible with the set 
(For the notion of type compatibility see Bunt (1985b, 
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Example : 
The EL-expression (Ax : P) will be coded in prefix notation as 

3 1 X O P 

In appendices F.3 and G.2 a more readable form is presented 
ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr CONSTANT P 

In this -in essence same prefix- notation, every branching category 
number is replaced by the corresponding name in uppercase (see table 
below) and every subexpression is preceded by the (elexpr record) 
field name in lowercase (see paragraph 2.3.3). 

The relation between each branching·category and its number in coded 
EL-expressions (Note that, the numbers are actually the ordinal values 
of the branching category identifiers of the PASCAL type BRANCH) is : 

ABSTRACTION 
ALLODATGOAL 
ALLOREFGOAL 
AMOUNT 
APPLICATION 
AUTOGOAL 
CARDINALITY 
CARTESIANPR 
CONDITIONAL 
CONJUNCTION 
CONSTANT 
DATGNOTION 
DATSUSPICION 
DIALACT 
ELEMENT 
EQUALITY 
EXISTENTIALQU 
FUNCTIONCHOICE 
FUNCTIONVALUE 
INCLUSION 
ITERATION 
MEMBERSHIP 
NEGATION 
PARTS ELECTION 
POWER 
REFGNOTION 
REFSUSPICION 
RELATION 
SELECTION 
SETT 
SINGLETON 
TUPLE 
UNION 
UNIONS TAR 
UNIVERSALQU 
VARIABLE 

3 
32 
33 

8 
2 

31 
12 
15 
24 
14 

0 
28 
30 
34 
21 
17 

5 
26 
35 
23 
20 
22 

9 
7 

10 
27 
29 
18 

6 
25 
11 
19 
16 
13 

4 
1 
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0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
APPLICATION 
ABSTRACTION 
UNIVERSALQU 
EXISTENTIALQU 
SELECTION 
PARTSELECTION 
AMOUNT 
NEGATION 
POWER 
SINGLETON 
CARDINALITY 
UNIONSTAR 
CONJUNCTION 
CARTESIANPR 
UNION 
EQUALITY 
RELATION 
TUPLE 
ITERATION 
ELEMENT 
MEMBERSHIP 
INCLUSION 
CONDITIONAL 
SETT 
FUNCTIONCHOICE 
REFGNOTION 
DATGNOTION 
REFSUSPICION 
DATSUSPICION 
AUTOGOAL 
ALLODATGOAL 
ALLOREFGOAL 
DIALACT 
FUNCTIONVALUE 



Appendix C 

THE REPRESENTATION OF EL-FORMULAS IN OUTPUT. 

This appendix describes how EL-formulas are represented on the screen 
(or in general written to an output-file). The procedure PutSem, used 
in the procedures ShowElf, ShowReducedElf, ShowElr and ShowReducedElr, 
generates a layout that is close to the algebraic notation for EL 
formulas, described in Bunt (1985b, pages 99-101). 
For every EL-(sub)expression Exxxx (first column in the table below, 
i.e. to the left of the '-->' symbol), its representation is given by 
Rxxxx (second column, i.e. to the right of the '-->' symbol). 
Note that, all symbols in the representation are terminal symbols, 
except the alphanumeric string. starting with capital letter R 
('Rxxxx'). The output of a semantic representation starts at the 
active cursor-position (in the table below the second character after 
the symbol '-->' ). The spaces are exactly like those in the 
representation. Output on a new line starts at a fixed column given by 
PutSem parameter colstart (in the table below right under the cursor 
start position, but in general it's a fixed column). 

The ordering of the EL-expressions in the table is the same as in 
appendix B. 

The representaion of EL-expressions 

CONSTANT Estring 
--> Rstring 

VARIABLE Estring 
--> Rstring 

APPLICATION Efun Earg 
--> Rfun(Rarg) 

FUNCTIONVALUE Effun Efarg Eval 
--> Rffun(Rfarg)••Rval 

ABSTRACTION Eabvar Edescr 
--> ' 

(iRabvar: Rdescr) 

UNIVERSALQU Eforall Ehold 
--> 

forall Rforall: Rhold 

EXISTENTIALQU Eforall Eholds 
--> 

forsome Rforall: Rholds 
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SELECTION Ehead ABSTRACTION Eabvar Edescr 
--> {Rabvar in Rhead 

I Rdescr} 

PARTSELECTION Eparhead ABSTRACTION Eabvar Edescr 
--> [Rabvar partof Rparhead I Rdescr] 

AMOUNT Enumber Eunit 
--> Rnumber-Runih 

SINGLETON Eargument 
--> {Rargument} 

UNIONSTAR Eargument 
--> U*(Rargument) 

NEGATION Eargument 
--> NOT(Rargument) 

POWER Eargument 
--> PA(Rargument) 

CARDINALITY Eargument 
--> @(Rargument) 

CARTESIANPR TUPLE N Eargl Earg2 ... EargN 
--> (Rargl * Rarg2 * ... * RargN) 

CONJUNCTION TUPLE N Eargl Earg2 ... EargN 
--> (Rargl & Rarg2 & ... & RargN) 

UNION TUPLE N Eargl Earg2 ... EargN 
--> (Rargl u Rarg2 u ... u RargN) 

UNION Eargument 
--> U(Rargument) 

ELEMENT Eargument Eindex 
--> elementRindex(Rargument) 

SETT N Eargl Earg2 ... EargN 
--> {Rargl 

,Rarg2 
I • • • 

,RargN 
} 

TUPLE N Eargl Earg2 ... EargN 
--> <Rargl, Ra rg2, . . . , Ra rgN> 

EQUALITY Eleft Eright 
--> Rleft=Rright 
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RELATION LESSTHAN Eargl Earg2 
--> Rargl<Rarg2 

RELATION MORETHAN Eargl Earg2 
--> Rargl>Rarg2 

RELATION BEFORE Eargl Earg2 
--> Rargl<=Rarg2 

RELATION AFTER Eargl Earg2 
--> Rargl>=Rarg2 

ITERATION Eifor Bapply 
--> (for Rifor apply Rapply) 

MEMBERSHIP Emember Eclass 
--> Rmember in Rclass 

INCLUSION Epart Ewhole 
--> Rpart partof Rwhole 

CONDITIONAL Eindien Edan Eanders 
--> if Rindien then Rdan else Randers 

CONDITIONAL EQUALITY CARDINALITY SELECTION Edomain ABSTRACTION Eabvar 
Edescr CONSTANT 1 
UNIVERSALQU Edomain ABSTRACTION Eabvar Edescr 
CONSTANT FALSE 
--> (i Rabvar in Rdomain: Rdescr) 

FUNCTIONCHOICE Echoice 
--> functionchoice: Rchoice 

REFGNOTION Eagent Eobject 
--> Ragent knows-value-of 

Robject 

DATGNOTION Eagent Eobject 
--> Ragent knows-that 

Robject 

REFSUSPICION Eagent Eobject 
--> Ragent suspects-value-of 

Robject 

DATSUSPICION Eagent Eobject 
--> Ragent suspects-that 

Robject 

AUTOGOAL Eagent Eobject 
--> Ragent wants-to-know 

Robject 

ALLODATGOAL S Eobject 
--> S wants-that-U-knows-that 

Robject 
ALLODATGOAL U Eobject 

--> u wants-that-S-knows-that 
Robject 
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(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 



ALLOREFGOAL s Eobject 
--> S wants-that-U-knows-value-of 

Robject 
ALLOREFGOAL u Eobject 

--> U wants-that-S-knows-value-of 
Robject 

DIALACT Eacttype Econtent 
--> dialact 

Racccype 
Rcontent 

Note 1 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

(Note 5) 

Estring is not an EL-expression hut 
name; its string representation 
trailing blanks. 

a constant's {or variable's) 
Rstring is written out, skipping 

Note 2 
The output always starts on the next line. This way all 'common' 
representations turn out to fit on a 80-column screen. 

Note 3 
Eindex is not an EL-expression but an integer; Rindex is the integer 
representation 

Note 4 
Eagent is not an EL-expression but an agent; Ragent is either 'S' 
(if the agent was the system) or 'U' (if the agent was the user). 

Note 5 
Eacttype is not an EL-expression but the type of the dialogue act; 
Racttype is the string representation of the type identifier. 
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Appendix D 

THE CODING OF TYPE EXPRESSIONS IN INPUT. 

A type expression is an expression of a similar (though much simpler) 
language as an EL expression (Bunt 1985b, section 2.1). Like an EL 
expression, a type expression is built up from "terms" (elementary 
expressions) using various constructions ("branching categories"). The 
main differences betw~~n the type language and the EL languages are : 
1. there are no variables in the type language; all terms are 

constants. They are also called "atomic types"; 
2. the number of branching categories is much smaller; 
3. in the implementation a special type (expression) is used, called 

"dumtype" ( "dummy type"), whic_h has type-inclusion with any other 
type (Bunt 1985b, section 2.3) for the notion of type-inclusion). 

A type expression is coded as a sequence of numbers separated by 
arbitrary many spaces. Both the branching category (PASCAL type 
sembran) and the atomic type (PASCAL type atoms) have a unique number 
(in both cases it is their ordinal value in the corresponding 
enumerated PASCAL type, see paragraph 2.3.3). 
In the coding syntax given below, symbols starting with a capital 
letter denote non-terminals, the number symbols denote the terminals. 
The non-terminal T represents a complete type-expression. In all 
syntax-rules, except the first, Tis complemented with a lowercase 
string, just to indicate its use in the right hand side of the syntax 
rule. All symbols starting with a capital T represent the same 
non-terminal T!! 
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The type expression ('coding') syntax 

T : : = Atomic I FunType I TupType I UnionType 
AmnType I SetType I EnsType I DumType 

Atomic : : = 0 AtomicType 
AtomicType : : = 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 4 I 5 ·6 I 7 8 I 

10 I 11 I 12 I 13 
l I 

(where 0 stands for a tuiuic type entit:r·, 
1 II tvlucht, 
2 II tstad, 
3 II tmaatschappij, 
4 tland, 
5 ttijdstip, 
6 strtype, 
7 inttype, 
8 thruthval, 
9 tgewicht, 

10 tvolume, 
11 II tlengte, 
12 II tduur, 
13 II unitype.) 

FunType : : = 1 Tdomain Trange 

TupType : : = 2 N Targl Targ2 .. TargN 
Union Type : : ::II 3 N Targl Targ2 .. TargN 

N : : - the number of tuple (or union) type-elements 

AmnType .. - 4 Targument .. -
SetType : : = 5 Targument 
EnsType : : = 6 Targument 
Dumtype : : ::a 7 

Example 

The type expression (tvlucht -> tstad) will be coded as 
1 0 1 0 2 

9 I 

In appendix H.2, containing the content of the lexicon ElrCons.dat, a 
more readable form is chosen. Both numbers of the semantic branching 
categories (confirm the PASCAL type sembran) as of the atomic types 
(confirm the PASCAL type atoms) are spelled out : 

funtype atomic tvlucht atomic tstad 
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Appendix E 

THE REPRESENTATION OF TYPE EXPRESSIONS IN OUTPUT. 

This appendix describes how type expressions are represented on the 
screen (or in general written to an output-file). The procedure 
PutTiep, used in the procedure ShowType, generates the following 
layout. 
For every type expression Txxxx (first column in the .table below, i.e. 
to the left of the '-->' symbol), its representation is given by Rxxxx 
(second column, i.e. to the right of the '-->' symbol). 
Note that, all symbols in the representation are terminal symbols, 
except the alphanumeric string starting with capital letter R 
('Rxxxx'). The output of a type ~xpression starts at the active 
cursor-position (in the table below the second character after the 
symbol '-->' ) . The spaces a re exactly 1 ike those in the 
representation. 
The ordering of the type expressions in the table is the same as in 
appendix D. 

The representation of type expressions 

ATOMIC 0 --> entity 
ATOMIC 1 --> vlucht 
ATOMIC 2 --> stad 
A:TOMIC 3 --> maatschappij 
ATOMIC 4 --> land 
ATOMIC 5 --> tijdstip 
ATOMIC 6 --> string 
ATOMIC 7 --> integer 
ATOMIC 8 --> thruth value 
ATOMIC 9 --> gewicht 
ATOMIC 10 --> volume 
ATOMIC 11 --> lengte 
ATOMIC 12 --> duur 
ATOMIC 13 --> eenheid 

FUNTYPE Tdomain Trange 
--> (Rdomain -> Rrange) 

TUPTYPE N Targl Targ2 •. TargN 
--> <Rargl,Rarg2, .. ,RargN> 

UNIONTYPE N Targl Targ2 .• TargN 
--> (Rargl u Rarg2 u U RargN) 

AMNTYPE Targument 
--> Un(Rargument) 

AMNTYPE FUNTYPE Tdomain Trange 
--> Un(Rdomain -> Rrange) (Note 1 ) 

AMNTYPE UNIONTYPE N Targl Targ2 TargN 
--> Un(Rargl U Rarg2 u . . U RargN) (Note 1) 
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SETTYPE Targument 
--> S(Rargument) 

SETTYPE FUNTYPE Tdomain Trange 
--> S(Rdomain -> Rrange) (Note 1) 

SETTYPE UNIONTYPE N Targl Targ2 .. TargN 
--> S(Rargl U Rarg2 u .. U RargN) {Note 1) 

ENSTYPE Targument 
--} E(Rargument) 

ENSTYPE FUNTYPE '!·domain TLcu:igc • 
--> E(Rdomain -> Rrange) (Note 1) 

ENSTYPE UNIONTYPE N Targl Targ2 .. TargN 
--> E(Rargl U Rarg2 u .. U RargN) (Note 1 ) 

DUMTYPE --> . (Note 2) 

Note 1 
All superfluous parentheses are left out in order to get a more 
readable layout. 

Note 2 
All 'double periods' in the above 'representation' syntax do not 
apear in the output, except for the period that represents a dumtype 
expression. This type has type-inclusion with any other type (Bunt 
1985b, section 2.3). 
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Appendix F 

THE NEOELF LEXICON. 

F.1 The NedElf.dat lexicon Structure. 

The lexicon NedElf.dat (NEDerlands Ensemble Language Formal) is a text 
.file, containing Dutch words followed by- the relevant 
syntactic/pragmatic information and the corresponding EL/~ 
translation(s). The structure (syntax) of this lexicon is shown in 
Figure F.l. 

Uolue Attribute 

S-.tic: 
~;-

Figure F.1 Syntax of the NedElf.dat lexicon. 

Word 

/N 

the Dutch word represented as a string in uppercase characters, 
with the first character stored at position 1 of a line in the 
lexicon. The string must start with a letter and may not contain 
spaces, question-marks, exclamation-marks, periods, commas or 
semi-colons. 

N gives the number of different EL/F translations (variants) of 
the word actually stored in the lexicon. If '/N' is omitted, the 
default value 1 is taken (so only one variant will follow). 

Syntactic category 
Gives the syntactic category of the word (for this variant; e.g 
verb, adjective or noun). 

Attribute : 
The name of a relevant attribute (feature) of the word, either 
syntactic or pragmatic (e.g. person, voice, casus, mood or 
certnty) 

Value 
the value of the attribute just mentioned. 

* 
the list of syntactic/pragmatic information is terminated by a 
'*'-character. 

Semantic expression: 
the semantic (EL/F) representation of the word, in the coded form 
as outlined in appendix B. 
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a semantic expression is terminated by a ';'-character. 
Note that the symbols mentioned above may be seperated by arbitrary 
many spaces. 

An example of an entry in NedElf.dat : 

=-~nm nv~w• AUY PERSON 3 ruan NONPLUR VOICE PASSIVE* 
3 1 P 3 1 X 2 1 P 1 X ; 

In appendix F.2 the syntactic/pragmatic attributes part (all features 
for every variant) of the words in NedElf.dat is given, in appendix 
F.3 the semantic part (all EL/F translations of the word). 
The semantic representation in F.3 is not given in the exact coded 
form, but all branching categories are replaced by the corresponding 
name (in uppercase) and every subexpression is preceded by the field 
name (in lowercase) (see appendix B). 
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Appendix F 

F.2 The syntactic/pragmatic attributes of the words in NedElf. 

HET ~ syn.cat.: CENTRALDET syn.cat.: DET 
FORM : MASS FORM : PLUR 

GENDER : NEUTR ENIGE 
HET syn.cat.: OET 

syn.cat.: CENTRALDET FVaM l'L~.:t 
FORM : SING ENIGE 

GENDER : NEUTR syn.cat.: DET 
OIT FORM : PC.UR 

syn.cat.: CENTRALOET !!!ill FORM : MASS syn.cat.: DET 
GENDER : NEUTR FORM : f'IASS 

DIT GENDER : FEMASC 
syn.cat.: CENTRALDET ENIG 

FORM : SING syn.cat.: OET 
GENDER : NEUTR FORM : MASS 

DAT GENDER : NEUTR 
syn.cat.: CENTRALDET ~ FORM : f'IASS syn.cat.: OET 

GENDER : NEUTR FORM : SING 
OAT GENDER : NEUTR 

syn.cat.: CENTRALDET ~ 
FORM : SING syn.cat.: OET 

GENDER : NEUTR FORM : SING 
OAT GENDER : NEUTR 

syn.cat.: NNP ~ FORM : SING syn.cat.: DET 
GENDER : NEUTR FORM : SING 

OE GENDER : FEMASC 
syn.cat.: CENTRALOET ~ FORM : f'IASS syn.cat.: OET 

GENDER : FEMASC FORM : SING· 
DE GENDER : FEMASC 

syn.cat.: CENTRALOET ~ FORM : PLUR syn.cat.: OET 
DE FORM : SING 

syn .cat.: CENTRALDET ~ FORM : SING syn.cat.: OET 
GENDER : FEMASC FORM : PLUR 

AL ~ syn.cat.: PREDET syn.cat.: DET 
FORM : PLUR FORM : MASS 

AL EEN 
syn.cat.: PREDET syn.cat.: DET 

FORM : PLUR FORM : SING 
AL !fil! syn.cat.: PREDET syn.cat.: NUMBER 

FORM : PLUR FORM : SING 
AL WELK 

syn.cat.: PREDET syn.cat. DET 
FORM : MASS FORM SING 

AL GENDER NEUTR 
syn.cat.: PREDET MOOD WH 

FORM : MASS ~ AL syn.cat. DET 
syn.cat.: PREDET FORM SING 

FORM : MASS GENDER FEMASC 
MOOD WH 

ALOE WELKE 
syn.cat.: DET syn.cat. DET 

FORM : PLUR FORM PLUR 
ALLE MOOD WH 

syn.cat.: OET WAT 
FORM : Pt.UR syn.cat. PROPERNAME 

~ FORM SING 
syn.cat.: OET MOOD WH 

FORM : PLUR GENDER NEUTR 
ALLE WIE 

syn.cat.: DET syn.cat. NNP 
FORM : PLUR FORM SING 

~ 1'100D WH 
syn.cat.: DET GENDER NEUTR 

FORM : MASS WANNEER 
GENDER : FEMASC syn.cat. NNP 

~ FORM UNSPEC 
syn.cat.: DET MOOD WH 

FORM : MASS WAARUIT 
GENDER : FEMASC syn.cat. NNP 

~ FORM UNSPEC 
syn.cat.: DET MOOD WH 

FORM : PLUR 
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KILO 
syn.cat.: 

FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

LITERS 
syn.cat.: 

oz 

TONS 

AAN 

IN 

011 

UIT 

I/AN 

FORM: 

syn. cat.: 
FOR!'! ~ 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: 
1/LIEGTUIG 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
1/LIEGTUIGEN 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
I/LUCHT 
---syn.cat.: 

FORM: 
GENDER: 

1/LUCHTEN 
syn.cat.: 

FORM: 
GENDER: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

GENDER: 
STEDEN 
---syn.cat.: 

FORM : 
GENDER: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

GENDER: 
LANDEN 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

GENDER: 
MMTSCHAPPIJ 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
MMTSCHAPPIJEN 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
1/ERTREKPLAATSEN 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
1/ERKEER 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
MOMENTS 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

MONTREAL 

NUNIT 
SING 

NUNIT 
PLUR 

NUNIT 
SING 

NUNIT 
PLUR 

NUNIT 
UNSPEC 

NUNIT 
SING 

NUNIT 
PLUR 

PREP 

PREP 

PREP 

PREP 

PREP 

CNOUN 
SING 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
SING 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
SING 

FEMASC 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

FEMASC 

CNOUN 
SING 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
SING 

FEMASC 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

FEMASC 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

FEMASC 

11NOUN 
MASS 

NEUTR 

CNOUN 
PLUR 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
TORONTO 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
1/ANCOUVER 

syn.cat.: PROPER.NAME 
QUEBEC 
---syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
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OTTAWA 
---syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
WINNIPEG 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
EDMONTON 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
KAKABEKAFALLS 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
CALGERY 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
LOSANGELES 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAl1£ 
NEWYORK 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
ATLANTA 

syn. cat. : ri\C?E:RNA.~E 
CHICAGO 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
HOUSTON 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
NEWORLEANS 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
BOSTON 
---syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
MINNEAPOLIS 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
STLOUIS 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
DENVER 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
DALLAS 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
PHILADELPHIA 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
AUSTIN 
---syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
BALTIMORE 

syn.cat.: PROPERNA.!1E 
SEATTLE 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
NEWARK 

syn.cat.: PROPERNA.ME 
CLEVEtAND 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
ANCHORAGE 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
HONOLULU 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
MIAMI 

syn.cat.: 
WASHINGTON 

syn.cat.: 
FORTHWORTH 

PROPERNAME 

PROPERNAME 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAl'IE 
CANADA 
---syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 

syn.cat.: 
AMERIKA 

syn.cat.: 
ENGELAND 

syn.cat.: 
NEDERLAND 

syn.cat.: 
DUITSLAND 

syn.cat.: 
WESTDUITSLAND 

syn.cat.: 
NIEUWZEELAND 

syn. cat.: 
11IDDERNACHT 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

PROPERNAME 

PROPERNAl'IE 

PROPERNAME 

PROPERNAME 

PROPERNAl'IE 

PROPERNAME 

PRO PERNA.ME 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

lli.2.Q 
syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 

23:00 

12:00 

KLM 

~ 

FORM: SING 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

l?ROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 



CANADIANPACIFIC 

TRW 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: 
FORM 

GENDER: 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
WARDAIR 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
NEWSEALANDAIR 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
FORM 

GENDER: 
LUFTHANSA 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
FORM : 

GENDER: 
NORTHWESTORIENT 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
FORM: 

GENDER: 
BRITISHAIR 

KL403 

KL377 

PA221 

PA271 

CP207 

CP209 

CP310 

TR122 

TR167 

LH860 

LH988 

NW391 

BA767 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM : SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM: SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 
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BA4SS 

WA801 

WA803 

TWEE 

ORIE 

VIER 

TIEN 

IS 

IS 

IS 

ZIJN 

WORDT 

ZAL 

syn.cat. 
FORM 

GENDER 

PROPERNAME 
SING 

FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER : FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM : SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

S!~D!~: FF.MASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER : FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER: FEMASC 

syn.cat.: PROPERNAME 
FORM SING 

GENDER : FEMASC 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM : 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON 

FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON: 

FORM : 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON: 

FORM : 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON 

FORM: 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON 

FORM 
VOICE: 

syn.cat.: 
PERSON : 

FORM: 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

NUMBER 
PLUR 

AUX 
3 

NONPLUR 

VERB2 
3 

NONPLUR 

COPULA 
3 

NONPLUR 

COPULA 
3 

PLUR 

AUX 
3 

NONPLUR 
PASSIVE 

AUX 
3 

NONPLUR 
GELAND 

syn.cat.: VERBl 
PASTPART VFORM : 

VERWACHT 
syn. cat.: 

VFORM 
TSPEC 

PREPOBS : 
GESTAAKT 

syn.cat.: 

KOMT 
VFORM : 

syn.cat. 
PERSON 

FORM 
TSPEC 

PREPOBS 
DPREP 

VERB2 
PASTPART 

TOBJ 
2 OM 

VERBl 
PASTPART 

VERB3 
3 

NONPLUR 
TOBJ 

2 UIT, 3 OM 
AAN 



KOMT AANKOl'ISTTIJD 
syn.cat. VERB2 syn.cat. CNOUN 

PERSON 3 FORM SING 
FORM NONPLUR GENDER FEMASC 

TSPEC TOBJ SUBCAT FUT 
PREPOBS 2 OM ER 

DPREP MN syn.cat.: ADV 
KOl'IT TOCH 

syn.cat.: VERB2 syn.cat.: ADV 
PERSON : 3 CONCORD : DIS 

FORM NONPLUR WEL 
TSPEC : TOBJ syn.cat.: ADV 

?!IEPOBS : 2 UIT CONCORD : DIS 
H ........ -

~ 
VERBl syn. cat.: 

NIET 
syn.cat.: ;..;;;•,; 

PERSON : 3 CONCORD : DIS 
FORM : NONPLUR INOERDAAO 

~ VERB3 syn.cat.: 
syn.cat.: ADV 
PRGMARK : YNANSWER 

PERSON 3 CONCORD : CON 
FORM PLUR 

TSPEC TOBJ 
PREPOBS 2 UIT, 3 OM 

ll!!! 
ADV syn.cat.: 

CERTNTY : CERTN 
DPREP AAN CONCORD : CON 

~ VERB2 syn.cat.: 
MISSCHIEN 

syn.cat.: ADV 
PERSON 3 CERTNTY : UNCERTN 

FORM PLUR VERl'IOEDELlJK 
TSPEC TOBJ 

PREPOBS 2 ON 
syn.cat.: ADV 
CERTNTY : UNCERTN 

DPREP AAN JA 
~ VERB2 syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: NS ENT ENCE 
11000 : OECLAR 

PERSON 3 WERKELIJK 
FORM PLUR 

TSPEC : TOBJ 
syn.cat.: NSl!:NTENCE 

MOOD : VERIF 
PREPOBS : 2 UIT PRGMARK : YNCONP'IRM 

~ VERBl syn.cat.: 
!!&!! 

NSENTl!:NCE syn.cat.: 
PERSON : 3 PRGl'IARK : YNANSWER 

FORM : PLUR 
BEZOEKT 

!!&!! VERBl syn.cat.: 
syn.cat.: VERB2 PRGl'IARK YNANSWER 

PERSON : 3 PERSON : 3 
FORM : NONPLUR FORM : PLUR 

BEZOEKEN ? 
syn.cat.: VERB2 syn.cat.: PUNCT 

PERSON : 3 MOOD : INTERROG 
FORM : PLUR 

VERTREKT 
.:. PUNCT syn.cat.: 

syn.cat.: VERB3 11000 : OECLAR 
PERSON 3 ! 

FORM NONPLUR syn.cat.: PUNCT 
SUBCAT : MAIN MOOD : OECLAR 

ARGNR : 3 
VER TREK KEN 

syn.cat.: VERB) 
PERSON 3 

FORM PLUR 
SUBCAT : MAIN 

ARGNR : 3 
WEEGT 

syn.cat.: 111!:ASUREVER 
PERSON : 3 

FORM : NONPLUR 
Al'IERIKAANS 

syn.cat.: ADJ 
DEFNESS lNDEF 

FORM : SING 
GENDER : NEUTR 

Al'IERIKAANSE 
syn.cat.: ADJ 
DEFNESS : DEP' 

CANADEES 
syn.cat.: ADJ 
DEP'NESS INDEF 

FORM : SING 
GENDER : Nl!:UTR 

CANADESE 
syn.cat.: ADJ 
OEFNESS : DEF 

NEDERLANDS 
syn.cat.: ADJ 
DEFNESS INDEF 

FORM : SING 
GENDER : NEUTR 

NEOERLANDSE 
syn.cat.: ADJ 
DEFNESS : DEF 
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F.3 The EL/F Translations of the words in NedElf. 

HET 
-"cONSTANT CR0 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr CONDITIONAL 

indien EQUALITY 

DIT 
-"cONSTANT CR0 

ABSTRACTION 

left CARDINALITY 
argument SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE z 
descr APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE z 

right CONSTANT l 
dan UNIVERSALQU 

forall SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE w 
descr APPLICATION 

holds ABSTRACTION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE w 

abvar VARIABLE y 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE Y· 

anders CONSTANT FALSE 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr CONDITIONAL 

indien EQUALITY 
left CARDINALITY 

argument SELECTION 
head SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE z 
descr APPLICATION 

modif ABSTRACTION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE z 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

right CONSTANT 1 
dan UNIVERSALQU 

forall SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE w 
descr APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE w 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE y 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE y 

anders CONSTANT FALSE 
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DAT 
---"cONSTANT CR0 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr CONDITIONAL 

indien EQUALITY 

ABSTRACTION 

left CARDINALITY 
argument SELECTION 

head SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modi£ AS57MCT!C~: 

acvar VARIAB~E z 
descr APPLICATION 

modif ABSTRACTION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE z 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

right CONSTANT l 
dan UNIVERSALQU 

forall SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE w 
descr APPLICATION 

holds ABSTRACTION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE w 

abvar VARIABLE y 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE y 

anders CONSTANT FALSE 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

DE 
-CONSTANT CR0 

CONSTANT CR0 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr CONDITIONAL 

indien EQUALITY 
left CARDINALITY 

argument SELECTION 
head SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE z 
descr APPLICATION 

modif ABSTRACTION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE z 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

right CONSTANT l 
dan UNIVERSALQU 

forall SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE w 
descr APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT CR0 
arg VARIABLE w 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE y 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE y 

anders CONSTANT FALSE 
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AL 
-ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

ABSTRACTION 

forall VARIA6~£ X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr UNION 

argument VARIABLE u 
arg SELECTION 

head UNION 
argument TUPLE 

element l VARIABLE X 
element 2 POWER 

ABSTRACTION 

modif ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

forall POWER 

ABSTRACTION 

argument VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE u 
right VARIABLE X 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

argument VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 
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ALOE 
--xi3STRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 

ALLE 

descr APPLICATION 
fun ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE u 
descr EQUALITY 

left UNIONSTAR 
argument VARIABLE u 

right VARIABLE X 
arg SELECTION 

head APPLICATION 
fun .:cr~STn.N':' ::SCO!JNT 
arg VA.KiAt!LE j( 

modif ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

--xi3STRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

ABSTRACTION 

forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

ABSTRACTION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr EQUALITY 

left UNIONSTAR 
argument VARIABLE u 

right VARIABLE X 
arg SELECTION 

head UNION 
argument TUPLE 

element l VARIABLE X 
element 2 POWER 

argument VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE u 
right VARIABLE X 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 
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ENKELE 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr CONJUNCTION 

argument TUPLE 
element RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl CARDINALITY 

argument V.A.RIABLE u 
ai:g2 co:~sT~~T 1 

element 2 RELATION 
rfun BEFORE 
argl CONSTANT 2 
arg2 CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 
arg SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

ENIGE 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr CONJUNCTION 

argument TUPLE 
element 1 RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 1 

element 2 RELATION 

arg SELECTION 
head UNION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl CONSTANT 2 
arg2 CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 

argument TUPLE 
element 
element 

l VARIABLE X 
2 POWER 

modi£ ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

argument VARIABLE X 

--XSSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr CONJUNCTION 

argument TUPLE 
element 1 RELATION 

r fun BEFORE 
argl CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 1 

element 2 RELATION 
rfun BEFORE 
argl CONSTANT 2 
arg2 CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 
a rg SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 
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ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr CONJUNCTION 

argument TUPLE 
element l RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl CARDINALITY 

argument VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT l 

~} .. ment 2 RELATION 
rfnn BF.FORE 
argl CONSTANT 2 
arg2 CARDINALITY 

arg SELECTION 
head UNION 

argument TUPLE 

argument VARIABLE u 

element l VARIABLE X 
element 2 POWER argument VARIABLE X 

modif ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

ENIG 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 0 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

-XSSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 

ELK 

descr APPLICATION 
fun ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE u 
descr RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 0 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

--XBSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

IEDER 
-XSSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 
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ELKE 
-:ri:asrRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 

IEDERE 

descr UNIVERSALQU 
forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE x 

ASS TRACTION 
acvar Vflni~cww A 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

- fun VARIABLE P 
arg VAR.IABLE X 

GEEN 
~STRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr NEGATION 

argument EXISTENTIALQU 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

forsome VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr NEGATION 

argument APPLICATION 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 0 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr NEGATION 

argument APPLICATION 
fun ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE u 
descr RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 
argl VARIABLE u 
arg2 CONSTANT 0 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE x 

EEN 
--;;;BSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr EXISTENTIALQU 

forsome VARIABLE X 

CONSTANT 1 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 
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WELK 
~STRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr CONDITIONAL 

indien EQUALITY 
left CARDINALITY 

argument SELECTION 
head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 

WELKE 

right CONSTANT l 
dan UNIVERSALQU 

forall VARIABLE X 
holds ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE y 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE y 

anders CONSTANT FALSE 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr SELECTION 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr SELECTION 

WAT 
--VARIABLE X 
WIE 
--VARIABLE X 
WANNEER 

head VARIABLE X 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE p 
descr SELECTION 

head CONSTANT MOMENTS 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE t 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE t 

WAARUIT 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE p 
desc r SELECTION 

head CONSTANT CITIES 
modif ABSTRACTION 

KILO 
-----rilPLE 

element l 
element 2 

KILOS 
---RiPLE 

element l 
element 2 

LITER 
---RiPLE 

element 1 
element 2 

LITERS 
TUPLE 
element l 
element 2 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

CONSTANT WGHT 
CONSTANT KG 

CONSTANT WGHT 
CONSTANT KILO 

CONSTANT VOL 
CONSTANT LITRE 

CONSTANT VOL 
CONSTANT LITRE 
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oz 
-TUPLE 

element 
element 

TON 

l CONSTANT WGHT 
2 CONSTANT OUNCE 

-iruPLE 
element 
element 

TONS 

1 CONSTANT WGHT 
2 CONSTANT T 

---rtiPLE 
element 
element 

AAN 

l CONSTANT WGHT 
2 CONSTANT T 

TN 
OM 
UIT 
VAN 
VUEGTUIG 
VLI EGTUIGEN 
VLUCHT 
VLiJBfTEN 
STAD 
STEDEN 
LAND 
LANDEN 
MATSCHAPPIJ 
MAATSCHAPPIJEN 
VERTREKPLAATSEN 
VERKEER 
MOMENTS 

CONSTANT ON 
CONSTANT IN 
CONST1'J-IT AT 
CCNSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 

FF:OM 
OF 
PLANES 
PLANES 
PLANES 
PLANES 
CITIES 
CITIES 
GOUNTRIES 
COUNTRIES 
COMPANIES 
COMPANIES 
CITIES 
TRAFFIC 

SETT 
element l 
element 2 

CONSTANT 12:00 
CONSTANT MIDNIGHT 

MONTREAL 
TORONTO 
VANCOUVER 
QUEBEC 
OTTAWA 
wiNN'fpEG 
EDMONTON 
KAKABEKAFALLS 
CALGERY 
LOSANGELES 
NEWYORK 
ATLANTA 
CHICAGO 
HOUSTON 
NEWORLEANS 
BOSTON 
iffNN'fAPOLIS 
STLOUIS 
DENVER 
DALLAS 
Piff'EADELPHIA 
AUSTIN 
ii'Ai:1fITjoRE 
SEATTLE 
NEWARK 
CLEVELAND 
ANCHORAGE 
HONOLULU 
MIAMI 
WASifiNGTON 
FORTHWORTH 
CANADA 
~ 
AMERIKA 
ENGELAND 
NEDERLAND 
DUITSLAND 
WESTDUITSLAND 
NIEUWZEELAND 
MIODERNACHT 
24:00 
~ 
TI"":1m 
'R1:iil 
PANAM 
CANADIANPACI FIC 
TRW 
WARDAIR 
NEWSEALANDA IR 
LUFTHANSA 
NORTHWESTORIENT 
BRITISHAIR 
KL402 
R"ETITT 
KLIT7 
PA2TI 
PA27l 

CONSTANT MONTREAL 
CONSTANT TORONTO 
CONSTANT VANCOUVER 
CONSTANT QUEBEC 
CONSTANT OTTAWA 
CONSTANT WINNIPEG 
CONSTANT EDMONTON 
CONSTANT KAKABEKAFALLS 
CONSTANT CALGERY 
CONSTANT LOSANGELES 
CONSTANT NEWYORK 
CONSTANT ATLANTA 
CONSTANT CHICAGO 
CONSTANT HOUSTON 
CONSTANT NEWORLEANS 
CONSTANT BOSTON 
CONSTANT MINNEAPOLIS 
CONSTANT STLOUIS 
CONSTANT DENVER 
CONSTANT DALLAS 
CONSTANT PHILADELPHIA 
CONSTANT AUSTIN 
CONSTANT BALTIMORE 
CONSTANT SEATTLE 
CONSTANT NEWARK 
CONSTANT CLEVELAND 
CONSTANT ANCHORAGE 
CONSTANT HONOLULU 
CONSTANT MIAMI 
CONSTANT WASHINGTON 
CONSTANT FORTHWORTH 
CONSTANT CANADA 
CONSTANT USA 
CONSTANT USA 
CONSTANT ENGLAND 
CONSTANT HOLLAND 
CONSTANT GERMANY 
CONSTANT GERMANY 
CONSTANT NEWSEALAND 
CONSTANT MIDNIGHT 
CONSTANT MIDNIGHT 
CONSTANT 23:00 
CONSTANT 12:00 
CONSTANT KLM 
CONSTANT PANAM 
CONSTANT CANADIANPACIFIC 
CONSTANT TRW 
CONSTANT WARDAIR 
CONSTANT NEWSEALANDAIR 
CONSTANT LUFTHANSA 
CONSTANT NORTHWESTORIENT 
CONSTANT BRITISHAIR 
CONSTANT KL402 
CONSTANT KL403 
CONSTANT KL377 
CONSTANT PA221 
CONSTANT PA27l 
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CP207 
~ 
cnro
TRTTI 
'fRTii 
~ 
~ 
lifwTTo 
NWJ9I 
BAibi 
BAo5u 
BA4SS 
~ 
N:iv:tv 

Ffs'ITO' 
WAS'TI 
WA]'oI 
wAITTl1 
TWE["' 
ORIE 
VIER 
VIJF 
us 
TIEN 
rs
-ABSTRACTION 

CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CON~'T'ANT 

CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 

CP207 
CP209 
CP310 
TR122 
TR167 
LH860 
LH988 
NW340 
NW391 
BA767 
BA650 
BA455 
!-J5(l90 
NS310 
WA815 
WA801 
WA803 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10 

descr EXISTENTIALQU 
forsome SELECTION 

head CONSTANT TINE 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE t 
descr RELATION 

rfun LESSTHAN 
argl VARIABLE 
arg2 CONSTANT 

holds APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg TUPLE 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr EQUALITY 
left ELEMENT 

element l VARIABLE X 

element 2 VARIABLE t 

targ VARIABLE x 
tnum l right ELEMENT 
targ VARIABLE X 
tnum 2; 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE p 
descr ABSTRACTION 

ZIJN 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

-xeiSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE p 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

WORDT 
~TRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 
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ZAL 
---XBSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr EXISTENTIALQU 
forsome SELECTION 

head CONSTANT TIME 
modif ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE t 
descr RELATION 

rfun BEFORE 

holds APPLICATION 

argl VAi:Ui.BLE t 
arg2 CONSTAN'l' NOW 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg TUPLE 

element l VARIABLE x 

GELAND 
element 2 VARIABLE t 

CONSTANT DUE 
VERWACHT CONSTANT DUE 
GESTAAKT CONSTANT SUSPEND 
KOMT CONSTANT DUE 
; 

CONSTANT DUE 

CONSTANT FROM 

CONSTANT DUEl 
KOMEN 

CONSTANT DUE 

CONSTANT DUE 

CONSTANT FROM 

CONSTANT DUE 
BEZOEKT 
BEZOE.KEN 
VERTRE.KT 
VERTREKKEN 
WEEGT 
AiiERf KAAN S 
AMERIKAANSE 
CANADEES 
CANADESE 
NEDERLANDS 
NEDERLAND SE 
AANKOMSTTIJD 
ER 
-ABSTRACTION 

CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr VARIABLE X 

TOCH 
--XSSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr EQUALITY 

WEL 

left VARIABLE x 
right VARIABLE x 

---XBSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr EQUALITY 
left VARIABLE x 
right VARIABLE x 

NIET 
--XSSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE x 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE x 
right VARIABLE x 

VISIT 
VISIT 
LEAVE 
LEAVE 
WGHT 
AMERICAN 
AMERICAN 
CANADIAN 
CANADIAN 
DUTCH 
DUTCH 
ARRTIME 

INDERDAAO CONSTANT TRUE 
ZEKER CONSTANT TRUE 
iiiisscHIEN 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE X 
right VARIABLE X 

VERMOEDELIJK 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE X 
right VARIABLE X 

JA CONSTANT TRUE 
WER.KELIJK CONSTANT TRUE 
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KLOPT 
~STANT TRUE 

? 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE x 
right CONSTANT TRUE 

ABS TRACT ION 
abvar VARIABLE x 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE x 
right VARIABLE x 

l\cB~TRA(".TION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE X 
right VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr EQUALITY 

left VARIABLE X 
right VARIABLE X 
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Appendix F 

F.4 Enhancing the NedElf lexicon. 

New Dutch words can be entered, with the corresponding syntactic and 
pragmatic information plus their EL/F translation (for every possible 
variant one syntactic/pragmatic part followed by one semantic part, 
see figure F.1). The (EL/F-) constants used in every translation must 
be present in the ElfElr.dat lexicon. 
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Appendix G 

THE ELFELR LEXICON. 

G.1 The ElfElr.dat lexicon Structure. 

The lexicon ElfElr.dat (Ensemble Language Formal Ensemble Language 
Raferentia!) is a texc file, coataining EL/F-constanis followea by the 
corresponding EL/R translation(s). The structure (syneaxi of thi~ 
lexicon is shown in Figure G.1 

Figure G.1 Syntax of the ElfElr.dat lexicon. 

Constant 

/N 

The EL/F constant represented as a string in uppercase characters, 
with the first character stored at position 1 of a line in the 
lexicon. The string must start with a letter and may not contain 
spaces, question-marks, exclamation-marks, periods, commas or 
semi-colons. 

N gives the number of different 
(interpretations) of the constant actually 
If '/N' is omitted, the default value 1 is 
interpretation will follow). 

EL/R translations 
stored in the lexicon. 

taken (so only one 

Semantic expression: 
the semantic (EL/R) 
form as outlined in 

representation of the constant, in 
appendix B . 

the coded 

. 
I 

a semantic expression is terminated by a ';'-character. 

Note that, the symbols mentioned above may be seperated by arbitrary 
many spaces. 

An example of an entry in ElfElr.dat is 

DUTCH /3 3 1 X 35 0 LANDM 1 XO NEDERLAND; 
3 1 X 35 0 LANDS 1 x O NEDERLAND; 
3 1 x 35 0 LANDM 2 0 MAATSCHAPPIJ 1 x O NEDERLAND ; 

In appendix G.2 the semantic part (all EL/R translations of the 
constant) is given. The EL/R representation is not exactly given in 
the coded form as shown above,· but all branching categories are 
replaced by the corresponding names (in uppercase) and every 
subexpression is preceded by the field name (in lowercase) (see 
appendix B). 
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G.2 The EL/R Translations of the constants in ElfElr. 

PLANES 
CITIES 
c5iTN"fRIES 
COMPANIES 
TRAFFIC 

MONTREAL 
TORONTO 
VANCOUVER 
QUEBEC 
OTTAWA 
W!NNIPEG 
EDMONTON 
KAKABEKAFALLS 
CALGER¥ 
LOSANGELES 
NEWYORK 
ATLANTA 
CHICAGO 
HOUSTON 
NEWORLEANS 
BOSTON 
HINNE.APOLIS 
STLOUIS 
DENVER 
DALLAS 
Pli'Il:Ai5ELPHIA 
AUSTIN 
BAL'ffiiORE 
SEATTLE 
NEWARK 
CLEVELAND 
ANCHORAGE 
HONOLULU 
MIAMI 
WAS.iiYNGTON 
FORTHWORTH 

HOLLAND 
CANADA 
E.NGLAND 
USA 
GERMANY 
NEWS EALAND 

KLM 
CANAOIANPACI FIC 
PANAM 
TRW 
WAROAIR 
NEWSEALANDAIR 
LUFTHANSA 
NORTHWESTORIENT 
BRITISHAIR 

CONSTANT VLUCHTEN 
CONSTANT STEDEN 
CONSTANT LANDEN 
CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJEN 
CONSTANT VLUCHTEN 

CONSTANT MONTREAL 
CONSTANT TORONTO 
CONSTANT VANCOUVER 
CONSTANT QUEBEC 
CONSTANT OTTAWA 
CONSTANT WINNIPEG 
CONSTANT EDMONTON 
CONSTANT KAKABEKAFALLS 

-CONSTANT CALGER¥ 
CONSTANT LOSANGELES 
CONSTANT NEWYORK 
CONSTANT ATLANTA 
CONSTANT CHICAGO 
CONSTANT HOUSTON 
CONSTANT NEWORLEANS 
CONSTANT BOSTON 
CONSTANT MINNEAPOLIS 
CONSTANT STLOUIS 
CONSTANT DENVER 
CONSTANT DALLAS 
CONSTANT PHILADELPHIA 
CONSTANT AUSTIN 
CONSTANT BALTIMORE 
CONSTANT SEATTLE 
CONSTANT NEWARK 
CONSTANT CLEVELAND 
CONSTANT ANCHORAGE 
CONSTANT HONOLULU 
CONSTANT MIAMI 
CONSTANT WASHINGTON 
CONSTANT FORTHWORTH 

CONSTANT NEDERLAND 
CONSTANT CANADA 
CONSTANT ENGELAND 
CONSTANT USA 
CONSTANT DUITSLANO 
CONSTANT NIEUWZEELAND 

CONSTANT KL402 
CONSTANT KL403 
CONSTANT KL377 
CONSTANT PA221 
CONSTANT PA27l 
CONSTANT CP207 
CONSTANT CP209 
CONSTANT CP310 
CONSTANT TR122 
CONSTANT TR167 
CONSTANT LH167 
CONSTANT LH860 
CONSTANT LH988 
CONSTANT N'W340 
CONSTANT N'W391 
CONSTANT BA767 
CONSTANT BA650 
CONSTANT BA455 
CONSTANT NS090 
CONSTANT NS112 
CONSTANT NS310 
CONSTANT WA815 
CONSTANT WA801 
CONSTANT WA803 

CONSTANT KLM 
CONSTANT CANADIANPACIFIC 
CONSTANT PANAM 
CONSTANT TRW 
CONSTANT WARDAIR 
CONSTANT NEWSEALANDAIR 
CONSTANT LUFTHANSA 
CONSTANT NORTHWESTORIENT 
CONSTANT BRITISHAIR 

EENTJE 
SETT 
element CONSTANT KLM 
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COMPANY CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJ 
!..ANDINGS CONSTANT !..ANDINGEN 
ARRTIME CONSTANT AANKTIJD 
DEPARPLACE CONSTANT VERTRKP!..AATS 
COUNTRY~ CONSTANT !..ANOS 
COUNTRY!'! CONSTANT !..ANDM 
CNEXTG CONSTANT CNEXTG 
OOXTii CONSTANT CNEXTV 
CNEXT!.. CONSTANT CNEXT!.. 
CNEXTT CONSTANT CNEXTT 

TRUE CONSTANT TRUE 
FALSE CONSTANT FALSE 

0 CONSTANT 0 
T ..... ,.. ... ~ ... ..,... ''""" : ... ....v.,,...,,.n,•• 
'! CONSTANT 2 
j CONSTANT 3 
4 CONSTANT 4 
'S' CONSTANT s 
;- CONSTANT 6 
Io CONSTANT 10 

TIME 
--"s"ETT 

element l CONSTANT 12:00 
element 2 CONSTANT 23:00 
element 3 CONSTANT 24:00 

MOMENTS 
SETT 
element 1 CONSTANT 12 :00 
element 2 CONSTANT 23:00 
element 3 CONSTANT 24:00 

MIDNIGHT CONSTANT 24 00 
00:00 CONSTANT 00 00 
IT:o"o CONSTANT 12 00 
TI:oO CONSTANT 23 00 

DUE 
-XBSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT AANKTIJO 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum l 
value 

DUEl 

ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 
tnum 2 

---;;;asTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE z 
descr NEGATION 

argument FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT AANKTIJO 
argument VARIABLE z 
value CONSTANT 00:00 

FROM 
---;;;as TRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT VERTRKPLAATS 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 1 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 2 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT VERTRKPLAATS 
arg ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 1 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE T 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

tnum 2 

forall ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 
tnum l 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE y 
desct rUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT VERTRKPLAATS 
argument VARIABLE y 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 2 
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ON 
-ABSTRACTION 

AT 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT 
argument ELEMENT 

value ELEMENT 

AANKTIJD 
targ VARIABLE T 
tnum l 
targ VARIABLE T 
tnum 2 

-ABSTRACTION 

IN 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTA~T AANKTIJD 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum l 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 2 

-ABSTRACTION 

OF 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 1 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum 2 

-ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJ 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

tnum l 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE T 

SUSPEND 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE z 
descr NEGATION 

tnum 2 

argument EXISTENTIALQU 
forsome TUPLE 

element 1 CONSTANT 12:00 
element 2 CONSTANT 24:00 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE t 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT AANKTIJO 
argument ELEMENT targ VARIABLE X 

tnum 1 
value ELEMENT targ VARIABLE t 

VISIT 
--XSSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT LANDINGEN 
argument ELEMENT targ 

value 

LEAVE 
--XSSTRACTION 

ELEMENT 

abvar VARIABLE T 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

tnum 
targ 
tnum 

VARIABLE 
l 
VARIABLE 
2 

func CONSTANT VERTRKPLAATS 
argument ELEMENT targ 

value ELEMENT 

AMERICAN 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

tnum 
targ 
tnum 

VARIABLE 
1 
VARIABLE 
3 

func CONSTANT LANDM 
argument VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT USA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument VARIABLE X 
value CONSTANT USA 
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ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDM 
argument APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJ 
arg VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT USA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

CANADIAN 

func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument APPLICATION 

value 

fun CON::iTAN t v£R'1'RKPLAA!3 
arg VARIABLE X 

CONSTANT USA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT 
argument.VARIABLE 
value CONSTANT 

LANDM 
X 

CANADA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE x 
descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument VARIABLE X 
value CONSTANT CANADA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDM 
argument APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJ 
arg VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT CANADA 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 

DUTCH 

func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT VERTRKPLAATS 
arg VARIABLE x 

value CONSTANT CANADA 

ABSTRACT ION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDM 
argument VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT NEDERLAND 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDS 
argument VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT NEDERLAND 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr FUNCTIONVALUE 
func CONSTANT LANDM 
argument APPLICATION 

fun CONSTANT MAATSCHAPPIJ 
arg VARIABLE X 

value CONSTANT NEDERLAND 

KILO 
-T-

POUNO 
OUNCE 
LITRE 
PINT 
GALLON 
voc:--
WGHT 
~ 
NOW 
BEFORE 
aw
--XBSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE 
descr CONSTANT 

CONSTANT KILO 
CONSTANT TON 
CONSTANT POUND 
CONSTANT OUNCE 
CONSTANT LITRE 
CONSTANT PINT 
CONSTANT GALLON 
CONSTANT VOL 
CONSTANT WGHT 
CONSTANT KG 
CONSTANT NU 
CONSTANT VOOR 

X 

TRUE 
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ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE u 
descr EQUALITY 

l;,ft VARIABLE u 
right VARIABLE X 

arg PARTSELECTION 
parhead VARIABLE X 
parmod ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE X 

DISCOUNT 
ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr SINGLETON 

argument VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr UNION 

argument TUPLE 
element l VARIABLE X 
element 2 POWER 

argument VARIABLE X 
OISMASS 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE p 
descr APPLICATION 

fun VARIABLE P 
arg VARIABLE X 

ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 
descr ABSTRACTION 

abvar VARIABLE P 
descr UNIVERSALQU 

forall CARDINALITY 
argument VARIABLE X 

holds ABSTRACTION 
abvar VARIABLE X 

descr APPLICATION 
fun VARIABLE p 
arg VARIABLE x 
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Appendix G 

G.3 Enhancing the ElfElr lexicon. 

New EL/F constants can be added together with the corresponding EL/R 
translation (for every possible variant one semantic expression, see 
figure G.1). The (EL/R-) constants used in every translation must be 
present in the ElrCons.dat lexicon. 
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Appendix H 

THE ELRCONS LEXICON. 

H.1 The ElrCons.dat Lexicon Structure. 

The lexicon ElrCons.dat (Ensemble Language Referential Constants) is a 
text file, containing- EL/R constants- followed bytheir type 
expression. The structure (syntax) of this lexicon is shown in Figure 
H.1. 

Figure H.1 Syntax of the ElrCons.dat lexicon. 

Constant 
The EL/R constant represented as a string in uppercase characters, 
with the first character stored at position 1 of a line in the 
lexicon. The string must start with a letter and may not contain 
spaces, question marks, exclamation marks, periods, commas or 
semicolons. 

Type expression: 
The type representation of the EL/R constant, in the coded form as 
outlined in the preceding paragraph. 

Note that the symbols mentioned above may be seperated by arbitrary 
many spaces. 

An example of an entry in Elrcons.dat is 

VERTRKPLAATS 1 0 1 0 2 

In appendix H.2, containing the content of the lexicon ElrCons.dat, a 
more readable form is chosen (see appendix D). 
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Appendix H 

H.2 The content of ElrCons. 

On every line the EL/R constant is given followed by its type expres
sion. The type is represented as outlined in the appendix D. 

MAATSCHAPPIJEN 
STEDEN 
LANDEN 
MOMENTS 

KL402 
KL403 
KL377 
PA221 
PA271 
CP207 
CP209 
CP310 
TR122 
TR167 
LH167 
LH860 
LH988 
NW340 
NW391 
BA767 
BA650 
BA455 
NS090 
NS122 
NS310 
WA815 
WA801 
WA803 

MONTREAL 
TORONTO 
VANCOUVER 
QUEBEC 
OTTAWA 
WINNIPEG 
EDMONTON 
KAKABEKAFALLS 
CALGERY 
LOSANGELES 
NEWYORK 
ATLANTA 
CHICAGO 
HOUSTON 
NEWORLEANS 
BOSTON 

settype atomic tvlucht 
se i:. C.J'flt: 
settype 
settype 
settype 

... ._ --- .: -Cl 1.U1UJ. '-

a tomi C 

atomic 
atomic 

atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 
atomic tvlucht 

atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 
atomic tstad 

t::~~t::=h~ppij 
tstad 
tland 
inttype 
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MINNEAPOLIS atomic tstad 
STLOUIS atomic tstad 
DENVER atomic tstad 
DALLAS atomic tstad 
PHILADELPHIA atomic tstad 
AUSTIN atomic tstad 
BALTIMORE atomic tstad 
SEATTLE atomic tstad 
NEWARK atomic tstad 
CLEVELAND atomic tstad 
ANCHORAGE atomic tstad 
HONOLULU atomic tstad 
MIAMI atomic tstad 
WASHINGTON atomic tstad 
FORTHWORTH atomic tstad 

KLM atomic tmaatschappij 
CANADIANPACIFIC atomic tmaatschappij 
PANAM atomic tmaatschappij 
TRW atomic tmaatschappij 
WARDAIR atomic tmaatschappij 
NEWSEALANDAIR atomic tmaatschappij 
LUFTHANSA atomic tmaatschappij 
NORTHWESTORIENT atomic tmaatschappij 
BRITISHAIR atomic tmaatschappij 

USA atomic tland 
NEDERLAND atomic tland 
ENGELAND atomic tland 
CANADA atomic tland 
DUITSLAND atomic tland 
NIEUWZEELAND atomic tland 

12:00 atomic ttijdstip 
23:00 atomic ttijdstip 
24:00 atomic ttijdstip 
00:00 atomic ttijdstip 
NU atomic ttijdstip 
HEDEN atomic ttijdstip 

0 atomic inttype 
I atomic inttype 
2 atomic inttype 
3 atomic inttype 
4 atomic inttype 
5 atomic inttype 
6 atomic inttype 
Io atomic inttype 

FALSE atomic truthval 
TRUE atomic thrutval 

LANDINGEN funtype atomic tvlucht atomic tstad 
AANKTIJD funtype atomic tvlucht atomic ttijdstip 
MAATSCHAPPIJ funtype atomic tvlucht atomic tmaatschappij 
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VERTRKPLAATS 
LANDS 
LANDM 
CNEXTG 
CNEXTV 
CNEXTL 
CNEXTT 

WGHT 

VOL 

DUR 

KG 

KILO 

TON 

OUNCE 

POUND 

LITRE 

GALLON 

PINT 

funtype atomic tvlucht atomic tstad 
funtype atomic tstad atomic tland 
funtype atomic tmaatschappij atomic tland 
funtype atomic tgewicht atomic inttype 
funtype atomic tvolume atomic inttype 
funtype atomic tlengte atomic inttype 
funtype atomic tduur atomic inttype 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic ttijdstip 

atomic truthval 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 
atomic tgewicht 

atomic inttype 
funtype tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 

atomic tvolume 
atomic inttype 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tduur 
atomic tduur 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic entity 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic entity 
atomic entity 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 
atomic tgewicht 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 
atomic tgewicht 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 
atomic tgewicht 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tgewicht 
atomic tgewicht 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 
atomic tvolume 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 
atomic tvolume 

atomic inttype 
tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 

funtype tuptype 2 atomic tvolume 
atomic tvolume 

atomic inttype 
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Appendix H 

H.3 Adding New EL/R Constants. 

The names of new EL/R constants, together with the corresponding type 
representation, can be added to the ElrCons lexicon, only under 
certain conditions. Adding new constants may result in creating new 
(semantic) types or extending the Tendum database (see chapter 11). 

What can be done to enhance the ElrCons lexicon? 
Constants can be of existing or of new types. Depending on that, 
several actions must be taken first : 

1. For constants of EXISTING types .. 

1.1 Referential atomic type. 
The information of that constant can be added to the 'db'-file of 
that type in the subdirectory [dialog.datfile] (no compilation or 
linking is needed). 

1.2 (generic) Set type. 
The constant can be viewed as a synonym for the existing set type 
; this should be avoided. 

1.3 Function type and its domain and range values are atomic. 
There must be a corresponding field name in an apartrec record; 
we shouldn't add synonyms. 

1.4 More complex types. 
Again the constant is a synomym of an already existing term. 

2. For constants of NEW types. 

2.1 Referential atomic type, then the actions are : 
a Add a new type identifier (e.g. tperson) to the definition of 

'atoms' (in DATASTRUC.pas). The ordinal number is used in 
Elrcons, so don't change the ordening (enter tperson after the 
last existing type identifier). 

b Add the corresponding (generic) set name (e.g. persons) to the 
definition of 'setname' (in DATASTRUC.pas); which means -because 
of the include- add it to SETLIST.dat in the subdirectory 
[dialog.datfile] before compiling DATASTRUC again. 

c Extend the 'apartrec' definition (in DATASTRUC.pas) for this new 
case. 

d Add a 'db'-file (e.g. dbperson) for this type in the subdirectory 
[dialog.datfile]. 
Enter the information of the constant in this file. 

e Add a new case statement to the routine Typeset (in DBFILL) to 
link atomic and set type, and change the for-loop in FillAtomgs. 

f Write a procedure (Fill Persons) to read the information from 
that file into the apartrec datastructure (in DBFILL.pas). 

g Add a subrange construction in the function REFATTYPE (local to 
the function DConstant in DCONSTANT.pas). 
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h Change the subrange construction in the.function GetAtom (local 
to function GetType in !NP.pas). 

i Add a case for writing the atomic type in the procedure TypOut 
(in OUTP.pas). 

j Compile all Tendum modules (commmand c.com). 
k Make the library (MAIN.OLB) and link all Tendum modules (command 

make.com). 
l And add an assignment to the db-file in the r.com command. 

2.2 (generic) Set type. 
This means that the corresponding referential atomic type has 
not been declared. This must be done first (see point 2.1). 

2.3 Function type and if its domain values are atomic, then the 
actions are : 

a Add a new type identifier (e.g. place of birth) to the definition 
of 'dbattr' (in DATASTRUC.pas); which- means -because of the 
include- add that name in the file DBATTLIST.dat in the subdirec
tory [dialog.datfileJ before compiling DATASTRUC again. 

b Add a record field to the definition of type 'apartrec' (in 
DATASTRUC.pas). 

c Extend the corresponding 'Fill '-routine so that values of this 
new field can be stored too (in-DBFILL.pas). 

d Add a new case (maybe a complex one if the range value is not 
atomic) to function Funval (in DBACCESS.pas). 

e Compile all Tendum modules (c.com). 
f Make a library and link all Tendum modules (make.com). 

2.4 More complex types. 
The evaluation can't handle them. 
So DConstant (in DCONSTANT.pas) should be extended for these 
types. 
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Appendix I 

USER INPUT 

* 
* 

A SAMPLE TENDUM DEMO. 

1 "komt de cp207 uit dallas.• 
('Does the CP207 come from Dallas?') 

SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION 

• Syntactic variant 1 of category: DIALCAT 

SURFACEACT(NSENTENCE(VERB2(KOMT)/tspec:TO8J;form:NONPLUR;person:3; 
prepobs:(2,UIT)/, 

NNP(CENTRALDET(DE)/gender:FEMASC;form:SING/, 
PROPERNAME(CP207)/gender:FEMASC;form:SING/) 

/gender:FEMASC;form:SING/, 

* 

NNP(PREP(UIT), 
NNP(PROPERNAME(DALLAS)) 

) 
/preps:(UITJ/) 

/mood:INTERROG;tspec:TOBJ;form:NONPLUR;person:3; 
prepobs:(2,UIT)/, 

PUNCT(.)/mood: l),e~l.AR /) 
/mood:INTERROG;tspec:TOBJ;form:NONPLUR;person:3;prepobs:(2,UIT)/ 

SSA representation: <MOOD:INTERROG> 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* 

EL/F EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

FROM(<CP207,DALLAS>) 

variant 1 * 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

···························••*••················································ * 
* 

EL/R EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS 

interpretation 1-1 * 
* 

·····················••*••······················································ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* 
* The Communicative Function is 
* 

S knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLMTS(CP207l••DALLAS 

s knows-that 
u suspects-that 
S knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207l••DALLAS 

s_changes 

YNQUESTION 

* 
* 
* 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* 

S knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS 

s knows-that 
u suspects-that 
s knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207l••DALLAS 

S knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207) 

USERMODEL * 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Appendix I 

*********************••························································· * PLANNER * 
* * SPLIT( l: 

DIAL: YNANSWER 
content: VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS 
evaluation: FALSE 

DIAL: WHANSWER 

JOIN 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SYSTEM OUTPUT l 

USER INPUT 2 

(would be) "N~e, de CP207 komt uit Los Angeles." 
('No, the CP207 comes from Los Angeles.') 

"de cp207 komt uit losangeles?" 
( 'The CP207 comes from Los Angeles?') 

························~······················································· * 
* 

EL/F EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

FROM(<CP207,LOSANGELES>) 

variant l * 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* 
* 

EL/R EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 

interpretation 1-1 * 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

* 
• The Communicative Function is . 

S knows-that 
u wants-to-know 
VERTRl<PLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 

s knows-that 
U suspects-that 
S knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 

S knows-that 
U suspects-that 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 

S_changes 

CHECK 

* 
* 
* 
* 

··········••*•***•***•***••····················································· 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 

S knows-that 
u wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS 

s knows-that 
U suspects-that 
S knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS 

s knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207) 

S knows-that 
U suspects-that 
NOT(VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••DALLAS) 

S knows-that 
u knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207) 

S knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207l••LOSANGELES 

s knows-that 
u suspects-that 
S knows-value-of 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207J••LOSANGELES 

S knows-that 
u suspects-that 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 

USER!1ODEL • 
• 

·-·············································································· 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• PLANNER • 
• • 

SPLIT( l: 
DIAL: YNCONFIRM 

content: VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 
evaluation: TRUE 

DIAL: WHANSWER 
content: VERTRKPLAATS(CP207) 
evaluation: LOSANGELES 

JOIN 

*****••········································································· 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 2 (would be) 

USER INPUT 3 

: "Ja, uit Los Angeles." 
('Yes, from Los Angeles.') 

: "de cp207 komt uit losangeles?" 
('The CP207 comes from Los Angeles?') 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 

SPLIT( l: 

JOIN 

DIAL: 
content: 

evaluation: 

PLANNER 

INFORM 
S knows-that 
U knows-that 
VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 
TRUE 

• 
• 

***************••······························································· 
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Appendix L 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 3 (would bel 
"Zeals u waarschijnlijk weet komt de CP207 uit Los Angeles.• 

( 'As you might know, the CP207 comes from Los Angeles') 

USER INPUT 4 : "de cp207 komt uit losangeles?" 
( '~he CP20; comes from Lns ~geles?'l 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
* 

SPLIT( 1: 

JOIN 

PLANNER 

QUESTION DIAL: 
content: u knows-that

VERTRKPLAATS(CP207)••LOSANGELES 
evaluation: none. 

* 
* 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 4 (would be) 
"U weet nu toch dat de CP207 uit Los Angeles komt?" 

('I think you know that the CP207 comes from Los Angeles!') 

USER INPUT 5 : "welke nederlandse vluchten bezoeken newyork?" 
('Which Dutch planes visit New York?') 

******************************************************************************** 
EL/F EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

(x in Ix in PLANES 
I DUTCH(x)) 
I VISIT(<x,NEWYORK>)} 

variant l * • 

******************************************************************************** 

············································~·····························•*••·· • 
* 

EL/R EXPRESSION AFTER LAMBDA CONVERSION 

[x in {x in VLUCHTEN 
I LANDM(MAATSCHAPPIJ(x))••NEDERLAND) 
I LANDINGEN(xl••NEWYORK) 

interpretation l-3 • 
• 

·················································-······························ 

····························-··················································· s_changes 
• 
• The Communicative Function is WHQUESTION 
• 

S knows-that 
U wants-to-know 
(x in !x in VLUCHTEN 
I LANOM(MAATSCHAPPIJ(x))••NEDERLANDJ 
I LANDINGEN(X)••NEWYORKI 

S knows-that 
U suspects-that 
S knows-value-of 
{x in {x in VLUCHTEN 

LANDM(l'\AATSCHAPPIJ(xl)••NEDERLAND) 
LANDINCEN(x)••NEWYORK} 
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* 
SPLIT\ 1: 

JOIN 

PLANNER 

DIAL: WHANSWER 
content: {x in {x in VLUCHTEN 

I LANDM(MAATSCHAPPIJ(xll••NEOERLAND) 
I LANOINGEN(xl••NEWYORK) 

evaluation: ! KL402 
l 

* 
• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 5 (would be) "Alleen de KL402 bezoekt New York." 
( 'Only the KL402 visits New York.') 
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Appendix J 

MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TENDUM VERSIONS 1.0 AND 2.0. 

We will briefly mention the major changes in the TENDUM program (with 
respect to version 1.0). This information is only meant for advanced 
TENDUM programmers, who are familiar with TENDUM 1.0. 

menu control added; the user interfac~ of TENDUM 1s new interrupt 
controlled through the use of four menus (ch.4). The kind of input 
and the sort of output can be selected and the the program flow can 
be controlled. 

- editor; a mini-EDT-like editor is built in to allow convenient input 
editting (ch.6). 

- input; Not only sentences, but also EL/F- and EL/R-expressions can 
be processed by TENDUM. All input can be entered using the editor. 

- output; The intermediate results of the analysis are only outputted 
upon selection. The output is always written to the screen, but, 
upon selection, it can be written to a special text file, called 
JOURNAL.TXT, as well. The format of the output has been slightly 
modified. 

- timing; The most important operations in TENDUM (like database-read
in, beta-reduction, EL/F-to-EL/R translation, EL/R-evaluation and 
dialogue-planning) can be timed now. 

- PASCAL modules; Sevaral routines have been moved to other modules. 
New are the modules : MENU, BETARED, EDITOR, PARSELl and ABD (for
merly called ABCD). 

- global PASCAL constants; 
deleted are : point and slash. 
added are : charline, linescr and menubar. 

- global PASCAL types; 
deleted are : pon, str3, str7, setofrc, onetwo, dbkey, dbattnamesl, 

rnamel and atomgsl. 
added are dialoguemode, inputformat representation and 

setofchar. 
changed are : string, dbattr and apartrec. (Note the words in a sen

tence, the strings in the database and the constants and variables 
in EL- and type-expressions are now all of type string•varying[wl] 
of char.} 

- global PASCAL variables; 
deleted are : unredref, change, lex, trfile, conflict, allelrs, 

newconlist, understood, normal, extra, traceon, vlue, juststarted, 
keyfuns, empty, newvariables and dbattnames. 

added are : dialoguesupervision, kindofinput, newkindofinput, ch, 
intermediateresults, journal, inputstring and errorstr. 

changed are : rname and atomgs. 
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